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Abstract
Thanks to the rapid development of mobile sensing technologies (like GPS, GSM,
RFID, accelerometer, gyroscope, sound and other sensors in smartphones), the large-
scale capture of evolving positioning data (called mobility data or trajectories) gen-
erated by moving objects with embedded sensors has become easily feasible, both
technically and economically. We have already entered a world full of trajectories.
The state-of-the-art on trajectory, either from the moving object database area or in
the statistical analysis viewpoint, has built a bunch of sophisticated techniques for
trajectory data ad-hoc storage, indexing, querying and mining etc. However, most of
these existing methods mainly focus on a spatio-temporal viewpoint of mobility data,
which means they analyze only the geometric movement of trajectories (e.g., the raw
〈x, y, t〉 sequential data) without enough consideration on the high-level semantics
that can better understand the underlying meaningful movement behaviors.
Addressing this challenging issue for better understanding movement behaviors
from the raw mobility data, this doctoral work aims at providing a high-level model-
ing and computing methodology for semantically abstracting the rapidly increasing
mobility data. Therefore, we bring top-down semantic modeling and bottom-up
data computing together and establish a new concept called “semantic trajectories”
for mobility data representation and understanding. As the main novelty contribu-
tion, this thesis provides a rich, holistic, heterogeneous and application-independent
methodology for computing semantic trajectories to better understand mobility data
at different levels. In details, this methodology is composed of five main parts with
dedicated contributions.
(1) Semantic Trajectory Modeling. By investigating trajectory modeling re-
quirements to better understand mobility data, this thesis first designs a hybrid
spatio-semantic trajectory model that represents mobility with rich data ab-
straction at different levels, i.e., from the low-level spatio-temporal trajectory
to the intermediate-level structured trajectory, and finally to the high-level se-
mantic trajectory. In addition, a semantic based ontological framework has also
been designed and applied for querying and reasoning on trajectories.
(2) Oﬄine Trajectory Computing. To utilize the hybrid model, the thesis com-
plementarily designs a holistic trajectory computing platform with dedicated
algorithms for reconstructing trajectories at different levels. The platform can
preprocess collected mobility data (i.e., raw movement tracks like GPS feeds)
in terms of data cleaning/compression etc., identify individual trajectories, and
segment them into structurally meaningful trajectory episodes. Therefore, this
trajectory computing platform can construct spatio-temporal trajectories and
structured trajectories from the raw mobility data. Such computing platform
is initially designed as an oﬄine solution which is supposed to analyze past
trajectories via a batch procedure.
(3) Trajectory Semantic Annotation. To achieve the final semantic level for
better understanding mobility data, this thesis additionally designs a seman-
tic annotation platform that can enrich trajectories with third party sources
that are composed of geographic background information and application do-
main knowledge, to further infer more meaningful semantic trajectories. Such
annotation platform is application-independent that can annotate various tra-
jectories (e.g., mobility data of people, vehicle and animals) with heterogeneous
data sources of semantic knowledge (e.g., third party sources in any kind of ge-
ometric shapes like point, line and region) that can help trajectory enrichment.
(4) Online Trajectory Computing. In addition to the oﬄine trajectory comput-
ing for analyzing past trajectories, this thesis also contributes to dealing with
ongoing trajectories in terms of real-time trajectory computing from movement
data streams. The online trajectory computing platform is capable of providing
real-life trajectory data cleaning, compression, and segmentation over streaming
movement data. In addition, the online platform explores the functionality of
online tagging to achieve fully semantic-aware trajectories and further evaluate
trajectory computing in a real-time setting.
(5) Mining Trajectories from Multi-Sensors. Previously, the focus is on com-
puting semantic trajectories using single-sensory data (i.e., GPS feeds), where
most datasets are from moving objects with wearable GPS-embedded sensors
(e.g., mobility data of animal, vehicle and people tracking). In addition, we ex-
plore the problem of mining people trajectories using multi-sensory feeds from
smartphones (GPS, gyroscope, accelerometer etc). The research results reveal
that the combination of two sensors (GPS+accelerometer) can significantly in-
fer a complete life-cycle semantic trajectories of people’s daily behaviors, both
outdoor movement via GPS and indoor activities via accelerometer.
Keywords: semantic trajectory, structured trajectory, spatio-temporal trajectory, hy-
brid trajectory model, trajectory ontologies, trajectory computing, oﬄine computing,
online computing, activity recognition, indoor activities, outdoor movement, semantic
annotation, movement behavior
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Re´sume´
Le de´veloppement rapide des technologies associe´es aux capteurs de position, tels
que les GPS, GSM, RFID, acce´le´rome`tre, gyroscope, ou les fonctions de localisation
des Smartphones, a rendu e´conomiquement rentable et tre`s facile l’enregistrement
et le stockage a` grande e´chelle des traces des positions des objets mobiles, tels que
les camions de livraison, les taxis, les animaux ou les humains pourvus d’un tel
capteur. Ces traces sont couramment appele´es trajectoires. Nous sommes entre´s
dans un monde parcouru en tous sens de trajectoires. L’e´tat de l’art sur les tra-
jectoires, que ce soit dans le domaine des bases de donne´es pour objets mobiles
ou dans celui de l’analyse statistique des mouvements, comprend un vaste ensem-
ble de techniques de´die´es au stockage, a` l’indexation, a` l’interrogation, a` la fouille,
etc. des trajectoires. Cependant la plupart de ces techniques se limitent a` l’e´tude
des caracte´ristiques spatio-temporelles des trajectoires, c’est-a`-dire a` la se´quence des
positions (xi, yi, ti). Elles ne prennent pas (ou trop peu) en compte la se´mantique
qui peut tre associe´e a` ces positions, et ainsi rendent difficiles, voire impossibles,
l’analyse et la compre´hension du mouvement et in fine celles du comportement de
l’objet mobile. Cette the`se contribue a` l’e´tude du comportement des objets mo-
biles en proposant une mode´lisation des trajectoires a` plusieurs niveaux, du niveau
spatio-temporel pur au niveau se´mantique, et une me´thodologie associe´e qui permet
de transformer, en plusieurs e´tapes, les donne´es de base recueillies par les capteurs
en donne´es se´mantiques. Nous obtenons ainsi des trajectoires se´mantiques qui sont
bien adapte´es aux traitements des applications.
La the`se apporte cinq contributions principales qui sont de´crites dans cinq chapitres:
(1) Mode´lisation se´mantique des trajectoires. A partir de l’analyse des be-
soins pour la description des mouvements, nous proposons un mode`le de tra-
jectoire hybride qui de´crit les aspects spatiaux et les aspects se´mantiques a`
diffe´rents niveaux d’abstraction. Le premier niveau de´crit les trajectoires spatio-
temporelles, c’est-a`-dire uniquement leurs caracte´ristiques spatiales et tem-
porelles. Le second niveau de´crit les trajectoires structure´es qui structurent
la se´quence des positions de la trajectoire en e´pisodes. Le dernier niveau de´crit
les trajectoires se´mantiques dont les positions sont transforme´es en re´fe´rences
a` des objets du monde re´el.
(2) Calcul des trajectoires en diffe´re´. Nous avons de´fini un premier jeu d’algori-
thmes qui permet de construire les deux premiers niveaux de trajectoires a` par-
tir des se´quences de donne´es brutes recueillies par les capteurs. Une premie`re
e´tape consiste a` nettoyer et comprimer si besoin est les donne´es recueillies. La
seconde identifie dans la se´quence des positions les trajectoires qui sont signi-
ficatives pour l’application. On obtient alors des trajectoires spatio-temporelles.
L’e´tape suivante segmente ces trajectoires spatio-temporelles en e´pisodes, afin
d’obtenir des trajectoires structure´es. Ces algorithmes ont e´te´ conus pour tre
exe´cute´s en mode diffe´re´.
(3) Annotation se´mantique des trajectoires. Afin d’obtenir les trajectoires
se´mantiques, nous avons de´fini un second jeu d’algorithmes qui permet d’enrichir
les trajectoires avec des annotations qui re´fe´rencent des objets ge´o-localise´s du
contexte. Les algorithmes peuvent utiliser n’importe quelle source de donne´es
qui de´crit le contexte, comme une base de donne´es spatiales ou cartographiques.
Le me´canisme d’annotation marche pour tout type d’objet spatial, que ce soit
des objets repre´sente´s par des points, des lignes ou des surfaces, ainsi que pour
des trajectoires de type ve´hicules ou humains. Le re´sultat de ce processus
d’annotation est les trajectoires se´mantiques.
(4) Calcul des trajectoires en temps re´el. Ce chapitre est le pendant des
chapitres (2) et (3) pour le temps re´el. Nous avons de´fini un jeu d’algorithmes
pour construire des trajectoires en temps re´el au fur et a` mesure de l’acquisition
des donne´es par les capteurs. Les algorithmes permettent d’effectuer le nettoy-
age et la compression des trajectoires en continu, ainsi que leur annotation.
Nous pouvons ainsi construire des trajectoires en temps re´el.
(5) Fouille des trajectoires recueillies par plusieurs capteurs. Les algo-
rithmes des chapitres pre´ce´dents ont e´te´ conus essentiellement pour des donne´es
de type GPS, pratiquement les donne´es des GPS de ve´hicules ou de personnes.
Ce chapitre traite des donne´es qui sont recueillies a` l’aide de plusieurs types de
capteurs, tels qu’un GPS et un acce´le´rome`tre ou gyroscope, comme c’est le cas
des donne´es recueillies par les smartphones. Le re´sultat de nos recherches est
que disposer des donne´es de deux types de capteurs (en l’occurrence GPS et
acce´le´rome`tre) permet effectivement d’infe´rer quelles sont les activite´s poursuiv-
ies par les possesseurs de smartphones, et ce tant a` l’exte´rieur qu’a` l’inte´rieur.
Mots cle´s:
trajectoire se´mantique, trajectoire structure´e, trajectoire spatio-temporelle, mode`le
de trajectoire, calcul de trajectoire, calcul en diffe´re´, calcul en temps re´el, annotation
se´mantique, infe´rence des activite´s, analyse du comportement.
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Chapter1
Introduction
Trajectory is the magic angles of
projectile motion.
Haiduke Sarafian, 2000
This chapter presents the background and the motivation of this thesis work, as well as the
contributions and organization of this dissertation.
1.1 Background
With the ubiquitous mobile positioning and tracking devices (such as wearable chips with em-
bedded GPS – Global Positioning System, PDA – Personal Digital Assistants, and the increasing
smartphones), it becomes technically convenient and economically cheap to collect the position-
ing data generated by several different kinds of moving entities, including humans, animals, and
other non-biological moving objects like vehicles (see Figure 1.1 for different kinds of mobility
data scenarios). GPS on smartphones is no longer an emerging trend, but almost a must-have
feature nowadays. All of the state-of-the-art handsets like iPhone, Android, Nokia N-series and
Windows phones can offer such positioning functionalities with embedded sensors. Berg Insight,
a well-known IT company offering business intelligence to the telecom industry, forecasts that
the shipments of GPS-enabled GSM/WCDMA handsets will grow to 960 million units in 2014,
representing an attach rate of nearly 60%1. Furthermore, other cutting edge sensor-tracking
techniques like GSM, radar, WiFi, RFID can also help capturing and preprocessing a huge
amount of trajectory relevant mobility data very conveniently.
These kinds of GPS alike tracking and wireless sensing technologies significantly enhance
the capabilities of a large amount of existing applications, and even foster new applications
and services with locomotion feeds, e.g., ranging from traffic monitoring and environmental
management, to land planning and geo-social networks. In recent years, there has been a
tremendous surge in applications and services with locomotion feeds. To give some concrete
trajectory application scenarios: (1) scientists implant GPS chips in animals to analyze the
gregarious behavior of wild life, e.g., bird migration or monkey habits in forest. (2) smart phones
1http://www.berginsight.com/ (2011)
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Figure 1.1: Different kinds of mobility data scenarios
(e.g., iPhone, Nokia N series) can help people very conveniently establish geo-social networks
(e.g., Google Latitude, Foursquare, Facebook Place, Gowalla, Twitter) and access the interesting
location-based services. (3) RFID technology installed in goods can improve the service quality
of e-business with better tracking of shipment. (4) GPS-furnished moving vehicles can enhance
real-time traffic analysis and provide better road planning to decrease or even avoid massive
congestion in cities. These kinds of applications enhanced with trajectory data become more
and more practicable and prevalent. Now, the world is already full of trajectories. This thesis
is mainly focusing on the study of heterogeneous mobility data generated by various moving
entities, e.g., vehicles, people, and animals. In Section 3.2, we will investigate the detailed
requirements to provide a comprehensive model for mobility data understanding.
With such increasing GPS alike mobility data, as well as their applications like LBS (Location
Based Services), there is a growing need for improving the capability to efficiently manage and
analyze such huge amount of trajectory data produced by moving objects. Regarding these
location-aware applications on trajectory data, the literature mainly focuses on studying the
low-level geometric view of trajectory data, in particular in the domains of trajectory data
management and statistical analysis of mobility etc.
The data management and database community, MOD (Moving Object Database) in par-
ticular, has focused on the design of spatio-temporal and trajectory datatypes, e.g., moving
point and moving region datatypes by extending the established collections of spatial and tem-
poral datatypes [KSF+03, GBE+00, WSX+99, PTVP06, GS05, G0¨5]; in addition, a lot of
ad-hoc techniques for trajectory data indexing [PJT00, TVS96, SJLL00, CJL08] and query-
ing [dAGB06, ZSI02, WXC00] (especially the nearest neighborhood relevant queries [BJKS02,
GLC+07, BJKS06]) are proposed. In the meanwhile, mobility data analysis from the statistical
perspective has built approximation functions for trajectory data regression and compression
[FT07, MdB04, DP73, SRL09, KPT09], and explored data mining algorithms for trajectory
patterns discovery [JSZ07, LHW07, JYZ+08, LHLG08], but their major focus is still on the
raw tracking data with spatio-temporal views. Until very recently, research in these communi-
ties did not reach beyond the realm of handling and manipulating the evolving geometry that
characterizes movement. These approaches leave to application developers all the burden of
reconstructing and interpreting the meanings (semantics) to understand mobility data.
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1.2 Motivation
Based on the previous brief discussion on the background of trajectories, either from moving ob-
ject databases or with statistical analysis, we can come to a preliminary conclusion that: moving
object database has become a well-studied technology for trajectory indexing and querying, but
only with spatio-temporal view ; statistical analysis (e.g., trajectory data mining) has addressed
low-level semantics about trajectories, but high-level semantics are still missing. More detailed
study on these related works will be discussed in the state-of-the-art in Chapter 2. To the best
of our knowledge, most of these trajectory studies do not reach beyond the realm of handling
and manipulating the evolving geometry that characterizes movement. Such methods simply
assume trajectory as a curve that a moving object follows through a geometric space. However,
real-world trajectories need to be reconsidered as the trace of a moving object that has not only
the generic spatio-temporal view (the evolution of geometric location) but also the meaning-
ful semantic view (the underlying meanings for better understanding the movement behavior),
which is intensively overlooked in the literature.
Recently, newer research efforts [PSZ06, SPD+08, YMPS08b, ABK+07] have started to ex-
plore approaches that would support trajectory-based applications with rich conceptual models
(e.g., stops and moves in trajectory) where semantics of movement can be explicitly expressed
via application-aware trajectory modeling. Starting from these previous conceptual studies on
trajectories, the motivation of this thesis is to further explore a comprehensive semantic ap-
proach for analyzing mobility data, not only from spatio-temporal (geometric) view, but also
with semantic view. We aim at a semantic data modeling and computing method for under-
standing mobility data, which is able to not only explore the high-level semantic representation
of trajectories but also support real-world trajectory application scenarios with a large scale of
low-level tracking data (e.g., GPS feeds). Therefore, the core idea of this thesis can be consid-
ered as an integrated “semantic and computing” approach for trajectory data analysis, to better
understand the movement behaviors from mobility data. To achieve this goal, on one side,
we build a rich and comprehensive semantic representation for high-level trajectory modeling
(called “semantic trajectories”); on the other side, we design a couple of computing techniques
to utilize this rich model and reconstruct meaningful trajectories from real-life low-level GPS
alike mobility tracking data.
1.3 Core Issues
To put our “semantic trajectory” motivation, namely trajectory data analysis in terms of a
semantic and computing approach, into more concrete research statements, the following core
issues and fundamental questions need to be explored and answered during this thesis work. We
identify the six main research questions (Q1 to Q6) to be discussed in this dissertation.
(Q1) What are the fundamental modeling requirements for representing trajectory (mobility)
data? What are low-level spatio-temporal view and high-level semantic view for trajec-
tories? What is the main difference in these two views, why do we need both of them?
What is the gap between the spatio-temporal view and the semantics, and how to bridge
such gap?
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(Q2) Can we provide a more comprehensive and rich semantic model for mobility data repre-
sentation? How does this model meet all of the trajectory modeling requirements and
represent both spatio-temporal and semantic views aforementioned? Any intermediate
models are required and established between the spatio-temporal view and the semantic
view?
(Q3) How can the semantic trajectory model be utilized in analyzing real-life trajectory applica-
tions and used for the GPS alike movement tracking data? Which kinds of computational
solutions and algorithms need to be designed? Can statistical computing or data mining
techniques be significantly adopted or redesigned for such computational tasks?
(Q4) How to further enrich trajectory semantics in addition to the trajectory computing? Does
such semantic enrichment need additional 3rd party semantic sources, such as the geo-
graphic information or the application domain databases? How to annotate such seman-
tics with extra semantic sources? Can we provide a generic and heterogeneous annotation
framework to support such semantic enrichment on trajectories?
(Q5) Instead of providing oﬄine trajectory mobility data computing, can we also provide a real-
time computation of semantic-aware trajectories from streaming movement data? What is
the major difference between online and oﬄine situations, and how to enable our approach
to work properly and efficiently in a real-time context?
(Q6) Vehicle trajectories from embedded GPS chips are usually quite stationary and the data
is easy to handle with. However, for people trajectories collected from smartphones,
the mobility data is quite heterogeneous (e.g., no GPS signals during people’s indoor
activities, people can take different transportation modes when they move, like car, bike,
on foot etc). Can we compute semantic trajectories on heterogeneous people mobility data,
e.g., inferring semantic indoor activities instead of outdoor movement? Can we combine
different sensors (e.g., both GPS and accelerometer) from smartphones to better infer a
complete semantic people daily trajectories?
1.4 Contributions
Towards the motivation and research challenges to establish a semantic approach for computing
and understanding mobility data, this thesis formulates five major contributions, corresponding
to answering the aforementioned six research questions.
1.4.1 Hybrid Spatio-Semantic Trajectory Models
The first contribution of this thesis is developing a new multi-perspective data abstraction and
semantic approach for trajectory data modeling, namely the Hybrid Spatio-Semantic Trajectory
Model. This model considers not only spatio-temporal view, but also semantic view for analyzing
trajectories. The major novelties of this model can be summarized as follows:
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• Complete Modeling Requirement – By analyzing the requirements to completely model
trajectory data, we can claim that a comprehensive trajectory model should support not
only Spatio-temporal View but also Semantic View. Spatio-temporal view is the major
focus (or even the only one) in many traditional studies on moving object databases and
so called trajectory databases; whilst semantic view explains the underlying meanings to
understand trajectory movement behaviors, which is the missing point in most existing
works and needs to be highlighted.
• Spatio-temporal and Structured Trajectories – Corresponding to spatio-temporal view and
semantic view on trajectory data, we design two kinds of trajectories respectively, named
Spatio-temporal Trajectory and Semantic Trajectory. Instead of directly building semantic
trajectory from spatio-temporal trajectory, we design an intermediate model, i.e., Structured
Trajectory, which can help bridging the gap between a pure spatio-temporal model and a
pure semantic model, by capturing structured episodes in an individual trajectory.
• Semantic Trajectories – Regarding the semantic view, we design two types of semantics
which can be used for semantically enriching trajectory data. The first one is Geographic
View (e.g., landmarks, road networks) focusing on the geographic knowledge that ought
to be integrated into the raw trajectory data; the second one is Application Domain View
(e.g., home/office information in employee databases), as additional domain specific appli-
cation knowledge for understanding trajectory behaviors.
• Trajectory Ontologies – Last but not least, we also propose an ontological infrastructure,
Trajectory Ontologies, which also covers the previous three views (i.e., spatio-temporal
view, geographic view and application domain view). Such trajectory ontological frame-
work includes three components, i.e., Geometry Trajectory Ontology (GTO), Geographic
Ontology (GO), and Application Domain Ontology (ADO). However, the ontological model
is capable of providing even higher-level semantics, to support rich (conjunctive) querying
and reasoning on trajectories.
The detailed results of the trajectory modeling will be presented in Chapter 3. Some pre-
liminary results have already been published in [YMPS08a, YMPS08b]. This contribution is for
answering relevant research questions in Q1 and Q2.
1.4.2 Oﬄine Trajectory Computing
As the second major contribution of this dissertation, we design a practical computing platform
for applying the previous Hybrid Spatio-Semantic Trajectory Model in the real-world tracking
movement data. Basically, we present a bottom-up computing approach for constructing differ-
ent levels of trajectories from real-life GPS-alike raw movement tracks, in terms of a couple of
dedicated data computing layers in our oﬄine computing platform.
• Data Preprocessing Layer – This is the preliminary task on processing the raw movement
data, such as cleaning the GPS tracking records. We apply several data cleaning methods
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like filtering and smoothing raw movement data for removing outliers and reducing er-
rors, interpolating missing data points, map-matching GPS points to the underlying road
networks, and compressing the data etc. As a result, we can achieve a cleaned version of
movement data for the later data computing steps.
• Trajectory Identification Layer – This component divides the long cleaned movement data
(i.e., the output of data preprocessing) into a set of subsequences, where each subsequence
is corresponding to a single meaningful trajectory. Several trajectory identification polices
are proposed, such as Raw GPS Gap, Predefined Time Interval, Predefined Space Extent
and Time Series Segmentation. As a result, we can achieve spatio-temporal trajectories.
• Trajectory Structure Layer – This is the major component in trajectory computing, which
tries to further segment each single trajectory into many meaningful units, called trajectory
episodes. There are different kinds of episodes, such as Begin, End, Stop, Move discussed
in [SPD+08]. The core issue in trajectory structure is to design relevant and robust stop
discovery algorithms, such as velocity-based and density-based algorithms. As a result, we
can achieve structural trajectories.
The details of oﬄine trajectory computing will be presented in Chapter 4. Some preliminary
results have already been published in [YPSC10]. This contribution is for answering relevant
research questions in Q3.
1.4.3 Trajectory Semantic Annotation
To further establish the semantic meanings for understanding trajectories, we design a semantic
enrichment layer upon the previous computing platform. Semantic enrichment can integrate
structured trajectories with semantic knowledge from the two semantic viewpoints, i.e., geo-
graphic view and application domain view. As a result, we can achieve much more meaningful
semantic trajectories compared to the previous spatio-temporal trajectories and structured tra-
jectories. For example, Figure 1.2 shows a semantic trajectory example which has semantic
annotations on each individual episodes, including stops (with the tags of home, office, mar-
ket) and moves (with the tags of bus, metro, walk). In this thesis, we consider the semantic
data sources from the geographic and application domain together, and divide them into three
categories based on the underlying spatial extent, i.e., region, line, and point. According to
these three spatial extents, this thesis designs a heterogeneous annotation framework with three
dedicated annotation layers to semantically enrich mobility data.
home  office market home 
road  
(bus) 
train  
(metro) 
path way 
(walk) 
[~, 8am] 
[8am, 9am] [6pm, 6:30am] [7:30pm, 8pm] 
[9am, 6pm] [6:30pm, 7:30pm] [8pm,~] 
Figure 1.2: A semantic trajectory example
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• Annotation with Regions – This layer enables annotation of trajectories with meaningful
geographic or application domain sources of semantic regions. It does so by computing
topological correlations between trajectories and 3rd party data sources containing seman-
tic places of regions (called ROI - Region of Interest, or Pregion). We design a spatial join
based algorithm, which can work for both regular grid-based regions (e.g., Landuse data)
and free-style irregular regions (e.g., EPFL campus).
• Annotation with Lines – This layer annotates trajectories with LOIs (Line of Interests,
or Pline) like road networks and considers variations present in heterogeneous trajectories
(e.g., vehicles run on road networks, while human trajectories use a combination of trans-
port networks and walk-ways etc). Given data sources of different form of road networks,
the purpose is to identify correct road segments as well as infer transportation modes such
as walking, cycling, public transportation like metro. Thus, the algorithms in this layer
include two major parts: the first part is designing a global map matching algorithm to
identify the correct road segments for the move episodes of a trajectory, and the second one
is inferring the transportation modes that the moving object used during the movement.
• Annotation with Points – This layer annotates the stop episodes of a trajectory with
information about suitable points of interest (POIs, or Ppoint). Examples of POI are
restaurant, bar, shops, movie theater etc. For scarcely populated landscapes, it is relatively
trivial to identify the objective of a stop (e.g., petrol pump on a high-way, back home
in a very sparse residential area). However, densely populated urban areas bring several
candidate POIs for a stop. Further, low GPS sampling rate due to battery outage and GPS
signal losses makes the problem more intricate. We have designed a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) based technique for semantic annotation of stops. Unlike most other algorithms
to identify POIs [ABK+07][XDZ09], an unique novelty of our approach is that it works for
densely populated area with many possible POI candidates for annotation, thus catering
to heterogeneous people and vehicle trajectories. It also enables identifying the activity
(behavior) behind the stop, thus can further semantically annotate the whole trajectory.
The details of trajectory semantic annotation will be presented in Chapter 5. Some pre-
liminary results have already been published in [YCP+11]. This contribution is for answering
relevant research questions in Q4.
1.4.4 Online Trajectory Computing
Previously, we discuss the problem of trajectory computing, which is evidently necessary for
mobility data processing and understanding, including tasks like trajectory data cleaning, tra-
jectory identification, and segmentation to identify meaningful episodes like stops (e.g., while
sitting or standing) and moves (while jogging, walking, driving etc). However, such methods in
Chapter 4 like many related literatures are typically based on an oﬄine procedure, which is not
sufficient for real-life trajectory applications that rely on timely delivery of computed trajec-
tories to serve real-time query answers. Therefore, this thesis alternatively proposes an online
platform, namely “SeTraStream”, for real-time semantic trajectory construction. Our online
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framework is capable of providing trajectory online data cleaning, compression, segmentation,
and even tagging over streaming movement data.
• Online Cleaning – We apply filtering methods like a Gaussian Kernel smoothing process
or Kalman Filter to get rid of errors for the real-time streaming mobility data. There are
two types of errors we need to deal with: the systematic errors (or called outliers) which
are totally wrong positioning records of moving object from the true values and need to be
removed; the random errors as the small noisy data need to be corrected and smoothed.
• Online Compression – An initial concern in our online setting regards the compression
of the vast amounts of incoming location data. Given the limited memory resources, it
is essential to reduce the amount of raw data and derive more compact representations
describing an object’s movement that will be later utilized by the upper levels of the
trajectory computing framework. As new location data points arrive, the framework dy-
namically determines whether to keep a specific object’s datapoint or not, by taking into
consideration both (a) a local accuracy bound expressed as an L1-error threshold. That is,
given the last received point of object Oi the next point has the potential to be thrown in
case the resulting error does not exceed the previously defined threshold; and (b) a global
accuracy bound which is needed to ensure that the final compressed representation will
not be distorted above a certain tolerance percentage.
• Online Segmentation – A time series based online segmentation algorithm that operates on
one single stream or multiple streams (e.g., velocity, direction, location, acceleration etc.)
of the moving object. In this step, we can apply the online-window processing methods.
To achieve parameterless or parametric-insensitive solutions, we design more advanced
similarity measurements based on the statistical information of the streams (e.g., mean,
variance, RV-coefficients), and identify trajectory breaking points based on the movement
similarity computed from these statistical features.
• Online Tagging – Having detected an episode, SeTraStream manages to specify a tuple
(timefrom, timeto, geometrybound, tag) describing its spatio-temporal extent and semantics.
Given application’s context, possible tag instances form a set of movement pattern classes
and notice that the instances of the classes are predetermined for the applications we
consider. Hence, the problem of episode tag assignment can be melted to a trivial classifi-
cation task, where the classifier can be trained in advance based on the collected episodes
(with features like segment distance, duration, density, average speed, average acceleration,
average heading etc.) and the detected episode ei can be timely classified based on the
trained model and the episode features.
The details of online trajectory computing will be presented in Chapter 6. Some preliminary
results have already been published in [YGK+11]. This contribution is for answering relevant
research questions in Q5.
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1.4.5 Trajectory Computing from Multi-Sensors in Smartphones
In addition to the GPS alike mobility data, this thesis explores mining people trajectories using
multi-sensor feeds from smartphones. Our purpose is to enrich people trajectories with semantic
information about user’s activities using the combination of phone sensors (GPS+accelerometer).
While GPS as a sensor has been researched significantly, accelerometers have only been stud-
ied for activity recognition. GPS and accelerometers sense the user in partially overlapping
dimensions of activities, movements, motion patterns. It is intuitive that knowledge extraction
from such co-related streams should enrich the semantics of a trajectory, compared to a single
sensor (either GPS or accelerometer). However, mining such information is non-trivial, specially
considering completely naturalized settings. Our results reveal that the combination of the two
sensors in smartphones can significantly infer semantic people trajectory of a more complete
daily behaviors, in particular supporting the indoor semantic activities (e.g., cooking at home,
breaking in office).
• Two-tier inference framework – We present a two-step process of semantic activity in-
ferencing that (1) uses raw accelerometer streams to derive a sequence of an individual’s
micro-activities (e.g., sit, stand, walk), and (2) employs statistical feature extraction for
mining on the micro-activities to establish the mapping from such micro-activities to the
likely semantic activity (e.g., cooking at home). This two-step approach helps providing
robustness against noise in the underlying sensor observations, and accommodates daily
behavioral variations in semantic activities.
• Micro-activities from accelerometer – We explicitly consider the problem of accelerometer-
based micro-activity classification in a naturalistic environment, where the individual goes
about her daily life (i.e., non-control of usage style when people use the phone and data with
noisy). The results show that a combination of orientation-independent and orientation-
sensitive features provides the best classification accuracy (up to 90% in our studies) for
such naturalistic settings.
• Inferring high-level semantic-activities – We propose and evaluate two discriminatory fea-
ture extraction techniques (utilizing the micro-activity stream) to identify specific semantic
activities. The first approach uses features based only on the total duration of underlying
micro-activities (resulting in a classification accuracy of about 70%), while the second ap-
proach additionally considers the order (or sequence) of these micro-activities (providing
an additional about 10% increase in classification accuracy).
The details of mining semantic trajectories from phone sensors will be presented in Chapter
7. Some preliminary results have already been discussed in [YCM+]. This contribution is for
answering relevant research questions in Q6.
1.5 Thesis Organization
After the general discussion about motivation and contribution of this thesis, the remainder of
this dissertation is organized as follows:
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• Chapter 2 presents a broad view of related works towards trajectory data from several dif-
ferent perspectives, including trajectory data management, processing, mining, semantic,
and activity recognition aspects.
• Chapter 3 discusses trajectory modeling issues, including the analysis of real world trajec-
tory scenarios and the investigation on model requirements, together with our two semantic
models, i.e., the hybrid trajectory model and the trajectory ontologies.
• Chapter 4 focuses on the oﬄine computing issues, which construct different levels of tra-
jectories from the initial raw movement data. The fundamental problems are relevant
trajectory data processing and stop identification algorithms.
• Chapter 5 investigates the semantic annotation algorithms to further enrich the semantics
of the computed trajectories. It discusses the three dedicated annotation algorithms by us-
ing regions, lines and points, repshectively, from any third party geographic or application
data sources.
• Chapter 6 discusses the real-time trajectory computing from streaming movement data,
focusing on issues regarding online data cleaning, data compression, and trajectory seg-
mentation, as well as timely tagging functionality.
• Chapter 7 explores the application of multiple sensors embedded in the smartphones, which
can better infer semantic trajectories of a complete daily movement behavior of people’s
regular life, including both outdoor and indoor semantic activities.
• Chapter 8 provides concluding remarks. Based on the work in this dissertation, many
interesting problems for further theoretical study and practical application exist. We
present some interesting open issues and future research directions.
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Chapter2
State of the Art
In the present state of the art
this is all that can be done.
H.H. Suplee, 1910
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we review the literature related to this thesis work, in particular studies on
managing and analyzing mobility data. We will describe their characteristics, advantages and
drawbacks. For a better understanding with clear organization, we present these trajectory
studies in terms of five main perspectives as the research background of this thesis, i.e., trajec-
tory data management, trajectory data processing, trajectory data mining, semantic trajectory
analysis, as well as some studies on activity recognition with mobility data.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 discusses trajectory data management is-
sues, particularly the study of trajectory data models, indexing and query processing techniques;
Section 2.3 presents trajectory data processing techniques, especially these data cleaning, com-
pression, map matching, and segmentation methods that are related to this thesis; Section 2.4
summarizes the trajectory mining methods including clustering, classification, and sequential
pattern discovery; in Section 2.5, relevant trajectory studies on semantic aspect are described,
including building ontologies and conceptual views for spatio-temporal and trajectory applica-
tions; Section 2.6 discusses related work on activity recognition within the context of trajectory
or other mobile sensing data; and finally Section 2.7 summarizes the state-of-the-art chapter.
2.2 Data Management for Trajectory
Over the past decades, with the rapid development of consumer electronics (e.g., GPS-equipped
PDAs, smartphones, and vehicles, as well as RFID-tag tracking and sensor networks), the
database community started to face the larger availability of mobility data that is generated
by moving objects and such data is typically called “trajectories”. A lot of relevant database
researches have been established and become hot topics in the data management field, such as
the Spatio-Temporal Database [AR99, KSF+03], Moving Object Database (MOD) [Wol02, GS05]
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and the emerging discipline of Trajectory Database [KO07]. Similar to traditional database
studies, their main research objectives are to build ad-hoc data representation, storage, index-
ing and querying techniques for the data of moving objects and the trajectories they generate.
There are many research issues, among which the most important ones are summarized in the
following subsections, including trajectory data representation models/systems, indexing and
query processing techniques.
2.2.1 Trajectory Data Models and Systems
Similar to many conventional database studies, the study on trajectory and moving object
databases started from designing specialized datatypes for the modeling of spatial, spatio-
temporal and moving objects [KSF+03, GS05]. Based on these specially designed and dedicated
trajectory datatypes, a lot of relevant data operators and algorithms are proposed for indexing,
querying and processing movements and trajectories [GBE+00, GP08].
In traditional DBMS (Database Management System), data is assumed to be constant unless
it is explicitly modified, which cannot be applied for modeling moving objects or trajectories.
In order to model such continuously varying location, several new data models are proposed.
An early and representative data model called Moving Objects Spatio-Temporal (or MOST for
short) has been proposed by Wolfson in [WXCJ98] for modeling dynamic attributes which can
change continuously as a function of time without any explicit updates. With this dynamic
attribute, query results depend on not only the contents but also the time. In contrast, a static
attribute of an object is an attribute in the traditional sense, with only explicit update time.
For modeling moving objects, the MOST model can represent spatial coordinates as dynamic
attributes. A corresponding moving object database prototype, called DOMINO1 (Databases
fOrMovINg Objects tracking) [WSX+99], has been produced. As shown in Figure 2.1, the system
can provide temporal capabilities, uncertainty management as well as the location prediction;
the system is built upon existing object-relational databases (e.g., Oracle), as well as applying
a GIS software for visualization (i.e., ArcView2).
Object-Relational 
DBMS 
Arc-View GIS 
DOMINO 
Informix/Oracle 
Stores the information about each 
moving object, including each object’s 
plan of motion 
Provide capabilities and user interface 
primitives for storing, querying, and 
manipulating geographic information 
Provide temporal capabilities, uncertainty 
management, and location prediction 
Figure 2.1: DOMINO system [WSX+99]
… 
GUI 
Optimizer 
Kernel 
Command Manager 
Query Processor & Catalog 
Op 1 Op 2 Op n 
Storage & Manager Tools 
Figure 2.2: SECONDO system [GdAA+05]
1http://www.cs.uic.edu/~wolfson/html/mobile.html
2http://www.esri.com/software/arcview/
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The second well-known moving object data model is built by Gu¨ting in an extensible database
system called SECONDO3, which supports non-standard database applications and moving
objects in particular. With the extensions on spatial and temporal algebra modules, SECONDO
uses spatial, temporal, and moving object datatypes to build moving object database system
as non-standard applications [G0¨5, GdAA+05, GS05, G0¨7]. In such system, moving object
is treated as a general time-varying geometry data type. New spatio-temporal datatypes are
designed and integrated into existing relational, object-oriented, and other DBMS data models;
furthermore, operations and algebras with formal semantics are defined for supporting spatio-
temporal query languages [GBE+00]. In the implementation of the SECONDO system, there are
three major components (see Figure 2.2) written in three distinctive programming languages:
the kernel with a set of algebras to support query processing is implemented in C++; the
optimizer implemented in PROLOG provides SQL-like query language with conjunctive query
optimization; and a graphic user interface is written in Java. In addition, Gu¨ting et al. set
up a benchmark system (called BerlinMOD4 [DBG07]) for evaluating moving object databases.
Based on the synthetic data generated by SECONDO with a simulated scenario, BerlinMOD
can validate moving object databases in terms of two sets of trajectory querying problems, i.e.,
the range and the nearest-neighbor queries.
Besides SECONDO implementing the idea of time-varying moving object datatypes, HER-
MES5 is yet another similar moving object database engine designed by Pelekis et al. The main
functionality of HERMES is to support the modeling and querying of continuously moving ob-
jects [PTVP06, PFGT08]. The system is built on top of Oracle; a set of trajectory datatypes and
corresponding operations are defined in an Oracle data cartridge, called HERMES Moving Data
Cartridge (Hermes-MDC), based on the extension and combination of Oracle Spatial Cartridge
and TAU Temporal Literal Library (TAU-TLL) Data Cartridge6. Besides working as a moving
object database engine, HERMES can also be used either as a pure temporal or a pure spatial
database system. A couple of recently emerging trajectory indexing and querying techniques
have been already implemented in the HERMES trajectory database system [Fre08, PFGT08].
As shown in Figure 2.3, HERMES is implemented in PL/SQL based on the extension of Ora-
cle spatial; it also supports the network constrained trajectory data, as well as provides a web
demonstration for trajectory querying and visualization [PFGT08].
In addition to the above three most well-known trajectory database engines, there are several
other research prototypes of trajectory databases. Meng and Ding in [MD03] provide a future-
trajectory driven moving object database system, called DSTTMOD (Discrete Spatio-Temporal
Trajectory Based Moving Objects Database). Different from most prior moving object databases,
their claim is to support not only historical trajectories but also future location information. Aref
et al. design PLACE (Pervasive Location-Aware Computing Environments), a scalable location-
aware database server that can support continuous evaluation of queries over spatio-temporal
data streams [MXA+04, XMA+04]. As built upon Nile7 (a data stream management system
3http://dna.fernuni-hagen.de/Secondo.html/index.html
4http://dna.fernuni-hagen.de/secondo/BerlinMOD/BerlinMOD.html
5http://infolab.cs.unipi.gr/hermes/
6http://www.oracle.com/technology/documentation/
7http://www.cs.purdue.edu/Nile/
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Spatial 
Network Data Model 
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Oracle Storage 
Client tier 
JDBC Preprocessor 
Application Tier 
Hermes MDC  
TB-tree operands 
Temporal 
PL/SQL Interface 
Trajectoires 
TB-Tree Index 
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http request 
response 
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WS 
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Figure 2.3: HERMES system architecture [PTVP06]
[HMA+04]), the PLACE server can support a wide variety of stationary and moving continuous
spatio-temporal queries through a set of pipelined spatio-temporal operators, in terms of an
incremental evaluation mechanisms in a real-time setting.
For a realistic trajectory model in real world applications, two additional issues need to be
discussed, i.e., modeling with network-constrained movement and dealing with uncertainty. In
real-life, many moving objects are restricted to moving in a given underlying spatial network,
e.g., a transportation network like metro lines. Based on their early work on non-constrained
moving object database [GBE+00], Gu¨ting et al. have extended new network interfaces to the
standard time-varying moving object datatypes [GdAD06]. There are also some other relevant
network-constrained moving object data models like [VW01] (with dedicated predicts to support
network-related trajectory queries) and [SJK03] (with rich network models from computational
perspective). Due to GPS alike mobile devices measurements and sampling errors, the recorded
position of a moving object does not always represent its precise location [ZG02]. Frentzos
in [Fre08] has summarized three possible sources for uncertainty: imperfect observation of real
world ; incomplete representation language; ignorance, laziness or inefficiency. In order to man-
age moving object uncertainty, many different uncertainty models have been proposed in the
literature [TWHC04, PJ99, dAG05b, KO07]. It is worth noting that privacy is another impor-
tant issue for real-life systems. For example, Gkoulalas et al. extend the HERMES system to
HERMES++ for supporting privacy-aware trajectory tracking queries [GDV08]. In Table 2.1,
we briefly summarize and compare these most-cited trajectory database engines. More detailed
discussion on the query and index functionalities will be provided in the later two subsections.
These aforementioned moving object database systems are still research prototypes, without
industrial strengths. The present commercial database management systems have built a couple
of functionalities for supporting spatial or temporal applications separately (e.g., Oracle Spatial,
SQL Server Spatial, PostgreSQL, PostGIS), in particular the requirements of spatial data like in
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DOMINO SECONDO HERMES PLACE DSTTMOD
Data-
types
moving point
√ √ √ √ √
moving region NO
√
NO NO NO
network NO
√ √
NO NO
Implemen-
tation
use-exist-db
√
(Informix) NO
√
(Oracle)
√
(NILE) NO
language — Java/c++/Prolog PL-SQL C++ (server) —
visualize
√
(ArcView)
√
(Gui in Java)
√
(Web)
√
(Gui in C++)
√
(Gui)
Function-
alities
query
√ √ √ √ √
uncertain
√
NO NO NO
√
predict
√
NO NO NO
√
privacy NO NO
√
NO NO
Table 2.1: Comparison of different trajectory database models/systems
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). There is still a long way to go for the industry towards
moving object or trajectory databases.
2.2.2 Trajectory Indexing
Similar to traditional databases, the design and construction of an efficient and effective tra-
jectory indexing structure is a very important and challenging topic, which can ensure high
performance for trajectory data management, particularly for achieving efficient data querying.
The moving object can move continuously and generate a huge amount of or even unlimited size
of trajectories as time proceeds; therefore, trajectory indexing is crucial and becomes a possible
bottleneck in many trajectory data application systems.
One of the first, most important and ubiquitous, multi-dimensional spatial indexing technique
is R-tree [Gut84], which can be considered as a hierarchical data structure based on B+-tree
in multi-dimensional spaces. With the success of R-tree in spatial databases, it is well-used in
various applications, from geographical information system (GIS) and computer-aided design
to image and multimedia management systems [MNPT05, HMTT08]. R-tree, with its variants
and extensions, actually dominates the domain of spatio-temporal data indexing, where spatial
objects are represented by their minimum bounding rectangles (MBR). There are many examples
such as three-dimensional R-tree [TVS96], TB-tree (Trajectory Bundle Tree) and STR-tree
(Spatio-Temporal R-tree) [PJT00], and OP-Tree (Octagon-Prism Tree) [ZSI02]. Such trees can
support efficient trajectory-based queries. Recently, Frentzos et al. further extend the TB-Tree
methods and set up TB∗-tree and FNR-tree (Fixed Network R-tree) [Fre08]. TB∗-tree offers
more trajectory operations, such as insertions, deletions and compressions; while FNR-tree can
be used for indexing movements in a constrained space, which is another interesting study on
indexing network-constrained moving objects and trajectories [DAG05a, PJ05].
The aforementioned TB-tree family is focusing on indexing the past trajectories. Another
active study of spatio-temporal indexing is the family of TPR-tree (the Time Parameterized
R-tree) [SJLL00] that is originally proposed by Jensen’s group on the extension of R∗-trees
(a variant of the R-tree) [BKSS90]. In addition to the MBR of the spatial extents, TPR-tree
maintains the velocity bounding rectangles (VBR), which can in turn index not only current
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but also the anticipated future positions of moving point objects. Therefore, TPR-tree benefits
to the query of present and anticipated future trajectories. Due to its success in indexing
current and future trajectories, TPR-tree has 20+ successors developed by researchers from
2000 to 20088. Among them, TPR∗-tree is one of the most dominant extensions [TPS03], which
significantly enhances the TPR-tree performance by integrating novel insertion and deletion
algorithms during maintaining the index.
The R-tree based trajectory indexing techniques are prone to achieving low efficiency during
update compared with traditional B+-tree, because of the overlaps between bounding rectangles
(BRs). Therefore, researchers also investigate traditional B+-tree based indexing techniques
for trajectories directly. For example, Jensen et al. design the Bx-tree with specific mapping
functions from four-diminutional points (x,y,z,t) to one diminutional point [JLO04, JTT06a].
In such case, query needs to be transformed in each partition in the B+-tree. For achieving
better query performance, Yiu et al. extend Bx-tree to Bdual-tree by mapping both location
and velocity information from four dimensions to one dimension [YTM08]. These B+-tree based
trajectory indexing methods are partitioning the space in trajectories instead of partitioning the
data in R+-tree based methods. With such velocity information, they can also support querying
on both the present and the anticipated future trajectories.
The previous indexing techniques capture either the past (the position of an object up until
the time of the most recent position sample) or the current & the anticipated/near future (the
position based on a constant or linear function of time), not both of them. There is a hybrid
solution for supporting both past and present (near future), i.e., RPPF-tree [PvJ06], which is
based on the modification of partial persistence techniques.
Two excellent surveys have summarized these trajectory and spatio-temporal indexing tech-
niques [MGA03, NDAM10], including a figure summarizing all of the spatiotemporal access
methods (see Figure 2.4). There are also several benchmark systems (e.g., [CJL08, DBG07,
JTT06b, MK03]) being established to evaluate these different kinds of indexing methods.
2.2.3 Trajectory Querying
Query processing over trajectory data includes several traditional spatial data querying tech-
niques, such as point & region queries, and kNN (k nearest neighborhood) queries. In addition,
trajectory and location based applications require advanced trajectory-based queries, which not
only search historical and current trajectory data, but also predict future locations. By adopting
the classification of spatio-temporal queries from Pfoser [Pfo02] and the moving object database
benchmark BerlinMOD [DBG07], we can briefly summarize trajectory queries in terms of two
types, i.e., coordinate-based and trajectory-based queries, see Table 2.2.
Coordinate-based queries are similar to traditional spatial database queries that focus on
offering information about spatial coordinates, which include:
• Point Query : “find the location of a specific moving object (mo) at a given time t”;
• Range Query : “find all objects stayed a given area for a while (e.g., 10 mins) during a
given time interval [t1, t2]”;
8http://www.cs.aau.dk/~csj/tpr-tree-successors
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Query Type Operations
Coordinate-based
Queries
Point Query at
Range Query overlap, inside etc.
Nearest Neighbor Query close, closest
Trajectory-based
Queries
Topological Query enter, leave, cross, bypass
Navigational Query
traveled distance, covered area
(top or average), speed, heading, parked
Table 2.2: The categories of query processing over trajectory data
• k-Nearest Neighbor Query : “find k moving objects which are closest to a given position
e.g., (x, y) at a given time t”.
Among these three sub-types of spatial queries, k-nearest neighborhood (denoted “kNN”)
query is a major focus with many dedicated methods, together with a new type of interesting
queries called “Reverse kNN (RkNN)” [FGPT05, BJKS06, GLC+07], e.g., RkNN(q) returns
the objects (x) in the database such that q is one of the k-nearest neighbor of x.
Trajectory-based queries become more important because of the nature (i.e., location contin-
uously varying) of spatio-temporal and moving object data [PJT00]. For trajectory-based query,
the first type is topological queries that involve the whole or a part of the trajectory of a moving
object, and try to find the topological relations between moving objects and querying object
(or space). For example, a typical trajectory-based query is “to find whether an object enters,
crosses, or bypasses a given area during a given time interval”. The second type of trajectory-
based query is navigational queries, which involves important trajectory characterizations in
real life trajectory relevant applications such as speed or heading of a trajectory. As mentioned
before, a few dedicated indexing structures such as TP-tree and OP-tree [ZSI02, PJT00] are
proposed for efficiently supporting these kinds of trajectory-based queries.
In [The03], Theodoridis categorizes ten benchmark queries for the applications of location-
based services, among which many are trajectory related queries. These ten queries are divided
into four categories: (a) queries on stationary reference objects including 1 point queries,
2 range query, 3 distance-based query, 4 nearest-neighbor query, 5 topological query;
(b) queries on moving reference objects including 6 distance-based query, 7 similarity-based
query; (c) join queries including 8 distance-join or closest-pair query, 9 similarity-join query;
and (d) queries with unary operators, i.e., 10 unary operators on spatial and spatiotemporal
data type. These queries can be applied for evaluating the capability of the applications of
location based services.
2.3 Trajectory Data Processing
Different from the previous trajectory data management section that focused on the issues of
database model and system performance, this section reviews the data processing techniques,
in particular the problems about data cleaning, map matching, data compression, and trajectory
segmentation. These are the main research issues as the trajectory reconstruction steps before
building more useful trajectory databases and better understanding mobility data.
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2.3.1 Trajectory Cleaning
In the literature of moving object and trajectory databases (discussed in Section 2.2), many
studies (e.g., indexing and querying techniques) are built upon a common assumption that “the
positioning of moving objects can be precisely provided ”. However, real-life trajectory data is
far more unreliable than expected to be used by the various applications. Datasets collected by
mobile sensors are often imprecise, and as such incorrect due to noise [ZG02, YPSC10]. The
reason resides in the limitation of positioning techniques (e.g., inaccurate GPS measurement and
sampling errors, indoor signal loss, smartphone battery runs out) or on the privacy aspect of users
(e.g., people do not want to disclose their precise or private locations, and deliberately expose
only an approximation of positioning data [BLPW08]). Therefore, trajectory cleaning cannot be
overlooked when reconstructing meaningful trajectory episodes from the raw locomotion data.
The main focus of trajectory data cleaning is to remove or reduce GPS errors. GPS errors
are wrong measurements of the spatial position (i.e., not exactly the correct location). Jun
et al. in [JGO06] summarizes two types of GPS errors: systematic errors and random errors.
The systematic errors are the large wrong values that are totally invalid GPS positioning from
the actual location, which may be caused by the low number of satellites in view and HDOP
(Horizontal Dilution Of Position). The random errors are the small wrong values up to ±15
meters that are caused by the satellite orbit, clock or receiver issues. Both types of errors refer to
the spatial domain, as the temporal information is considered precise due to the high calibration
clocks that the satellites are equipped with.
For the systematic errors, also named “outliers” in statistical analysis, researchers may resort
to visual inspection which obviously is not practical for large datasets. Usually they design
automated “filtering” methods to remove them. In this context, Marketos et al. propose a
parametric online approach that filters noisy positions by taking into advantage of the maximum
allowed speed of a moving object [MFN+08]. A given threshold or parameter is used in order to
determine whether a reported time-stamped position from the GPS stream, must be considered
as noise and consequently discarded, or kept as a normal record.
On the other hand, random errors are small distortions from the true values and their
influence is decreased by smoothing methods (e.g., [JGO06, Las06, SA09b]). Such techniques
can be categorized based on their statistical backgrounds. A first such approach is based on the
least squares spline approximation that targets to minimize overall error terms. More specifically,
this approach minimizes the residual sum of squared errors, which is similar to regression-based
smoothing techniques such as the local polynomial regression, cubic fits, exponential smoothing,
and time series approximation models [JGO06]. A second category relies on a kernel-based
smoothing method which adjusts the probability of occurrences in the data stream to modify
outliers [YPSC10]. This approach bases on the idea of nearest neighbor smoothing and locally
weighted regression models. The last category smoothes data points by recursively modifying
error values by using a Kalman filter, which uses measurements observed over time (the positions
coming in the GPS receiver), and predicts positions that tend to be closer to the true values of
the measurements [Las06]. Eventually, the Kalman filter smoothes a position by computing a
weighted average of the predicted position and the measured position.
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In addition to removing or reducing errors, there are also missing values due to the signal
loss (e.g., in tunnel or indoor) of GPS trajectories, which need to be interpolated in some
applications. An example of such interpolation is provided in [HA06] where the authors use
polynomial interpolation to estimate the missing data.
2.3.2 Map Matching on Trajectory
The previous trajectory cleaning methods are designed for objects that are allowed to move freely,
without any constraints in their movement. However, in many applications moving entities such
as people or vehicles are by their nature restricted to move within a given road network (i.e.,
a transportation network represented as a graph). For example, trains are restricted to move
on a railway network, public buses have their own planned routes, and people are not allowed
to walk on the highway. This type of trajectory data is called network-constrained trajectories
[GdAD06]. Some dedicated network-constrained trajectory data models and indexing techniques
are also mentioned in Section 2.2.
For analyzing network-constrained trajectory data, there is a very active research area
called “map matching”, that maps the positional measurements onto a network which it sup-
poses to travel on, estimating the correct position in a node or edge of the network graph
[QON07, BPSW05]. Note that the map matching problem is not present only due to the im-
precision of the positions received by GPS devices, but also because digital maps (representing
the network graph) are also subject to positional errors, while they can suffer from incomplete
information (e.g., missing of new constructed roads). In this thesis, we focus on the first case,
i.e., GPS positioning errors, and apply map matching to clean such network-constrained trajec-
tory data. Figure 2.5 and 2.6 respectively sketch the raw trajectory data and the data after map
matching, where the raw trajectory is Q1Q2Q3Q4Q5Q6 which is not necessarily consistent with
the underlying road network (AiAj) because of GPS errors, whilst the map matched trajectory
data Q′1Q′2Q′3Q′4Q′5Q′6 should be constrained by the network which would be the real trace of
moving object. Therefore, the objective of map matching is to determine (or estimate) the
actual trajectory traces in a given road network from the raw GPS tracking points with errors.
Q1 (x1,y1, t1) 
A1 
A5 
A2 
A3 
A4 
Q3 
Q4 
Q5 
Q6 
Q2 
Figure 2.5: Trajectory before map matching
Q1’ 
A1 
A5 
A2 
A3 
A4 
Q2’ Q3’ 
Q4’ Q5’ 
Q6’ 
Figure 2.6: Trajectory after map matching
Based on the matching measurement, map matching methods can be simply classified into
two categories: geometric and topological.
• Geometric methods (summarized in [BK96]) utilize only geometric information, by de-
signing relevant distance measurements to identify the correct road segment and estimate
the real location. Three types of distance measurements have been largely used, i.e.,
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point-to-point (e.g., Euclidian distance), point-to-curve (e.g., perpendicular distance), or
curve-to-curve (e.g., Fre´chet distance). Point-to-point based map matching is matching
the network only based on the road crossing points; point-to-curve based map matching
is matching the network based on the road segments; curve-to-curve based map matching
uses the distance between trajectory curve and network segments.
• In contrast to geometric approaches, the topological methods additionally account for
the connectivity and contiguity of the road networks. For example, Greenfeld in [Gre02]
proposes a method based on topological analysis using coordinate information on the
observed position of the user; however, the method assumes no knowledge of the expected
traveling route and does not use any speed or heading information supplied by the GPS.
To avoid this drawback, Quddus et al. improves the algorithm that uses GPS information
including position, velocity and time [QOZN03]. This information on the vehicle trajectory
is used to avoid switching of mapped locations between unconnected road links. In the
same context, Meng et al. analyze the correlations between the trajectory direction (e.g.,
GPS heading) and the road topology (e.g., U-turns, curvature, connections) [Men06].
By using additional topological information, the topological method can achieve better
performance over pure geometric methods that only use distances. Recently, advanced
map matching methods start to deal with more complicated GPS trajectories, such as
with high ambiguity, noise and sparseness [NK09], in high-resolution networks [SA09a],
and with low GPS sampling rate [LZZ+09]. All of these new methods investigate both
distance and topology, and aim at a better global algorithm in the noisy data and/or
complex network scenarios.
From another perspective, map matching methods can be classified into (1) local method
[BK96], (2) incremental method [BPSW05], and (3) global method [Men06]. The local method
focuses on individually matching a single GPS point to a path in the road network based on
a given distance measurement (e.g., point-to-point/curve); a incremental method improves the
local method and matches a portion of the trajectory (i.e., both current point and previous
points); a global method can analyze the “entire” view of a trajectory (i.e., both past and
forthcoming GPS points) and find the best matching road segment.
These various map matching proposals usually include several post-processing techniques to
calibrate and correct the initial matching results. Obviously this could decrease the algorithm’s
efficiency (i.e., the cost/complexity of computation). Therefore, besides the effectiveness of a
map matching algorithm that can be measured by the final matching accuracy, a decent map
matching algorithm should also consider the algorithm’s efficiency, in particular for working on
a large amount of trajectory datasets.
2.3.3 Trajectory Compression
In real world, the trajectory of object movement is continuous in nature; whilst, due to the in-
trinsic limitations of data acquisition and storage devices, such inherently continuous movement
are acquired, represented, and stored in a discrete way (e.g., a sequence of GPS points 〈x, y, t〉).
Trajectory data in applications grow progressively and intensively as the tracking time goes by.
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For example, a taxi-tracking system (with 5,000 cabs in San Francisco) collects 7.2 millions GPS
points each day [LLLH10]. Such enormous amounts of data can sooner or later lead to storage,
transmission, computation and display challenges. Therefore, trajectory data compression is an
essential task of trajectory reconstruction. The main objective of trajectory compression is data
reduction, which is capable of decreasing the computating complexity and introducing no more
than a small error bound in trajectory querying.
From a geometric perspective, compression techniques explore the line simplification algo-
rithms that remove positions from a trajectory without warping the trend of the trajectory or
distorting the database significantly. The error bounds in trajectory data compression is the
fundamental metrics to determine whether the data points can be removed or not. For achieving
meaningful trajectory lossy-compression, researchers come up with several useful compression
metrics, such as spatial distance, synchronized Euclidian distance (SED), safe area that are
determined by speed and/or direction etc. in trajectory data.
Such spatial distances for data compression can be the pure Euclidean distance between
two points, or the perpendicular distance between point and line9, which have been essentially
applied in line simplification in many domains like geometry, cartography, geospatial etc. For
example, one of the standardized methods is the top-down Douglas-Peucker (DP) algorithm,
which recursively splits the data series and selects the best position (i.e. the one has the largest
perpendicular distance), and removes other positions in each loop. As shown in Figure 2.7, the
original trajectory is presented in the dashed line collected by the black circle points, whilst the
compressed one is the solid line only with selected white circle points. The original DP algorithm
is a batch procedure. For streaming data compression, Meratnia and de By design the opening
window techniques for online compression, among which there are two choices in threshold
violation, i.e., using the point causes the violation (NOPW - NOrmal Opening Window) or
using the point just before the violation (BOPW - Before OPening Window) [MdB04].
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algorithm (Figure 13) introduced by geographers in cartography. This algo-
rithm calculates he perpendicular distance of each intern l point from the
line connecting the first and the last point of the polyline (line AB in Fig-
ure 13) and finds the point with the greatest perpendicular distance (point
C). Then it creates lines AC and CB and, recursively, checks these new lines
against the remaining points with the same method, and so on. When the
distance of all remaining points from the currently examined line is less than
a given threshold (e.g., all the points following C gainst line BC in Figure
13) the algorithm stops and returns this line segment as part of the new -
compressed - polyline. Being aware of the fact that trajectories are polylines
evolving in time, the algorithm presented in [33] replaces the perpendicular
distance used in the DP algorithm with the so-called Synchronous Euclidean
Distance (SED), also discuss in [9, 48], wh ch is he distance between the
currently examined point (Pi in Figure 14) and the point of the line (Ps, Pe)
where the moving object would lie, supposed it was moving on this line, at
time instance ti determined by the point under examination (P
′
i in Figure
14)). The time complexity of such an algorithm is O(NlogN).
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Fig. 13. Top-down Douglas-Peucker algorithm used for trajectory compression.
Original trajectory is presented with dotted lines, copmressed trajectory with solid
line [33].
Although the experimental study presented in [33] shows that the TD-TR
algorithm is significantly better than the opening window in terms of both
quality and compression (since it globally optimizes the compression process),
it has the main disadvantage of not being an on-line algorithm and therefore it
cannot be applied directly to trajectory segments at the time they are feeding
a spatio–temporal database. Quite the oposite, it needs the a priori knowledge
of the entire moving object trajectory.
On the contrary, under the previously described conditions of on-line op-
eration, the opening window (OW) class of algorithms can be easily applied.
These algorithms start by anchoring the first trajectory point, and attempt
to approximate the subsequent data points with one gradually longer segment
(Figure 15). As long as all distances of the subsequent data points from the
segment are below the distance threshold, an attempt is made to move the
segment’s end point one position up in the data series. When the threshold
is going to exceed, two strategies can be applied: either, the point causing
the violation (Normal Opening Window, NOPW), or the point just before
Figure 2.7: Douglas-Peucker algorithm
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Fig. 14. The Synchronous Euclidean Distance (SED): The distance is calculated
between the point under examination (Pi) and the point P
′
i which is determined as
the point on the line (Ps, Pe) at the time instance ti [33].
it (Before Opening Window, BOPW) becomes the end point of the current
segment, and also the anchor of the next segment. If the threshold is not ex-
ceeded, the float is moved one position up in the data series (i.e., the window
opens further) and the algorithm caries on until the trajectory’s last point;
then the whole trajectory is transformed into a linear approximation. While
in the original OW class of algorithms each distance is calculated from the
point perpendicularly to the segment under examination, in the OPW-TR
algorithm presented in [33], the SED distance is evaluated.
Although OW algorithms are computationally expensive - since their time
complexity is O(N2) - they are very popular. This is because, they are online
algorithms, and they can work reasonably well in presence of noise (but only
for relatively short data series). Moreover, the time complexity is O(N2) re-
garding only the compression of the full data series; when dealing with each
point updat - that is in the on-line case - the complexity of determining
whether each inc ming point will be float or the next anchor, is O(N).
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Fig. 15. Opening Window algorithm used for trajectory Compression. Original data
points are represented by closed circles [33].
Recently, Potamias et al. [48] proposed several techniques based on uniform
and spatio–temporal sampling to compress trajectory streams, under different
memory availability settings: fixed memory, logarithmically or linearly increas-
ing memory, or memory not known in advance. Their major contributions are
two compression algorithms, namely, the STTrace and Thresholds. Accord-
ing to this work, there are two basic requirements when dealing with trajectory
streams: the need for processing incoming points in high rates and the need for
locally or globally constant allocated memory. In order to deal with the first
requirement, they propose the Thresholds method with O(1) time complexity.
Figure 2.8: Synchron zed Euclidian distance
Pure spatial distance and DP related algorithms are not suitable for compressing spatio-
temporal trajectories, since both spatial and temporal data should be taken into account during
trajectory data compression. Therefore, researchers propose the Synchronous Euclidean Dis-
tance (SED) [MdB04][CWT06] which combines both spatial and temporal information in the
error bound metrics, defined as follows (also see Figure 2.8):
9In geometry, the perpendicular distance distance from point (x1, y1) to the line ax+ by+ c = 0 is given by
d = |ax1+by1+c|√
a2+b2
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SED(Pi, Ps, Pe) =|Pi, P ′i | =
√
(xPi − xP ′i )2 + (yPi − yP ′i )2 (2.1)
where, xP ′i = xPi + v
(x)
PsPe
· (ti − ts)
yP ′i = xPi + v
(y)
PsPe
· (ti − ts)
v
(x)
PsPe
= (xPe − xPs)/(te − ts)
v
(y)
PsPe
= (yPe − yPs)/(te − ts)
By applying the SED metric instead of the perpendicular distance between pure spatial Eu-
clidean distance, the Douglas-Peucker (DP) algorithm can be extended for compressing GPS tra-
jectories. For example, Meratnia and de By propose Top-Down Time Ratio (TD-TR) and OPen
Window Time Ratio (OPW-TR) for the compression of spatio-temporal trajectories [MdB04],
that are adapted from the previous top-down DP algorithm for in-batch compression and the
opening window algorithm for online compression, respectively.
In addition to the SED in space, algorithms like STTrace in [PPS06] can preserve the speed
and heading information in a trajectory, which defines the metrics of safe area to determine
whether the GPS point needs to be kept or to be discarded. The safe area is computed by the
speed tolerance and the direction tolerance. The STTrace algorithm is proved to be capable
of performing better than pure threshold based sampling or compression techniques [PPS06].
Recently, Ho¨nle [HGmRM10] and Muckell [MHLR10] empirically study these different kinds of
compression algorithms and compare their performance.
It is worth noting that Frentzos et al. study trajectory compression from the perspective of
its effects on spatio-temporal (time slice) queries [FT07, Fre08], instead of only focusing on the
errors introduced by and the compression rate achieved in data compression.
2.3.4 Trajectory Segmentation
In contrast to a large amount of literature on map matching and trajectory compression, there
are not so many specific works about trajectory data segmentation. Trajectory segmentation is
originally from processing video-based motion trajectory (e.g., [TOY80, MJEM02]), where the
input data is the visual tracking (images of tracking sequence of object movement) rather than
the GPS-alike trajectory data studied in this thesis. Some GPS-alike trajectory segmentation
works are treated as data preprocessing for additional trajectory studies, e.g., (1) from database
perspective, evaluating splitting strategies to build better indexing for effective range queries
[RSEN05]; (2) from data mining perspective, partitioning trajectory data and extracting more
intuitive local patterns for clustering [LHW07] and classification [LHLG08].
Anagnostopoulos et al. firstly study GPS-alike trajectory segmentation [AVH+06], but build-
ing segments on the MBR (Minimum Bounding Rectangles, see trajectory indexing in Section
2.2.2) as a simplified trajectory representation, not directly on the original trajectory (x, y, t)
sequence. There is application-driven trajectory segmentation algorithm from biological re-
searchers for splitting and identifying the distinctive human adenovirus motions in host cells
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[HBK+07]; the drawback of such method is that we need to train the segment features in ad-
vance as a supervised learning method.
Nevertheless, trajectory segmentation is one of the most important topics in this thesis for
building semantic trajectories and understanding mobility data. Segmentation is to divide a
long trajectory into more useful sub-parts (we call them “trajectory episodes”) and enables us
to further assign meaningful semantic annotations for each episode. In Chapter 4 and Chapter
6, we will in particular discuss a couple of oﬄine and online trajectory segmentation algorithms,
which can automatically compute trajectory episodes.
Zheng et al. provide a change point based segmentation for GPS trajectories [ZLWX08,
ZZXM09b], where the algorithm is firstly identifying walk segments and uses them to get other
non-walk segments, and then inferring different transportation modes for each trajectory seg-
ment. In the context of GeoPKDD10 (Geographic Privacy-aware Knowledge Discovery and De-
livery) and MODAP11 (Mobility, Data Mining and Privacy) projects, the two European projects
that study the moving object data modeling and mining, researchers (including this thesis work)
propose a couple of threshold (e.g., velocity) and clustering (e.g., spatio-temporal density) based
trajectory segmentation algorithms, which is significantly based on the application of our early
stop-move model in studying trajectory [GP08, SPD+08, YPSC10].
Recently, Buchin et al. present a theoretic framework that compute optimal segmentation
using different criteria (e.g., speed, direction, location disk) from the computational geometry
perspective [BDKS10]. However, there is no experimental study to validate such segmentation
framework.
2.4 Trajectory Data Mining
From data mining and machine learning perspectives, there are many literatures studying tra-
jectory mining, where the objective is knowledge discovery from such mobility data [GP08,
HLGL08]. Similar to the geometric focus of data management and processing, the studies of
trajectory mining assume trajectory as a sequence of spatio-temporal point (x, y, t), where (x, y)
is the location coordinate in 2D space and t is the timestamp. Similar to most conventional data
mining studies, trajectory data mining also aims at typical knowledge discovery issues such as
sequential mining, clustering, classification, outliers detection and even location prediction etc.
2.4.1 Trajectory Sequential Mining
Sequential pattern mining is a hot topic in sequence databases, where the data consists of or-
dered items; therefore, it is also interesting for the spatio-temporal data and trajectories of
moving object. The discovery of so called spatio-temporal sequential patterns (or trajectory se-
quential patterns) can show the cumulative and consecutive behavior of moving objects and help
understanding the mobility-relevant repeated sub-sequences [GNPP07, GP08]. For example, a
sequential pattern for the movement of a EPFL researcher could be simplified as “home → office
→ home”, as his/her repeated workday movement behavior.
10http://www.geopkdd.eu/
11http://www.modap.org/
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A couple of extensions on traditional sequential mining algorithms such as GSP (General-
ized Sequential Patterns) [SA96], PrefixSpan [PHMA+01, PHMA+04] and SPADE (Sequential
PAttern Discovery using Equivalent Class) [Zak01] have been proposed for spatio-temporal and
trajectory sequential mining [CMC07, TG01, HYD99, GP09]. Among these sequential mining
studies, T-pattern is a representative sequential trajectory pattern being widely cited for mining
frequent movement behaviors, which considers both space (i.e., the regions that moving objects
have traveled and stayed for a while) and time (i.e., the time duration for staying in certain
regions during movement, as well as the order of the visit) [GNPP07]. Based on such trajectory
pattern algorithm, the group of Giannotti further designs a tree hierarchy based on the connec-
tion of many T-Pattens, and provides the functionality of location prediction by using this tree
structure [MPTG09].
Another interesting sequential study on trajectory is mining periodic behaviors of moving
objects [CMC07, LDH+10]. Periodic pattern can be roughly defined as the repeating activities
happened in certain locations with regular time interval at periodic time instances; therefore, it
can be significantly used for location and behavior prediction. For example, Li et al. design a two
stage algorithm (called “Periodica”) in [LDH+10], for mining such periodic trajectory patterns:
firstly, the periods are detected by reference spots using Fourier transform and autocorrelation;
secondly, periodic behaviors are summarized using hierarchical-based clustering.
2.4.2 Trajectory Clustering
Trajectory clustering is the second major topic in trajectory data mining, which aims at dis-
covering the similarity in a set of movement trajectories, grouping similar trajectories into the
same cluster, and finding the most common movement behaviors. Many studies focus on ex-
tending the well-known clustering algorithms and apply them in trajectory data, e.g., k-means
[Llo82], BIRCH (Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies) [ZRL96], DB-
SCAN (Density Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) [EKSX96], OPTICS (Or-
dering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure) [ABKS99], and STING (STatistical IN-
formation Grid based clustering method) [WYM97]. Compared with these traditional clustering
techniques, the extension for trajectory clustering requires a thorough examination of the group-
ing semantics along the time dimension. To give a couple of such extension examples: (1) several
k-mean based extensions for clustering trajectory data [JLO07, LWC+07, KMB05]; Nanni et al.
in [NP06] propose T-OPTICS as an adaptation of OPTICS to trajectory data with another
notion of distance between trajectories; (3) DBSCAN-based extensions [PBKA08, BK07] rede-
fine the core concept of density-reachable that can include both spatial distance threshold and
temporal distance threshold. However, the research focus is still on clustering the space and
the time dimension separately, which are more suitable for the generic spatio-temporal datasets
(e.g. fixed sensor readings of weather conditions), not directly applicable to the trajectories of
the movement data.
Alternatively, new algorithms are proposed for partially trajectory clustering, which firstly
split the trajectory into several pieces (like trajectory segmentation, but usually based on a
simple method of manual division, e.g., via distance) and then build clusters on partial trajecto-
ries. For example, Lee et al. provide a partition-and-group framework for trajectory clustering
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[LHW07], where a formal trajectory partitioning algorithm (based on the theory of minimum de-
scription length - MDL) is proposed and the clustering on sub-trajectories is highlighted; Jueng
et al. propose a convoy discovery algorithm in trajectory database [JYZ+08], where trajectory
convoy is a group of objects that have traveled together for some consecutive time intervals, not
necessarily for the complete trajectory lifespan of the moving object.
2.4.3 Trajectory Classification
As another important mining task, trajectory classification has been significantly studied in
conventional flock and other biological relevant trajectory datasets, where the focus is on clas-
sifying flock trajectories and finding flock movement behaviors such as leadership, convergence,
encounter [AGLW07, BGHW08]. Furthermore, there are some studies aiming at defining a
comprehensive taxonomy for movement patterns [DWL08, GLW08], which can be used as a
guidance for designing trajectory classification algorithms. Many machine learning techniques
(in particular the Hidden Markov Model) have been applied in trajectory classification, e.g.,
[STK02] for biological trajectories, [BKS07, JSZ07, NFM10] for human motion trajectories us-
ing unsupervised learning methods on the coefficients of the basis functions. Lee et al. use
trajectory partitioning and classify trajectories based on their representative portions (e.g., re-
gions and movement flows) [LHLG08]. Moving object anomaly detection is kind of the special
case of the study on trajectory classification, where the objective is to distinguish the normal
movement behaviors with irregular ones. Li et al. in [LHL08, LLHL09] propose a trajectory
outlier detection method based on motifs, which are the frequently occurring subsequences or
patterns that are defined and well-applied in time series study [PKLL02].
A decent trajectory mining system (called “MoveMine”12) has been recently released from
Han’s group [HLGL08, LJL+10], which includes four main mining functionalities, i.e., (1) pe-
riodic pattern mining, (2) swarm and convoy pattern mining, (3) trajectory clustering, (4)
trajectory outlier detection. Many of these functionalities have been previously discussed. The
detailed system architecture is shown in Figure 2.9.
2.5 Semantic Processing of Trajectories
Trajectory data management and processing focus on the low-level performance like indexing,
querying and compression; whilst trajectory mining emphasizes on geometric pattern discovery
from trajectories, still a bottom-up method driven from data. In contrast, semantic aspect aims
at a high-level and top-down method for analyzing trajectories. In this section, we summarize
semantic processing of trajectories in terms of three parts, i.e., ontology based spatio-temporal
system, conceptual views on spatio-temporal system and conceptual views on trajectory.
2.5.1 Ontology based Spatio-temporal System
The term “ontology” originally comes from the field of philosophy studying the nature of being,
existence or reality in general. In computer and information science, it is an explicit specification
of a conceptualization [Gru95], consisting of a concept hierarchy and relationships between
12http://dm.cs.uiuc.edu/movemine/
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MoveMine: Mining Moving Object Data for Discovery of Animal Movement Patterns · 115
other methods and examined their possible extensions to other problems.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will give an overview
of general system architecture. Periodic behavior mining and swarm pattern mining
methods are introduced in Section 3 and Section 4 separately. The extensions of
the two methods are discussed in Section 6. We report the experimental results in
Section 5. Finally, we conclude our study in Section 7.
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2. GENERAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Our system provides some interesting data mining functions for biologists to ana-
lyze the animal movement patterns. We focus on mining the repetitive pattern and
the mutual relationship. There have been systems designed for answering spatio-
temporal analysis queries. [Stolorz et al. 1995] studies the geophysical phenomenon.
They basically extract two spatio-temporal features, cyclone and blocking features.
Their analysis emphasizes on the general trends of climate changes. System devel-
oped by [Nanni et al. 2010] essentially mines the trajectory patterns. Trajectory
patterns are the frequent moving trends over all the moving objects. It is useful
for traffic analysis. However, those systems cannot mine the patterns that biolo-
gists are interested in, such as periodic pattern and swarm pattern. Our MoveMine
system will provide these functions and be tested on the real animal movement
data.
Figure 1 depicts the system architecture of MoveMine that consists of three layers:
(i) collection and cleaning, (ii) mining, and (iii) visualization. The lower layer is
responsible for collection and cleaning of moving object data. Various moving
object data sets are collected from different resources like animals, vehicles, mobile
ACM Journal Name, Vol. , No. , 05 2010.
Figure 2.9: MoveMine system architecture [LJL+10]
concepts. The specification of ontology can be very broad, from simple glossaries to complex
logical theories. Ontology has been significantly applied in the Semantic Web, in which it
can be used to specify standard conceptual vocabularies for data exchange across multiple and
heterogeneous data management and application systems.
Spatial ontologies [SCPV04, DP06, GS04] become a major research issue for most semantic-
aware GIS (Geographic Information Systems) study, especially in some standardization orga-
nizations like the Open Geospatial Consortium (2006) and ISO Technical Committee 211 13,
where the objective is to determine a set of formal and sharable concepts of geographic data.
Regarding temporal ontology, instant and interval are the two fundamental concepts, together
with a couple of temporal relations (e.g., begins, ends, before, after) that need to be specified
and determined [HP04].
In addition to these specified ontologies for spatio-temporal data, more formal studies are
logic-b sed reasonings on spatio-temporal syste s. Description logic (DL) has been proved
as a suitable choice for web knowl dge be ause of its open world assumption, and becomes a
cornerstone f the Semantic Web in the usage of designing co sistent ontologies. The m st
representative DL languages are OWL-DL and OWL-Lite, which are standardized web ontology
languages in the W3C semantic web community 14. Based on DL, Lutz builds extensions for
concrete domains that allow to integrate reasoning the conceptual knowledge with real-world
13http://www.isotc211.org (Geographic Information/Geometrics)
14http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/ (W3C Semantic Web Activity)
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“concrete qualities” such as the age, weight, shape, and temporal extension [Lut02]. The spatial
concrete domain in description logics is based on he Randell’s RCC (Region Connection Calculus)
[RCC92], including eight topological relationships between spatial regions, i.e., disconnected
(DC), externally connected (EC), equal (EQ), partially overlapping (PO), tangential proper
part (TPP), tangential proper part inverse (TPPi), non-tangential proper part (NTPP), non-
tangential proper part inverse (NTPPi). Alternatively, there are several ways for extending
description logic with temporal supports [AF00].
Most existing description logic extensions consider the spatial and temporal dimension sepa-
rately, which is possibly because of its scalability issue of spatio-temporal ontologies in real-world
applications. Therefore, some declarative reasoning techniques are proposed for spatio-temporal
data, such as STACLP (Spatio-Temporal Annotated Constraint Logic Programming) support-
ing both deductive and inductive reasoning [NRRT04] and MuTACLP (Multi-theory Temporal
Annotated Constraint Logic Programming) based spatio-temporal reasoning on GIS [RTR02].
Furthermore, Bittner et al. in [BDS09] design a logic-based and top-level spatio-temporal on-
tology for geographic information integration.
2.5.2 Conceptual Views on Spatio-temporal System
Parent et al. propose a multi-dimensional conceptual data model MADS (Modeling of Appli-
cation Data with Spatio-temporal features) [PSZ06], which provides a thorough and detailed
shareable infrastructure for spatio-temporal applications. MADS conceptual model integrates
a wide span of topics in temporal and spatial database technologies. MADS can be taken as
an object plus relationship spatio-temporal conceptual data model. There are four modeling
dimensions in the MADS scheme, namely thematic data structure, spatial dimension, temporal
dimension, and the final multi-representation. The thematic dimension refers to data struc-
ture designed for holding traditional alphanumeric data; the spatial and temporal dimensions
are responsible for spatial and temporal information, respectively, both supporting discrete and
continuous views; multi-representations are needed for multiple perceptions and resolutions in
many real-world spatio-temporal and trajectory applications.
Based on the MADS conceptual model, applications can easily design the spatio-temporal
schema. Sotnykova further validates the designed schema by using the reasoning functionality
of description logics [Sot06], particularly focusing on data integration issues.
2.5.3 Conceptual Views on Trajectory
From aforementioned discussions, Ontologies or conceptual views for spatio-temporal systems
have already explored spatial and temporal semantics. Although these methods provide some
support on modeling spatio-temporal dimensions, there are still missing the high-level conceptual
model for moving objects and trajectories. Recently, Spaccapietra et al. specifically design a
comprehensive conceptual view on trajectory, which aims at exploring semantic application
knowledge for modeling trajectory data [SPD+08]. In this conceptual view, trajectory is defined
as “A record of the evolution of the position (perceived as a point) of an object that is moving
in space during a given time interval in order to achieve a given goal”, which can be simply
expressed as follows,
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trajectory : [tbegin, tend]→ space
Based on this conceptual view, trajectory can be considered as a sequence of the spatio-
temporal path covered by a moving object. In a single trajectory, stop and move are the two
crucial trajectory components. During the temporal extent of stop, namely [tbeginstop, tendstop],
the spatial range of the trajectory is a single point; whilst, during the temporal extent of
move, namely [tbeginmove, tendmove], the spatial range of the trajectory is a spatio-temporal line
not a point. Two technical implementations of this conceptual trajectory view are proposed
in [SPD+08], i.e., based on datatypes and based on design patterns. The former is directly
to extend the MADS model to cover spatio-temporal dimensions for trajectories; whilst the
latter is capable of supporting the potential complexity of trajectory semantics. The concep-
tual view on trajectories has been significantly adopted in the GeoPKDD project, where many
mining techniques have used this stop-move concepts, for example: enriching trajectories with
semantic geographical information [ABK+07], a clustering-based approach for discovering in-
teresting places in trajectories [PBKA08], analyzing trajectories using background information
[KMOV09], aggregation languages for moving object and places of interest [GKV08]. This thesis
further explores semantic trajectory modeling methods, not only providing the high-level trajec-
tory abstraction models, but also discussing the low-level computational issues from real-world
mobility tracking data.
2.6 Activity Recognition from Sensor Data
Activity recognition is a very active research topic of many domains, such as web log mining in
human-computer interaction, mining activities from GPS and other mobility data, and recently,
from geo-social networks. This section reviews some activity recognition studies from mobile
sensing data that are related to this thesis.
2.6.1 Activity Recognition from GPS Trajectories
Recently, many studies start to focus on activity inference and annotation using GPS-based
trajectory data. The key idea of these approaches is to extract the location (or movement)
history of the individual, in conjunction with knowledge about the semantics of the locations
(typically from geographic or application data repositories), for inferring the likely higher-level
activity of the person. Therefore, the people’s trajectory activity is typically recognized in terms
of identifying the meaningful and significant locations (also called hotspots or points of interest)
from their trajectory data.
To identify the important locations from trajectory data, studies like [ABK+07] and [XDZ09]
design relevant spatio-temporal join method to infer activities from trajectories, by computing
the topological relationships between the trajectory data and a small set of predefined activity
hotspots, together with the time constrains. When there are no predefined hotspots avail-
able, a clustering method can be used to automatically discover hotspots in trajectory data,
e.g., [ZFL+07, PBKA08]. Liao et al. in [LPFK06, LFK07] propose the machine learning and
probabilistic reasoning methods to recognize such daily activities from GPS data, in particular
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applying the method of conditional random field. Such probabilistic reasoning methods show
better performances in detecting and ranking locations, and finding important places. Instead
of extracting hotspots individually, researchers start to reconstruct the typical sequence or pat-
terns of trajectory activities (e.g., hotspot1 → hotspot2) in terms of applying sequential mining
techniques. For example, Li et al. in [LDH+10] mine periodic behaviors in trajectories, with
brief semantics like home-office; similarly, Bamis et al. design a new algorithm that can dis-
criminate different activities based on their approximate duration and associated location, for
deriving and identifying key human activity patterns [BFS10]. Recently, the research focus shifts
from inferring hotspots for individual people to discovering collaborative activities in trajecto-
ries of a group of users. The technical focus is on applying reinforcement inference methods,
e.g., HITS and PageRank, which are well-used in information retrieval. For instance, Cao et
al. in [CCJ10] develop a two-layered graph to model two types of mutual reinforcements (i.e.,
location-location and location-user) to rank location significance and user authority, for mining
significant semantic locations to understand GPS trajectory data. Furthermore, Zheng et al.
in [ZZXY10] analyze GPS trajectories with users’ comments on their traveled locations via a
platform of location-based social networks (e.g., GeoLife 15), and discover interesting locations
and possible activities that can be performed in certain locations. The final objective of this
approach is to provide both location recommendation and activity recommendation.
The previous activity recognition study is on the location part of trajectory data, which is
about “what they move for”. Another very interesting study in the literature is the inference
of the transportation modes from GPS alike trajectory data, to understand the activity about
“how they move”. For example, researchers design rule based and fuzzy methods to determine
the transportation mode from GPS data. For example, Schuessler et al. in [SA09b] use some
fuzzy variables (e.g., median speed, 95 percentile acceleration, 95 percentile speed) and design
a set of fuzzy rules to determine the transportation mode. A simple rule is: when both the
95 percentile acceleration and the 95 percentile speed are high, the transportation mode is car.
However, it is non-trivial to correctly provide such rules, which requires more domain prior
knowledge. To avoid manually designing rules, researchers start to apply automatic mining and
learning methods on a large number of segment features. Following this direction, Zheng et al.
in [ZCL+10] design a three-step framework to automatically infer the means of transportation
from GPS trajectories: firstly, apply a simple trajectory segmentation algorithm by identifying
change-points; secondly, compute features and build a widely-used inference model like decision
tree and support vector machine; thirdly, apply graph-based post processing to refine the results.
In their study, the authors consider four types of transportation modes, i.e., walk, drive, bus,
bike. Similarly, Reddy et al. in [RMB+10] use mobile phones to determine transportation
modes, while the focus is on using different kinds of phone sensors, e.g., WiFi, accelerometer
rather than only GPS data. More details of using multiple phone sensors will be discussed in
Section 2.6.3.
15http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/geolife/
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2.6.2 Activity Recognition from Accelerometer Data
A triaxial accelerometer is a sensor that can collect a real valued estimate of acceleration along
three axes, i.e., x, y and z. Supervised learning from accelerometer data has been largely studied
in activity recognition and other sensor data analysis domain. The research has significantly
focused on feature extraction and classification of representative movements (e.g., walking, run-
ning, climbing steps, using gym instruments etc.) using data samples from accelerometers. For
example, as a well-cited work, Bao et al. in [BI04] are the first use of multiple accelerometer
sensors worn on different parts of the human body (e.g., hip, wrist, upper arm, ankle, thigh) to
detect common activities such as sitting, standing, walking, and running (called “micro-activity”
in this thesis). The main drawback of such activity recognition studies using wearable sensors
is their limitation to laboratory conditions, which is not fully applicable to naturalized settings.
In addition, multiple accelerometer sensors are required to achieve better performance.
Regarding more naturalized or semi-naturalized setting, researchers start to build accurate
prediction of an individual’s locomotive state using a single accelerometer sensor [RDML05]. In
such cases, the training data is also obtained by fixing the accelerometer to a predefined part of
the body. Moreover, the techniques assume a priori knowledge of the duration (start and end
times) of each micro-activity, and are thus concerned solely with classifying a specific instance
of unknown micro-activity. The research focus is on finding rich accelerometer features, both in
time domain (e.g., mean, variance of the triaxial accelerometer values) and frequency domain
(e.g., energy computed by FFT - Fast Fourier Transform). In Chapter 7, we will extensively
study these features to build algorithms for micro-activity recognition with high accuracy.
In addition to recognizing micro-activity from accelerometer data, inferring high-level activ-
ities (e.g., home-cooking) and patterns (e.g., first home-cooking and then home-dinner) is a very
interesting and complicated research topic, because of the inherent challenges like: (1) the noisy
nature of accelerometer data input in naturalized setting (e.g., accelerometer data can be totally
different between walking with phone at hand and with phone in pocket); (2) the concurrent and
interleaved nature of complex activities. Therefore, a couple of rich statistical inference methods
like Hidden Markov Model, Conditional Random Field [VLL+10], topic models [HFS08], and
emerging patterns [GWT+09] are applied for learning high-level activities from micro-activities.
2.6.3 Activity Recognition from Multiple Phone Sensors
Recently, the smartphone has become the central sensing device for people’s daily life, which
can continuously capture people’s location, motion trace, interaction, communication, and other
social interactions. Reality mining [EP06] and people sensing [CEL+08][LML+10] constitute one
of the most exciting research frontiers in computational social science [LPA+09]. Reality min-
ing studies human social behavior by using wireless devices like smartphones (with embedded
GPS, WiFi sensors etc.), to understand what people do, where they go, and how they interact
with each other. For example, Gonzalez et al. study human mobility patterns by analyzing the
call data [GHB08]. Along these directions, activity recognition using phones becomes a very
active and promising area where the main thrust is to explore multiple sensor data (and even
real-time sensing streams) associated with the phone to recognize user’s activity and context
[CBC+08, MLF+08, LYL+10, CD10]. The primary focus of these studies is on discovering how
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a combination of phone sensors can help improving the ability of semantic activity detection;
it is natural but needs to be further validated that the ability to recognize heterogeneous se-
mantic activities would increase with additional sensors. For example, Choudhury et al. in
[CBC+08] demonstrate that the combination of accelerometers and microphones can provide
good features for activity recognition (e.g., walk, run, talk, cook, eat etc). The group of Camp-
bell develop several activity recognition prototypes in smartphones, e.g., CenceMe [MLF+08]
and Jigsaw [LYL+10] for ‘on-phone’ classification to detect events with multiple phone sensors
(GPS, accelerometer, microphone).
Recently, a very promising data campaign is finished which is organized by Nokia Research
Center at Lausanne [KBD+10]. The campaign targets richer data collection on large-scale and
various participants (nearly 200 users including EPFL students, researchers, family, friends etc.)
via Nokia N95 over nearly two years, consisting of almost all-known smartphone embedded
sensors and data records, like GPS, GSM cell tower, call and SMS logs, WiFi, Bluetooth,
accelerometer, audio features. Such rich data can provide new opportunities for future works
on mining people activities, as well as the study of privacy issues.
2.7 Summary
This chapter reviewed the background and related works as the context of this thesis study. We
investigated these studies in terms of five main aspects. Based on such investigation, we can
claim that mobility data analysis and understanding has become a very attractive topic in many
domains related to the emerging computational social science. The first three aspects of the
literature (i.e., trajectory data management, data processing, and mining) are mainly focusing
on the perspective of “geometric” data analysis; whilst the latter two aspects (i.e., semantic
aspect and activity recognition) study on the high-level movement behaviors for understanding
mobility data. There is an obvious gap between low-level geometric data management & pro-
cessing and high-level mobility modeling & understanding. Therefore, the main objective of this
thesis is to study the combination of top-down semantic mobility modeling and bottom-up data
computation, for filling the gaps and building semantic trajectory methods to better understand
mobility data.
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Semantic Trajectory Modeling
For the scientist, a model is a
way in which the human thought
processes can be amplified.
C. West Churchman, 1968
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present the first main contribution of this thesis, i.e., semantic trajectory
modeling. The major objective of trajectory modeling is to provide a comprehensive mobility
data representation, which can clarify requirements and define models to support the mobility
analysis of moving objects. This thesis defines two types of models: an ontological trajectory
framework and a hybrid trajectory model. The ontological trajectory framework provides a mod-
ular ontology for structuring, modeling, and querying trajectories; whilst the hybrid trajectory
model offers different levels of data abstractions for mobility data understanding. The first
model focuses on querying and reasoning on high-level trajectory semantics; whilst the second
model serves the data representation for different levels of trajectory computing.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 investigates the detailed requirements of
modeling trajectory and mobility data, based on the study of several different trajectory sce-
narios with real-life GPS tracks; Section 3.3 provides the modular trajectory ontologies; a case
study for utilizing trajectory ontologies is discussed in Section 3.4; Section 3.5 presents the hy-
brid trajectory model; finally, Section 3.6 summarizes this chapter and further compares the two
different trajectory models.
3.2 Modeling Requirements
In this section, we analyze the requirements of modeling trajectory data. Firstly, several trajec-
tory scenarios are investigated with corresponding GPS tracking datasets that we have studied;
afterward, two different types of trajectory modeling requirements are discussed, namely spatio-
temporal knowledge and semantic knowledge for trajectories.
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3.2.1 Trajectory Scenarios
From the background introduction in Chapter 1, we observe that the world is now full of tra-
jectory data, which is induced by the advance and the increment of GPS-enabled handsets and
sensor-tracking devices. In our trajectory study, we focus on three different kinds of important
trajectory scenarios that have a large amount of real-life GPS alike moblity datasets.
The first scenario is vehicle tracking . Regarding vehicle movement scenario, we analyze
two large datasets: more than 2 million GPS records of 17,241 Milan cars tracked for one week
from GeoPKDD1 - an European FP6 project, and 2 Lausanne taxis GPS records (about 3.3M)
in 5 months from Swisscom2. In addition, we study some public datasets, like trucks and buses
in Athens from the R-tree portal3. For these datasets of vehicle trajectories, we observe the
following characteristics,
1) When the vehicle is not moving for a very long time duration, the GPS devices could possibly
automatically stop recording or be manually turned off by drivers, which can help us find the
important breaking points and identify trajectories from the original long sequential tracking
data. Each sequence between two consecutive breaking point (without any unreasonable big
GPS recording gaps in the middle) can be considered as a single trajectory.
2) For each single trajectory, the GPS tracks are usually continuous that have small and sta-
tionary gaps between every two neighboring GPS records, e.g., 30 seconds in Lausanne taxi
data and a few minutes in Milan car data. Thanks to such high-frequency in GPS recording,
we can approximately calculate instant speeds and use velocity-based algorithms for splitting
trajectories and identifying meaningful trajectory subparts, e.g., a fast move episode, a slow
move episode, or a complete stop episode.
3) For vehicle movement, the trajectory is usually constrained by some underlying network
infrastructures, e.g., car in the high-way, bus in the scheduled path, which means the position
of a trajectory point should be limited in the network. Therefore, analyzing such network-
constrained trajectory data can design and apply additional map-matching alike algorithms,
e.g., calibrating GPS data to clean the raw data and reduce errors.
The second scenario is people movement . Thanks to the GPS-embedded smartphone
techniques, people daily movement data can be easily collected, which is much more efficient
than traditional questionnaire based survey methods for mobility analysis. We study a very
large smartphone dataset provided by Nokia Research Center - Lausanne4 [KBD+10]. They
distributed smartphones (Nokia N95) to students/researchers at Lausanne, collecting several
people sensing data including GPS feeds. We analyze 185 users, with 23,188 daily trajectories
with 7.3M GPS records in total. Recently, there is also a publicly available smartphone dataset
about people trajectories collected by Microsoft Research Asia in their GeoLife project, which
tracked 165 users in a period of over two years (from April 2007 to August 2009)5. In addition to
1http://www.geopkdd.eu/
2http://www.swisscom.ch/
3http://www.rtreeportal.org/
4http://research.nokia.com/locations
5http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/geolife/default.aspx
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holding the basic spatio-temporal information (e.g., 〈x, y, t〉 GPS records) like vehicle tracking
data, people trajectory data is far more heterogeneous because of a couple of distinguished
features as follows,
1) People can choose different transportation modes in their different daily trajectories or even
in one single day trajectory. For example, people can choose bus, car, bicycle, train, plane
for their journey. Of course people walk, and walking is also the main transition between
taking two consecutive transportation modes, e.g., for changing the transportation mode,
John moves from a bus stop to a train station. Therefore, when analyzing people trajectory
data, we need to identify these different transportation modes, which recently also becomes
an important and hot topic.
2) Compared with vehicle trajectories, people tracking data is usually more noisy. There are
a couple of reasons: (1) People trajectories are usually collected by smartphones with very
limited power capacity, therefore the GPS sampling frequency is really much lower than
vehicle ones; (2) Vehicle trajectories are usually from outdoor activities, whilst a large amount
of people trajectories are generated during indoor movement. Most indoor movement data
cannot be captured by GPS-alike sensing devices because of the signal-loss; (3) As discussed,
people can take different transportation modes, which could in turn cause non-stationary
GPS sampling records.
3) Privacy of people mobility is a very challenging topic. Analyzing people trajectories is far
more sensitive and complex than the study of vehicle or animal trajectories that we will
describe subsequently. This thesis focuses on building semantic trajectories of people move-
ment data for better understanding people’s movement behaviors, while privacy is beyond
the scope of this thesis.
The third scenario is biological trajectory , where the tracked moving objects are neither
vehicles nor people but biological entities – e.g., animals and flocks. For this kind of trajectory
scenario, the most representative example is bird migration, which is the regular seasonal journey
undertaken by many species of birds such as white storks (Ciconia). For example, they leave the
north hemisphere (e.g., Europe) and migrate south (e.g., Africa) in each autumn; and vice versa
in each spring. In addition, we also study some biological trajectories generated by animals,
such as 6 years tracking data on Bornean orangutans. Some distinguished observations on these
biological trajectories include:
1) The GPS recording frequency in biological trajectory is usually much lower compared to the
previous vehicle and people trajectory scenarios. For instance, in our datasets, the positioning
of monkeys is recorded at the interval of 30 minutes; whilst for the bird migration data, the
interval is even higher, say a few hours or even a couple of days. Therefore, in this case,
the velocity of moving object is not as informative as the vehicle ones. Therefore, in the
trajectory computing chapters, we design density based algorithms for understanding this
type of trajectories, rather than the velocity based methods.
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2) For trajectory analysis on animal movement, there might be no direct need to incorporate
strict network constraints. Therefore, map-matching is not always meaningful in this sce-
nario. Nevertheless, some sort of fuzzy networks may still restrain animal movements in the
wild, such as habitat structure or social competition with neighboring groups.
3) For biological trajectory, many species usually move together, and even keep in a stable
formation (i.e., the shape of bird flocks like the V-formation) when they move in company
with each other. Actually, we have this observation not only in the flock data but also in the
monkey data. Therefore, movement in group is another important observation in biological
trajectory data, and many works study such kind of flock patterns.
All of these three types of trajectory scenarios are movement as change of spatial location,
which means trajectory is a evolution of the physical position (perceived as a 〈x, y〉 point in 2D
space) of a moving object. In real-life, there is another interesting type of trajectory scenarios
where the movement is the change of non-spatial features, such as career trajectory (e.g., a
researcher from PhD student, to Postdoc, to Professor in her/his academic career). This kind
of trajectory data is about movement in abstract space (in the previous example, the abstract
space is a set of possible research positions). We call this type of trajectories “metaphorical
trajectory”, while the previous scenarios discussed are “point-based trajectories”. In this thesis,
we study the point-based trajectory data in terms of spatial change, not the metaphorical ones
in abstract space.
3.2.2 Spatio-Temporal Knowledge
As mentioned, this thesis focuses on the point-based trajectory that tracks the location evolu-
tion of moving objects in physical space, not the metaphorical trajectory. For such point-based
trajectory, many literatures define it as “a record of the evolution of the position (perceived as a
point) of an object that is moving in space during a given time interval ” [SPD+08]. It is a func-
tion from a temporal domain to a range of spatial values, i.e., trajectory : [tbegin, tend]→ space.
In this trajectory’s time-space function, the time domain is restricted in the duration between
the beginning time (tbegin) and the ending time (tend), not necessarily the complete lifespan of
the moving object that generates this trajectory. For the space extent, it can be unlimited free
2D space (e.g., [longitude, latitude]) or 3D space (e.g., [longitude, latitude, altitude]), or the
network constrained space (i.e., points can only be in the road segments or crossings).
From such time-space function, we only observe some basic spatial and temporal information
without any additional semantics. Therefore, the fundamental requirement of modeling trajec-
tories generated by moving objects is the spatio-temporal knowledge, which captures the generic
spatial and temporal information during objects’ movement. With spatio-temporal knowledge
of trajectories, we can answer the basic trajectory queries like range query in the moving object
databases, e.g., “Return all trajectories that have passed a given geometric area determined by
a bounding box [x1y1, x1y2, x2y2, x2y1, x1y1]”.
Such movement data is usually collected by GPS-alike positioning devices the object bears,
and is stored as raw data from which trajectory information can be computed. This raw data
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usually consists of a sequence of raw sptaio-temporal points 〈x, y, t〉, and bears no further seman-
tics except for the identification of the moving object it comes from 〈id, x, y, t〉. For example, the
traffic management application in our case studies relies on a number of raw data files, where
each file records the position of a given car over a period of time. Raw data has first to be
cleaned to correct acquisition errors and to interpolate missing positions due to malfunctioning
of the devices or of the transmissions. Cleaned spatio-temporal data represents the movement
of the associated object. To “upgrade” this data into trajectories we firstly need to split long
raw tracking data into separate trajectories and identify the time duration [tbegin, tend] in tra-
jectory’s time-space function. In other words, we need to identify the beginning point and the
ending point of a trajectory. Afterwards, automatic trajectory segmentation algorithms can be
defined, based for example on an analysis of speed of the moving object and of the duration
of non-moving periods. Frequently, however, application directives are needed to separate for
example a non-meaningful stop (e.g., a car stopping at traffic lights) from a meaningful one (e.g.,
the car stopping to serve some application purpose). The output of segmentation procedures
consists in the trajectory path, with the associated stops and derived moves. All of these tra-
jectory computing tasks analyze the generic spatio-temporal knowledge of the trajectory, which
only focus on the geometric locations of movements, ignoring their underlying semantics.
3.2.3 Semantic Knowledge
To better understand mobility data, applications need to apprehend the semantics of the tra-
jectory, therefore additional information and processes are required. Most frequently, the first
additional task is to turn the geometric line representing the trajectory path into a mean-
ingful geographical trace. This means, for example, turning a move from a spatio-temporal
point 〈x1, y1, t1〉 to another spatio-temporal point 〈x2, y2, t2〉 into a move from 〈Lausanne, t1〉
to 〈Zurich, t2〉. With such transformation, geometric points 〈x, y〉 are replaced by more mean-
ingful geographic locations. The transformed representation makes the semantics of the move
more explicit to users of an application involving tracking and analyzing moves between cities.
To enable such information upgrade, knowledge about the relevant geography is needed. What
exactly is relevant geography depends on the application perspective, in particular the appli-
cation requirements in terms of granularity (are city names enough or shall the information be
at the street level of detail?). Therefore, even if pre-existing ontologies are imported into the
system, this geographic component necessarily is application-dependent, as it has to contain the
geographic elements relevant to the application. For example, a city traffic management appli-
cation obviously needs knowledge about the streets, but may also use more detailed information
such as position of traffic lights, one way streets, gas stations, etc. This forms what we call the
geographic knowledge of the trajectory, the first kind of semantic knowledge.
Thanks to this geographic knowledge, trajectory applications become possible to answer more
meaningful and useful trajectory queries like: “Return identity of cars which stopped today at a
gas station”. In such case, many public geographic dataset like Google Map6, Openstreetmap7
can be used to enrich trajectory semantics.
6http://maps.google.com/
7http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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In addition to the geographic knowledge, the understanding and management of trajectories
heavily relies on their relationships to application objects (not just the moving object). For
example, traffic analyses based on average travel time computed from cars’ trajectories would
not be really meaningful without knowing what events (e.g., football matches, pop concerts, road
works) within the city may have influenced the fluidity of the traffic. The semantic representation
of a trajectory via its link to application objects can also be used to better clean the initial
data and to support more sophisticated methods that may significantly reduce the size of the
trajectory dataset. Another example is that semantic stops of delivery trucks are only allowed if
within or nearby the premises of company customers. Therefore, trajectories can be semantically
enriched with the data about the application domain. This forms what we call the application
domain knowledge of the trajectory, the second kind of semantic knowledge. The semantic
enrichment due to application knowledge may concern the moving object itself, or any other
objects in the application database.
With such domain knowledge, trajectory applications may allow answering more complex
and semantically interesting trajectory queries, e.g.: “How many persons in our lab traveled
yesterday afternoon from home to office by bus?, “How many delivery trucks delivered goods this
morning to any one of our major customers in Switzerland?”.
In summary, we can claim that a comprehensive trajectory model should support different
views of knowledge for explaining object movements. Spatio-temporal knowledge is the only
geometric view of trajectories, which focuses on the evolving geometric position where a mov-
ing object temporally resides; whilst geographical and application domain knowledges are the
semantic view of movement that can provide the explanation of high-level knowledge for better
understanding of movement behaviors. In the later sections of this chapter, we present the two
different models that are designed in this thesis to best meet these modeling requirements: one
is the ontological framework and the other is the hybrid spatio-semantic model.
3.3 Trajectory Ontologies
This section proposes an ontological infrastructure that addresses the modeling requirements
identified in the previous section with the goal of supporting creation, management and analysis
of trajectory data. As shown in Figure 3.1, the needed ontological infrastructure is composed
of three ontology modules8: the geometric trajectory module, the geography module, and the
application-domain module. The benefit of using a modular structure, rather than one all-
encompassing ontology, mainly is easier design and maintenance, together with opportunities
for query optimization.
The geometric trajectory module holds generic concepts for the description of the geometric
component of a trajectory. It includes spatio-temporal concepts used to specify spatial, temporal
and spatio-temporal features needed for a full description of application data. This enables to
state, for example, that the spatial extents of buildings and cities are represented as points and
areas, respectively. Similarly, addresses can be given an associated timeframe specifying the
period where each specific address is valid. Regarding trajectories, the needed concepts include
8A module is a sub-ontology of a larger ontology [PSS08]
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Figure 3.1: Ontological infrastructure for modeling trajectories
those used to specify trajectory paths as spatio-temporal lines formed by moving points during
a trajectory, as well as those used to structure each trajectory path into a sequence of episodes
(e.g., stops and moves). How stops in a specific trajectory are identified depends on application
rules. This is described by establishing the application-specific links between the geometric
module and the other modules.
The geography module holds the concepts that participate into the application description of
land coverage. Concepts are likely to include those describing the topography of the land, natural
(e.g., hydrological) and artificial (e.g., routes, trains, facilities) networks, buildings, landmarks,
vegetation and anything else that is of interest to the application. This module is tightly
interrelated with the geometric trajectory module as each application element that has a spatial
connotation is to be linked to the type of geometry that is used by the application to specify
the corresponding spatial extent. The module is also tightly interrelated (or overlapping) with
the application domain module as its concepts may also have a thematic description providing
application information beyond the geographic and geometric facets. For example, concepts
about buildings and places may include standard classification schemes defined in the geography
module plus other features specific to the application domain.
The application domain module gathers all application dependent concepts. Examples of
such modules include traffic management ontologies, bird migration ontologies, and transporta-
tion ontologies. These ontologies can provide more meaningful knowledge of certain applications.
Ontological knowledge is usually partitioned into two levels of abstraction. The TBox holds
abstract descriptions of the concepts, their (data type) properties and the links (roles). The
ABox holds instances of the elements in the TBox. This is similar to the schema (metadata)
and data duality in databases. Applications need both levels of knowledge. Our approach builds
on the increasingly popular hypothesis that the ABox (all instances) is stored in a database.
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Moreover, we assume that also the TBox is stored in the database, as allowed by recent advances
in semantic data management technology.
The following subsections detailedly describe the proposed modules, including their inner-
structures and their inter-relationships.
3.3.1 Geometric Trajectory Ontology
The geometric module may itself be seen as composed by several dedicated ontologies, namely
the Spatial Ontology, Temporal Ontology, Spatiotemporal Ontology, and Trajectory Ontology.
As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the spatial and temporal ontologies contain the concepts that are
traditionally used for the description of spatial and temporal features. The basic concepts in
Figure 3.2 are self-explanatory. The SimpleGeo concept generalizes any kind of simple spatial
features, like points, lines, and surfaces. The ComplexGeo concept generalizes the concepts
denoting bags of points, lines, and surfaces, and also denotes any heterogeneous complex extent.
Similarly for the SimpleTime and ComplexTime concepts. The concept terminologies in the
figure are adopted from MADS specifications [PSZ06]. For space, similar but not identical
concepts have been proposed by the Open Geospatial Consortium [OGC06] and ISO Technical
Committee 211 (Geographic Information/Geomatics)9. These concepts are expected to become
universal standards and whenever that happens this dedicated ontology needs to be matched,
as concepts may be replaced by standard data types. The same is on its way for the temporal
domain (see e.g., [OS95] and the recent standard for SQL with temporal features).
The Spatiotemporal Ontology builds on the spatial and temporal ontologies to provide con-
cepts for describing phenomena with time-varying geometry. For example, to track the move-
ment of a car, the car geometry (i.e., its spatial extent) is described using the concept of time-
varying point, i.e., a point whose 〈x, y〉 position changes over time. While movement is continu-
ous in real life, its data record usually consists in a sequence of timestamped points (i.e., 〈x, y, t〉
points) and interpolation functions as needed to compute the 〈x, y〉 position given any time t1 not
necessarily stored in a 〈x, y, t〉 triple. Abstracting from interpolation aspects, the time-varying
geometry can be defined in description logic (DL) as a concept with at least one instance of the
listOf role that links it to TimePoint instances (representing the 〈x, y, t〉 triples). Similarly for
moving lines, moving surfaces and moving objects of undefined spatial type (time-varying Geo
geometry). See Table 3.1 for the formal definitions. For a full and rigorous discussion about the
definition of spatio-temporal concepts the reader can refer to the foundational work of Gu¨ting on
moving object databases [EGSV99] [GBE+00] and recent work on trajectory databases [KO07].
Finally, the Trajectory Ontology holds the concepts that participate in the description of how
movement can be understood as a set of structured trajectories. The needed concepts have been
identified and discussed in our previous work [SPD+08]. They include the already mentioned
stop and move concepts, which define a segmentation of the trajectory. They also include the
Begin and End concepts denoting the 〈x, y, t〉 triple that identifies where and when the trajectory
starts and the 〈x, y, t〉 triple identifying the end of the trajectory. We also include the B.E.S.
concept that was introduced to generalize common features of the begin, end, and stop concepts.
This set of concepts allowed us to define a design pattern for structured trajectories and supports
9http://www.isotc211.org/
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(a) Spatial ontology
(b) Temporal ontology
Figure 3.2: Example concept hierarchies in spatial and temporal ontologies
Table 3.1: Definition of spatiotemporal ontology
Concept Definiton in Description Logic
TimePoint v ∃ hasGeometry.Point u ∃ hasTime.Instant
TimeV aryingPoint v ∃ listOf.TimePoint
TimeLine v ∃ hasGeometry.Line u ∃ hasTime.Instant
TimeV aryingLine v ∃ listOf.TimeLine
TimeSurface v ∃ hasGeometry.Surface u ∃ hasTime.Instant
TimeV aryingSurface v ∃ listOf.TimeSurface
TimeGeo ≡ TimePoint unionsq TimeLine unionsq TimeSurface
TimeV aryingGeo ≡ TimeVaryingPoint unionsq TimeVaryingLine unionsq TimeVaryingSurface
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linking trajectory elements to application elements, thus allowing semantic enrichment on the
trajectory data for providing better understanding.
Table 3.2 shows the formal definition of trajectory and its related concepts. These definitions
relate to moving point trajectories and consider a point type geometry for begin, end, and stops.
From the temporal perspective, begin and end are associated with an instant time type, while
stops, which may have a temporal duration, are associated with a temporal interval time type.
Moves are a non-stop section of a trajectory, leading from one stop to the next stop, with the
exception of the first move that starts at Begin and the last move that ends at End. Each
trajectory has exactly one Begin, exactly one End, one or more Move, and 0 or more Stop.
Obviously the number of Stop determines the number of Move.
Table 3.2: Definition of trajectory ontology
Concept Definition in Description Logic
Begin v TimePoint
End v TimePoint
Stop v ∃ hasGeometry.Point u ∃ hasTime.Interval
B.E.S ≡ Begin unionsq End unionsq Stop
Move v TimeVaryingPoint u ∃ from.B.E.S u ∃ to.B.E.S
Trajectory ≡ ∃ hasBegin.Begin u =1 hasBegin u ∃ hasEnd.End u =1
hasEnd u ∃ hasMove.Move u ∀ hasStop.Stop
3.3.2 Geography Ontology
This ontology holds concepts about the geographical environment, both generic and application
dependent [MEB+99, Rei05]. To build this ontology existing specifications and standards can
be reused. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)10, and the Ordnance Survey (OS)11, for
example, have devised some ontologies for describing geographical concepts based on the Open
Geospatial Consortium [OGC06] standards. For example, a domain ontology BuildingsAnd-
Places contains concepts and properties describing human constructions in geographical space,
such as banks, churches, bowling clubs, etc. Typical properties in this context are hasName,
hasHistoricInterest, hasFootprint, etc. Rather than designing a new geography ontology from
scratch, importing an existing ontology or a part of it provides a first version that can then
be manually augmented with extra concepts while deleting concepts that are irrelevant to the
application at hand.
3.3.3 Application Domain Ontology
An application domain ontology holds the wide range of concepts that make up the universe of
discourse for a set of applications in the same domain. Domain ontologies have been intensively
investigated in the literature. Examples in the traffic management domain include the Ontologies
of Transportation Networks (OTN) [LOY05], Towntology12, and Spatially Aware Information
10http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/geo/XGR-geo-ont-20071023/#crs/
11http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/ontology/
12http://www.towntology.net/
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Retrieval on the Internet (SPIRIT)13. These approaches do not make an explicit separation
between the Geography Ontology and the Traffic Management Ontology, but focus on one of them
or combine the two. While the ultimate result may be the same, the initial separation of concerns
provided by a modular approach promotes reusability and understandability. Separation of
concerns does not entail disjointedness. We can assume the geography and application domain
ontologies may overlap in some applications. This thesis mainly focuses on the geography
knowledge which can be easily extracted from many free map data, e.g., openstreetmap., and
additionally apply some available application knowledge like office, home which can be inferred
or provided by additional sources.
Table 3.3 illustrates some axioms for a traffic management application. The first axiom
defines a HomeOfficeTrajectory as a trajectory that starts at home and ends at office. The third
axiom defines a BlockedStreetT as a street where there is some long term road work ongoing.
The fourth axiom describes the concept of a high congestion trajectory as a trajectory that has
more than 10 stops with a long time interval.
Table 3.3: Definition of traffic management ontology
Concept Definition in Description Logic
HomeOfficeTrajectory ≡ Trajectory u ∃hasBegin.∃isLocatedIn.Home
u ∃hasEnd.∃isLocatedIn.Work
LongTermRoadWork v RoadWork
BlockedStreetT ≡ StreetT u ∃ hasRoadWork.LongTermRoadWork
HighCongestionTrajectory ≡ Trajectory u ∃>10 hasStop.
∃ hasTime.LongTimeInterval
LongT imeInterval v Interval
3.3.4 The Complete Modular Ontology
Combining the Geometric Trajectory Ontology, Geography Ontology and Traffic Management
Ontology ontologies together leads to the final overall Semantic Trajectory Ontology. This final
ontology provides the full semantic description of application-relevant trajectories with their
domain specific semantic meaning. Figure 3.3 shows the final semantic trajectory ontology for
a traffic management application. For the sake of clarity, the figure shows a very partial version
of this ontology with only the most important concepts and relationships.
3.4 Case Study on Trajectory Ontologies
We test our trajectory ontological modeling approach using a real case study in the traffic man-
agement domain. In this application scenario, information about trajectories of cars equipped
with GPS devices are collected and stored in a relational database. Car trajectories are used to
evaluate traffic flows on some specific predefined paths. To this end, a classification of trajec-
tories according to their level of congestion helps analysts to identify possible traffic problems.
13http://www.geo-spirit.org/
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Last but not least, information about events (e.g., football match) occurring within the city is
used to possibly explain traffic problems.
As part of our approach, we used a commercial relational DBMS, equipped with support for
spatial and ontological data, to store the semantic trajectory ontology with its instances into
a database and to make it easily available for querying. Indeed, while ontologies are the best
candidates for realizing the conceptual layer, relational DBMSs are natural candidates for the
management of the data layer due to their efficiency in managing very large quantities of data.
To implement the ontological framework we have discussed, we considered the two currently
available approaches for implementing ontologies. The first one relies on the ontology editor tools
(e.g., Prote´ge´14 – a free, open source ontology editor and knowledge-base framework) and reason-
ers (e.g., Racer15, Pellet16) that have been developed for ontology definition and management.
These DL-based systems provide typical reasoning services and dedicated query languages, e.g.,
SPARQL, OWL-QL. A known limitation of this approach is that current reasoners perform
well only for TBoxes and ABoxes of limited size. They cannot offer affordable performance for
trajectory data sets whose size tends to be ever-growing (even when using techniques to reduce
the volume of data describing each trajectory).
We therefore decided to adopt the alternative approach that relies on database technology
enriched with reasoning capabilities. Database technology supports huge data sets and query
optimization techniques. A representative example of this approach is the recent semantic exten-
sion of Oracle’s DBMS17, which supports OWL-Prime, a subset of OWL-DL, and logical rules
[ora07]. Oracle semantic technologies store ontologies, represented as RDF triples, in relational
tables. Both defined and inferred knowledge is stored, for the TBox as well as for the ABox,
which results in faster processing of queries as all inferences are readily available. Reasoning
includes traditional inferencing (classification, satisfiability, subsumption, and instance check-
ing). Reasoning services are executed on demand. For example, the create entailment function
is available for computing inferences.
For our case study we created the ontological knowledge using Oracle’s OWLPrime formal-
ism. OWLPrime specifications include support for:
• Basics concepts: class, subclass, property, subproperty, domain, range, type
• Property characteristics: transitive, symmetric, functional, inverse functional, inverse
• Class comparison operators: equivalence, disjointness
• Property comparison operators: equivalence
• Individual comparison operators: same, different
• Class expressions: complement
• Property restrictions: hasValue, someValuesFrom, allValuesFrom
14http://protege.stanford.edu/
15http://www.sts.tu-harburg.de/~r.f.moeller/racer/
16http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/
17http://www.oracle.com/technology/tech/semantic_technologies/
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OWLPrime is a subset of OWL-DL. Limitations in the expressive power of OWLPrime stem
from the pragmatic concern about implementability without excessive complexity. Features that
would lead to having to manage incomplete information (unknown individuals) and uncertain
reasoning (open alternatives for reasoning paths) have been left out. For example, let us assume
that R denotes a role and C v ∃ R is an axiom of the TBox. Each time a new individual x is
inserted in C, C(x), the reasoner should generate an unknown individual to which x is linked
by R: R(x, ?). As another example, let us now assume that C v A unionsq B is another axiom of the
TBox. Each time a new individual x is inserted in C, C(x), the reasoner infers that x should
also be inserted in A or B, or in both: It cannot know in which one.
In DL terms, this means that intersection (u) and value restriction (∀) are not accepted
in the left hand side of inclusion axioms, and existential quantification (∃) and union (unionsq) are
not accepted in the right hand side of inclusion axioms. OWLPrime also does not support
the use of cardinality in property restrictions. Finally, set operations (union, intersection) and
enumeration are not permitted in class expressions.
For example, some of the axioms defined in Table 3.3 cannot be expressed in OWLPrime,
e.g., HomeOfficeTrajectory and BlockedStreetT. However these limitations can be overcome by
developers thanks to the possibility to define application-specific logical rules to complement
the OWLPrime axioms. Section 3.4.2 presents a detailed example to design a rule for the
HomeOfficeTrajectory concept.
3.4.1 Building the Semantic Trajectory Ontologies
Building the Semantic Trajectory Ontology (STO) for a given application is a multi-step process.
First, the three module ontologies have to be set up. The Geographic Ontology (GO) and the
Traffic Domain Ontology as the Application Domain Ontology (ADO) in our case study may
be sub-ontologies extracted from more general existing ontologies. Indeed, several techniques
are available to extract a module from an ontology such that (1) the module describes a set
of concepts relevant for a given sub-domain, and (2) the module is an ontology itself. These
techniques range from logical approaches that automatically extract a module based on given
criteria, to languages that module designers use to manually select all the concepts and roles of
the ontology that they want to have in the module [PSS08]. If no suitable ontology exists to
start with, we have to build the STO from scratch.
The second step is to integrate the GO and ADO component ontologies with the Geometric
Trajectory Ontology (GTO), whose TBox is application independent. One problem is how to
deal with concepts and roles that are common to several components. For instance, the street
concept is described in both GO and ADO as shown in Figure 3.3. One solution would be to
keep the street concept in only one component, say GO. But that means suppressing in the
other component all the roles that link this concept (e.g., isLocatedIn of ADO). This would be
an important loss of semantics. Therefore, we prefer keeping the common concept into the two
components, rename them streetT and streetG, and put a role in between, sameAs, that links
the corresponding instances. The instances of sameAs are computed by a procedure that relies
on the fact that the two street concepts share a common identifier. Other inter-component roles
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have to be set up during the integration step, especially those defining the spatial and temporal
properties (described in GTO) of the concepts of ADO or GO (e.g., hasGeometry).
Then the instances of GTO have to be computed as follows: (1) raw data (i.e., series of
〈carId, x, y, t〉) are preprocessed in order to correct acquisition errors and interpolate missing
positions; (2) automatic segmentation algorithms divide the raw data series into trajectories; (3)
we compute the stops and moves for each trajectory; and (4) we “upgrade” the trajectory seman-
tics with more meaningful geographic and domain knowledge, by computing the role instances
that link stops and moves to geographic and application objects. For the raw data containing
8’027’330 records in our traffic application, we have computed 364 semantic trajectories whose
stops and moves have been linked to the corresponding objects of interest in ADO and GO, e.g.,
street segments, gas stations, or events.
It is worth noting that the computation of spatial relationships between the trajectory com-
ponents (stops and moves) and the geographic and application objects can be performed by a GIS
or a spatial DBMS such as Oracle. In addition, for these computations, we also use the semantic
features of Oracle, like in the following query which computes the couples 〈stop, gas station〉
such that the stop is geographically located inside the gas station. These couples will be used
to populate the role isLocatedIn that links B.E.S to PointOfInterest.
Table 3.4: Selecting trajectory stops that are inside gas stations
SELECT Stop.id, poi.id
FROM Stop, (SELECT *
FROM PointOfInterest p
WHERE SEM_RELATED (p.type,
’<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#type>’,
’:GasStation>’,
SEM_MODELS(’trajectory_ontology’),
SEM_RULEBASES(’OWLPRIME’)) = 1
) poi
WHERE (SDO_RELATE(Stop.geometry, poi.geometry, ’MASK=INSIDE’)=’TRUE’)
This query uses Oracle semantic reasoning (SEM RELATED) to check if the point of inter-
est is a gas station, and the Oracle spatial cartridge (SDO RELATE) to check if the location
(geometry) of the stop is inside the location (geometry) of the point of interest.
3.4.2 Querying the Semantic Trajectory Ontologies
To further validate the case study, we review the example queries discussed in the previous
section of trajectory modeling requirements (see Section 3.2) and explain how these queries can
be answered based on the STO ontology shown in Figure 3.3. We use SQL augmented with
Oracle semantic features. The main advantage of this approach is to allow querying conjointly
the ontology and relational data. An ontology query is specified by a conjunctive query using
variables prefixed with a question mark (?), and concepts and roles prefixed with a colon (:). For
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example, the query shown in Table 3.5 retrieves all stops that are located in a point of interest
of type Home.
Table 3.5: Oracle semantic query using conjunctive query
SELECT s
FROM TABLE (SEM_MATCH(
’(?s rdf:type :Stop) (?s :isLocatedIn ?p)
(?p rdf:type :Home)’,
SEM_MODELS(’geopkdd_owl_ontology’),
SEM_RULEBASES(’OWLPRIME’),
SEM_ALIASES(SEM_ALIAS(’’,’http://lbd.epfl.ch/TrajectoryOntology#’)),
NULL));
Note that the conjunctive query (in Table 3.5) uses two variables, named s and p, respectively
representing stops and points of interest. The SEM MATCH constructor is used to define the
conjunctive query. The SEM MODEL and SEM RULEBASES constructors respectively specify
the name of the ontology and the set of of rules to be used for answering the query. The
SEM ALIASES constructor defines the namespace for the ontology.
The first query “Return cars which stopped at point 〈x, y〉 at time t”, only involves basic
trajectory knowledge from GTO and the role that links trajectory to the moving object (car) in
ADO. The following expresses the English formulation as a conjunctive query on STO:
Table 3.6: Q1: Return cars which stopped at point (x,y) at t
(?car :hasTrajectory ?traj)
(?traj :hasStop ?stop)
(?stop :hasGeometry <x,y>)
(?stop :hasTime t)
Notice that this query does not call for reasoning tasks and could be expressed in SQL
suitable for spatial data.
Like the first query, the second one “Return cars which stopped today at a gas station”uses
GTO and ADO. It also uses the already computed semantic links that relate the stops to the
points of interest in which they take place, i.e., the role isLocatedIn from B.E.S to PointOfInterest
(see Figure 3.3). The corresponding conjunctive query is shown in Table 3.7.
The semantic description of the trajectory holds the knowledge that stops are located in
points of interest, and gas stations are a special type of points of interest. This reliefs users
from the tedious task of finding all locations of gas stations and testing if any one of the stops
of today’s trajectories is located inside a gas station.
The third query, “Return persons who traveled yesterday afternoon from home to office”requires
more semantics than the previous ones. The concept of HomeOfficeTrajectory can be partially
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Table 3.7: Q2: Return cars which stopped today at a gas station
(?car :hasTrajectory ?traj)
(?traj :hasStop ?stop)
(?stop :isLocatedIn ?poi)
(?poi rdf:type :GasStation)
(?stop :hasTime ?t)
(?t :in today)
defined in DL as was shown in Table 3.3. But this DL axiom suffers two problems: (1) It can-
not be expressed in OWLPrime because of OWLPrime limitations; (2) The DL axiom defines
HomeOfficeTrajectory as a trajectory that goes from a home to an office. It does not assert
that the home and the office should correspond to the same person. These two problems can
be overcome by using the logical rules facility of Oracle Semantic Technologies. Table 3.8 shows
how to create a rule that defines another version of the concept HomeOfficeTrajectory. This new
version defines a HomeOfficeTrajectoryV2 as a trajectory that goes from the home of a person
to the office of this person. Note that a rule is composed by two parts: The antecedent is first
defined (lines 5-8) and then the consequent (line 10).
Table 3.8: Creating a rule that defines the HomeOfficeTrajectory concept
1. EXECUTE SEM_APIS.CREATE_RULEBASE(’trajectory_rb’);
2.
3. INSERT INTO mdsys.semr_trajectory_rb VALUES (
4. ’HomeOfficeRule’,
5. ’ (?x rdf:type :Trajectory) (?x :hasBegin ?b)
6. (?b :isLocatedIn ?bpoi) (?x :hasEnd ?e)
7. (?e :isLocatedIn ?epoi) (?p :hasHome ?bpoi)
8. (?p :hasWork ?epoi) ’,
9. NULL,
10. ’(?x rdf:type :HomeOfficeTrajectoryV2)’,
11. SEM_RULEBASES(’OWLPRIME’, ’trajectory_rb’),
12. SEM_ALIASES(SEM_ALIAS(’’,’http://lbd.epfl.ch/TrajectoryOntology#’))
13. );
Then users’ queries can directly refer to this concept to denote trajectories going from home
to office, and query 3 can be rewritten in Table 3.9.
3.5 A Hybrid Spatio-Semantic Trajectory Model
In addition to the previous ontological framework for trajectory modeling, this thesis provides
an alternative trajectory model, named “Hybrid Spatio-Semantic Trajectory Model ”. Different
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Table 3.9: Q3: Return persons who traveled yesterday afternoon from home to office
(?person :hasCar ?car)
(?car :hasTrajectory ?traj)
(?traj rdf:type :HomeOfficeTrajectoryV2)
(?traj :hasBegin ?begin)
(?begin :hasTime ?t)
(?t :in yesterday_afternoon)
from the trajectory ontological framework in Section 3.3 that mainly focus on semantic anal-
ysis (including semantic trajectory modeling, querying and reasoning) and the moving object
database models in literatures (e.g., [GS05]) that purely focus on data management (including
data types, storage, indexing, querying), this hybrid Spatio-Semantic trajectory model can: (1)
encapsulate raw GPS spatio-temporal trajectory data; (2) allow for progressive abstraction of
the raw data to higher-level semantic representation of such data; (3) encapsulate well-known
concepts used in literature for trajectories, e.g., stop-move in [SPD+08]. The model is usable by
several applications requiring varying degrees of such comprehensive trajectory representations
from data as well as semantic perspectives (and hence hybrid). It offers mobility data represen-
tation for trajectory computing, providing different levels of trajectory data abstraction. The
key design considerations of such hybrid model are:
• Raw Data characteristics: Model should consider characteristics of raw mobility tracking
data (e.g., spatial and temporal gaps, uncertainties) to create simple low-level representa-
tions (e.g., hourly, daily, monthly and geo-fenced trajectories).
• Progressive computation possible: Model should be designed so that a layered computing
platform can systematically generate higher-level semantic abstractions from underlying
lower-level trajectory representations.
As shown in Figure 3.4, this hybrid trajectory model consists of three sub models. In the
low-level, it is the data model, which builds the spatio-temporal trajectory as a sequence of GPS
points 〈x, y, t〉, corresponding to the modeling requirement of the spatio-temporal knowledge in
Section 3.2; in the top-level, it is the semantic model, which builds the semantic trajectory as a
sequence of episodes with semantic annotations, corresponding to the modeling requirement of
the semantic knowledge in Section 3.2. In the middle-level, we build an intermediate conceptual
model to better bridge the gap between low-level mobility data and high-level trajectory seman-
tics. The conceptual model is an extension on the trajectory conceptual view in [SPD+08], and
builds structured trajectory as a sequence of trajectory episodes.
3.5.1 Data Model
Building the spatio-temporal trajectory in the data model is the first level in trying to understand
real-life trajectory data of moving objects. In this level, the focus is on the raw movement data,
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Figure 3.4: A hybrid semantic trajectory model
which is usually captured by emerging ad-hoc mobile tracking devices that record the evolving
position where a moving object temporally resides. Such raw movement data is usually defined
as “a sequence of spatio-temporal tuples (position, time)”. For simplicity, but without loss of
generality, (position, time) can be redefined as (xi, yi, ti) in a 2D space (similar for the high-
dimensional moving space), where (x, y) is the 2D spatial values and t is the distinct and increas-
ing time instant. Most real world tracks are GPS alike records (longitude, latitude, timestamp),
which is also the main data format in our experimental case study. From now on, we simply
use (x, y, t) to represent the movement records; and use the term GPS feed to represent the raw
sequence of (x, y, t) spatio-temporal mobility data.
It is worth clarifying that the raw GPS feeds often need to undergo a data preprocessing
process, e.g., data cleaning to correct GPS errors that commonly exist in many trajectory data
acquisition devices, data compression or interpolation when the data sampling frequency is too
high or too low. This trajectory data preprocessing step will be concretely discussed in Section
4.3 in the trajectory computing chapter.
In addition, the sequence of real-life GPS recording tuples (xi, yi, ti) is usually very long
(e.g., the 3M and 7M GPS records respectively mentioned in vehicle & people trajectories). A
key concept in computing the spatio-temporal trajectory (Tspa) is to identify the meaningful
dividing points in a raw GPS feed that separates two temporally ordered Tspa. A dividing point
identifies the end of one trajectory Tspa and the begin of the next one. Consequently, a trajectory
has a starting point and an ending point that delimit the sequence, and a trajectory span over
the time interval [tbegin, tend] occupied by the sequence (same as the time domain in the time-
space function that previously discussed in Section 3.2.2). Note that the exact begin and end
coordinates may not be co-located (e.g., due to data collection gaps). Typical examples of such
dividing points could be temporal (daily, hourly trajectories) or spatial (trajectory of a car in
a city) or places in the raw feed where there are large spatial or temporal disconnections. The
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detailed methods of identifying such dividing points and computing Tspa from the long sequence
of GPS feed will be presented in Section 4.4 in the trajectory computing chapter.
In terms of the two steps of data preprocessing and trajectory identification in trajectory
computing, we can build the spatio-temporal trajectories Tspa (see Definition 3.1) from the initial
raw movement data. Figure 3.5 sketches a spatio-temporal trajectory, which is a sequence of
spatio-temporal points.
(xi-1,yi-1,ti-1) (xi,yi,ti) (xi+1,yi+1,ti+1) 
(x1,y1,t1) 
(xn,yn,tn) 
Figure 3.5: Spatio-temporal trajectory (a sequence of spatio-temporal points)
Definition 3.1 (Spatio-temporal Trajectory Tspa). A spatio-temporal trajectory Tspa is a
cleaned subsequence of raw movement track (e.g., GPS feed) for a given moving object in a given
time interval [t begin, t end]. It is a list of triples (x, y, t) such that all the t are different and the
list is ordered by increasing t (see Figure 3.5), i.e., Traw = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} where pi = (xi, yi, ti)
represents a spatio-temporal point.
3.5.2 Conceptual Model
Intuitively, conceptual model is the logical partitioning of a single spatio-temporal trajectory Tspa
into a series of non-overlapping temporally separated episodes. A Tspa having such aggregated
episodes is called a Structured Trajectory (Tstr).
Definition 3.2 (Structured Trajectory Tstr). A structured trajectory Tstr consists of a sequence
of trajectory units, called “episode”, i.e., Tstr = {e1, e2, . . . , em}
• A episode (e) groups a subsequence of Tspa with k consecutive GPS points having some
similar characteristics {p(ei)1 , . . . , p(ei)k } derived from Tspa.
• For data compression, episode is a tuple that stores only the subsequence’s temporal
duration and spatial extent. ei = (timefrom, timeto, boundingrectangle, center).
A trajectory episode abstracts those subsequences of spatio-temporal tuples that show a
high degree of correlation w.r.t. some identifiable feature (e.g., velocity, angle of movement,
density, time interval etc). This generic structural representation enables us to compute such
sequences using trajectory segmentation techniques (described in Section 4.5). By trajectory
segmentation to get a more informative view of trajectories, a Tspa can be structured into
segments corresponding to meaningful steps in the travel. The underlying idea is that the
moving object may, during a trajectory, iteratively stop for some relevant purpose and resume
traveling later until arriving at the end of the trajectory. The result of such segmentation is
a structured trajectory Tstr in terms of a sequence of trajectory episodes. An episode has the
following salient features:
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Figure 3.6: Structured trajectory (a sequence of episodes)
• Encapsulates semantic trajectory concepts: High-level trajectory concepts such as begin,
end, stops, moves [SPD+08] become sub-classes of episode. Moreover, it also encapsu-
lates additional meaningful trajectory concepts such as jumps, pattern-driven movement
sequences (not necessarily stop or move), which is defined in literature for domains such
as trajectory of wild life [SYRS05].
• Computed automatically: Episodes can be computed with relevant Trajectory Structure
algorithms. This is because the correlations are essentially geometric characteristics of GPS
feed like velocity, acceleration, orientation, density, or other spatio-temporal correlations.
• Enables Data Compression: Instead of semantic annotation of each GPS records directly
(which is possible), episodes essentially enable single semantic tagging of correlated GPS
tuples having similar features. This reduces the data size to represent trajectories at the
conceptual level. For example, in Figure 3.6, a spatio-temporal trajectory is segmented into
seven episodes, from e1 to e7, among which there are four stops and three moves identified.
Obviously, semantic annotation of seven episodes in the conceptual model which is more
efficient than annotation of each GPS tuple in the data model.
For a specific trajectory application, not all kinds of episodes are interesting or useful. For
example, some applications like tourist trajectories only put interests in stops (named stay points
[ZZXM09a] or point of interests [PBKA08][GKV08]), where moves can be simply determined
as the linkage between two consecutive stops.
3.5.3 Semantic Model
In semantic model, we can build semantic trajectory Tsem which is an annotated enhancement of
a structured trajectory Tstr enriched with semantic knowledge. Such annotations can be made
on episodes in the Tstr as well as on the whole Tstr. A typical example of a semantic trajectory
is shown in Figure 3.7, which is annotated based on the previous structured trajectory in Figure
3.6. In this semantic trajectory, the GPS feeds are enriched with knowledge of an employee’s
spatio-semantic movement pattern: she/he goes to work from home (morning); after work (later
afternoon), he leaves for shopping in market, and finally reaches home (evening).
Definition 3.3 (Semantic Trajectory Tsem). A semantic trajectory Tsem is a structured tra-
jectory with added semantic annotation: episodes are enriched in terms of semantic episodes
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home office market home 
bus metro walk 
Figure 3.7: Semantic trajectory (a sequence of semantic episodes)
(se) with geographic or application knowledge. i.e., Tsem = {se1, se2, . . . , sem}, where semantic
episode sei = (spi, t
(spi)
in , t
(spi)
out , tags)
• spi (semantic position) is a meaningful location object, which can be real-world objects
from geographic knowledge (e.g., building, roadSegment, administrativeRegion, landuse),
or more application domain knowledge (e.g., home, office that belong to specific people
in a given application). From the underlying spatial extents, spi can be categorized into
three types, i.e., ROI (region of interest), LOI (line of interest), POI (point of interest)
according to the shape of region, line, and point respectively.
• t(spi)in is the incoming timestamp for trajectory entering this semantic position (spi), and
t
(spi)
out is the outcoming timestamp for trajectory leaving spi. They can be approximated
by timefrom and timeto in episode.
• tags is a set of other annotations associated the whole episodes, e.g., walk (in the road),
cycling (in the road), work (at home), break (at office).
• From data compression point of view, many episodes in one or more structured trajectories
Tstr can be located in the same spi in Tsem.
Our model is designed so that it can integrate data from third party sources, including
geographic knowledge (e.g., landuse data, road network, points of interest) and application
domain knowledge (e.g., application databases, social network data related to locations). The
model instances can even be inferred through learning patterns from underlying GPS feeds.
Chapter 5 will present the semantic enrichment methodologies that can be applied on such third
party data towards computing instances of the semantic model, i.e., the semantic trajectories.
3.6 Summary
This chapter presented the first major contribution of this thesis, i.e., the semantic trajectory
modeling. As mentioned, this thesis has intensively built two important trajectory modeling
methodologies: one is the trajectory ontological infrastructure, and the other is the hybrid
spatio-semantic trajectory model. The initial result of trajectory ontologies is published in
[YMPS08a], with its extended version for supporting high-level trajectory queries and reasonings
in [YMPS08b]. The hybrid spatio-semantic model is initially published in [YPSC10].
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The two trajectory models share the same emphasis on semantically trajectory modeling,
covering the modeling requirements of semantic knowledge, including both geographic knowledge
and application domain knowledge for better understanding mobility data. The trajectory
ontological infrastructure includes three module ontologies, i.e., geometric ontology, geographic
ontology, and application domain ontology; whilst the hybrid spatio-semantic model consists of
data model with spatio-temporal trajectory, conceptual model with structured trajectory, and
semantic model with semantic trajectory. Therefore, both models discuss the data view and the
semantic view.
The major difference between the two models is: the ontological infrastructure is focusing on
the high-level semantic querying and reasoning on trajectories, which is significantly limited to a
small dataset because of the time complexity in semantic reasoning; the hybrid spatio-semantic
model is focusing on the different levels of data representation, from the low-level raw data
generated by positioning devices to the high-level semantic abstraction, which works for a large
scale of real-life GPS alike tracking data.
Therefore, the choice between such two models depends on the application requirements:
if the trajectory application is data intensive for better data abstraction to understand basic
trajectory semantics, the hybrid model is a good choice; otherwise, if the trajectory application
is semantics intensive and needs complex conjunctive trajectory querying and reasoning, the
ontological framework can work better.
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Chapter4
Oﬄine Trajectory Computing
Computing is the study of
information processes, natural
and artificial.
Peter J. Denning, 2008
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present oﬄine trajectory computing as the second major contribution of this
thesis. The objective of trajectory computing is to exploit the potential of the hybrid spatio-
semantic trajectory model in Chapter 3, for reconstructing meaningful trajectories at different
levels of data abstraction from the real-life raw mobility tracking data. In this chapter, we
focus on computing spatio-temporal trajectories and structured trajectories from large-scale GPS
alike movement datasets. Regarding the techniques for computing semantic trajectories, the
dedicated semantic enrichment functionality will be specifically addressed in Chapter 5. All of
the detailed computing algorithms (e.g., mobility data cleaning, compression, and segmentation)
in this chapter are designed based on an oﬄine procedure, which means the raw trajectory data is
collected in advance and then processed together in batch mode. On the contrary, Chapter 6 will
address the complementary strategy for online trajectory computing in the real-time trajectory
application context.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents the oﬄine trajectory computing
framework; Section 4.3 addresses the data preprocessing algorithms such as trajectory data
cleaning and data compression; Section 4.4 discusses the trajectory identification polices that
are used for dividing a long sequence of tracking data into individual spatio-temporal trajectories;
Section 4.5 is the fundamental part of trajectory computing, i.e., the trajectory structure layer
that builds relevant trajectory segmentation algorithms; Section 4.6 shows some experimental
studies; finally Section 4.7 summarizes this chapter.
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4.2 Trajectory Computing Framework
During the investigation of modeling requirements on trajectory data in Section 3.2, there is
one important aspect of “spatio-temporal knowledge”, which only focuses on the geometric view
to interpret and understand mobility data. For such geometric point of view, our hybrid spatio-
semantic model defines two levels of trajectory data abstraction, i.e., the spatio-temporal trajec-
tory (Tspa) and the structured trajectory (Tstr). To apply this hybrid model in real-life trajectory
applications, this thesis designs a trajectory computing framework, for subsequently construct-
ing Tspa and Tstr from the raw GPS feeds that are collected by positioning sensors (see Figure
4.1). This is an oﬄine computing procedure, which assumes the raw data is collected in advance.
We additionally design an online computing framework in Chapter 6, which can work directly
on the streaming movement data in real-time applications.
Trajectory 
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Layer 
•  velocity-based 
•  density-based 
•  orientation 
Trajectory 
Identification 
Layer 
•  raw GPS gap 
•  time interval 
•  spatial extent 
Data  
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•  outlier removal 
•  kernel smoothing 
input 
output 
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cleansed 
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original 
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S1 
S2 S3 S4 
S5 
S6 
S7 S8 
S9 
 a trajectory  another trajectory 
Figure 4.1: Oﬄine trajectory computing framework
As shown in Figure 4.1, the oﬄine trajectory computing framework consists of three main
computing layers, i.e., data preprocessing, trajectory identification, and trajectory structure.
1) Data Preprocessing Layer: As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, GPS alike raw movement
data is usually noisy with errors. Therefore, raw data needs to be cleaned essentially to
provide accurate mobility data computing and understanding. Therefore, the objective of
this data preprocessing layer is to clean the raw GPS feeds, in terms of designing a couple
of preliminary tasks such as outliers removal and regression-based kernel smoothing, map
matching for cleaning network constrained trajectory data etc. The outcome of this step is
a cleaned sequence of new spatio-temporal points (x′, y′, t′). In addition, some extra data
preprocessing techniques like data format transformation and data compression are required
before the main steps of trajectory computing.
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2) Trajectory Identification Layer: This layer is designed for dividing the long sequence of
cleaned (x′, y′, t′) GPS spatio-temporal points into several meaningful subsequences, where
each subsequence is corresponding to a separate spatio-temporal trajectory Tspa. Such
division exploits gaps present in the underlying data and in addition, applies well-defined
policies of spatial (e.g., trajectories in the EPFL campus, Lausanne city area etc.) and
temporal demarcations (e.g., time interval for a day, week). The policy of automatic division
without prior spatial/temporal knowledge is also investigated in this layer.
3) Trajectory Structure Layer: This is the core layer in the whole trajectory computing
procedure, which is responsible for identifying the episodes present in each spatio-temporal
trajectory and generates the structured trajectories Tstr. Trajectory structure layer in
essential is to design and apply relevant trajectory segmentation algorithms to segment
each single Tspa into a set of episodes, in terms of using the correlations between temporally
occurring sequence of GPS points (e.g., velocity, density, orientation etc.).
The detailed computing techniques with dedicated algorithms in these three layers will be
presented in the following three sections.
4.3 Data Preprocessing Layer
The objective of data preprocessing is to design relevant preliminary tasks before the main steps
of trajectory data analysis. Typical data preprocessing tasks focus on cleaning the raw mobility
data originally coming from the mobile positioning devices. In this thesis, we define the following
four main aspects of GPS-alike mobility data preprocessing.
(a) Data Transformation – This is the task of converting the raw GPS data in the geographic
coordinate system (in the form of 〈longitude, latitude, altitude〉 positioning data point)
into the cartesian coordinate system (in the form of the 〈x, y, z〉 data point). The cartesian
data format can be easily used in data analysis compared to the geographic format, e.g.,
calculating the distances, velocity and other GPS features.
(b) Cleaning via Smoothing and Filtering – As real-life movement data, GPS has two types of
errors: systematic errors (i.e., the large errors that are totally invalid positioning from the
actual location) and random errors (i.e., the small errors up to ±15 meters that are caused
by measurements) [JGO06]. We design both filtering methods to remove GPS points caused
by systematic errors and smoothing methods to reduce the effects of random errors.
(c) Cleaning via Map Matching – The previous data cleaning via smoothing and filtering
is applied for trajectories of freely-moving objects. However, for mobility data that are
generated by network constrained moving objects [GdAD06], we need to apply relevant
map matching techniques to clean the raw GPS tracks and derive the new ones that need
to be consistent with the underlying road networks.
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(d) Data Compression – The size of GPS alike tracking data can go to infinity as tracking
time goes by, therefore data compression is required for computing trajectories from the
increasing amount of movement data. The trajectory data compression algorithm in essence
is to remove data points that are “repetition” in some sense, and keep only informative ones
for achieving better performance of computation and storage.
4.3.1 Data Transformation
In most of the existing trajectory application scenarios, the mobility datasets are collected
by GPS-alike positioning sensors and use the Geodetic Coordinate system as the data format,
namely the longitude and the latitude that apply the Earth angular units to represent the loca-
tion. For example, Figure 4.2-(a) shows a GPS point located in EPFL campus with a coordinate
〈longitude = 6.5657East, latitude = 46.5197North〉. For achieving convenient data analysis
and computation, such 〈longitude, latitude〉 data points need to be converted into the Cartesian
Coordinate system. Different countries typically use their own cartesian coordination systems
according to the specific time zone, e.g., Swiss coordinate system CH19031 in Switzerland. In
our experiment, we apply the UTM 2 (Universal Transverse Mercator) cartesian system that
work on various datasets. With such transformation, the EPFL 〈longitude, latitude〉 is trans-
formed to the new point 〈x, y〉 = 〈313281m, 5154671m〉 (see Figure Figure 4.2-(b)), where the
unit is meter; x is the projected distance of the position eastward from the central meridian,
while y is the projected distance of the point north from the equator. Compared with the raw
geodetic coordinates, the converted cartesian coordinates are much easier for further trajectory
computing, such as the tasks of calculating GPS features such as velocity, acceleration, distance,
direction, and heading change. There are a couple of open-source solutions that support such
kind of coordinate transformation, for example the JCoord API3 that we have applied.
(6.5657E, 46.5197N) 
X (East) 
Y (North) 
(313281, 5154671)  
(a) Geodetic coordinate system  (b) Cartesian coordinate system  
Figure 4.2: Data transformation of coordinates – from 〈longitude, latitude〉 to 〈x, y〉
1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swiss_coordinate_system
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Transverse_Mercator_coordinate_system
3http://www.jstott.me.uk/jcoord/
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4.3.2 Cleaning via Filtering and Smoothing
Due to GPS measurements and sampling errors from mobile devices, the recorded positions of
a moving object are not always precise and usually contain errors [ZG02]. Applications need to
apply techniques to identify possible causes for such errors and further remove them or reduce
their influence. Therefore, one of the main component in the Data Preprocessing Layer is to deal
with such real-life noisy data and clean them before fitting the hybrid spatio-semantic model on
computing trajectories at different levels.
By adopting the summary of GPS errors in [JGO06, SA09b], we focus on dealing with both
types of GPS errors, i.e., the systematic errors and the random errors, with the methods of
filtering outliers and smoothing respectively.
(1) Filtering outliers – Figure 4.3 sketches a real trajectory example visualized in Google Earth
by using KML (Keyhole Markup Language) – an XML notation and file format for modeling
and storing geographic features such as points, lines, images etc. In this figure, there are tens
and hundreds of GPS records with two outliers (data points in the triangle) that are far away
from the real trajectory data (data points in the rectangle).
outlier 
regular  
points 
Figure 4.3: A trajectory example with two outliers
To remove such outliers as systematic errors, we design threshold-driven data filtering strate-
gies. The idea is to build a “limited area” S(P ) for a GPS point (P ) that needs to be checked,
and according to the topological inside relationship between the point P and the area S(P ) to
determine whether P is outlier or not. For example, to check the point Pi+1 in Figure 4.4-(a),
we compute the “limited area” S(Pi) based on the previous point Pi by using the maximum
speed, time duration (ti+1 − ti), and the previous moving direction. We get an arc area as the
“limited area” of Pi+1; as Pi+1 is out of such area (i.e., Pi+1 /∈ S(Pi)), the data point Pi+1 needs
to be removed as outlier. After removing such outlier point, we can get a new filtered trajectory
data sequence as shown in Figure 4.4-(b).
(2) Smoothing random errors – Regarding the random noises, we design a Gaussian kernel
based local regression model to smooth the GPS feed. The smoothed position (x̂, ŷ) is the
weighted local regression based on the past points and future points within a sliding time window,
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S (Pi ): Limited Area of Pi+1 
Pi 
Pi+1 Pi+2 
S (Pi ) 
(a) Raw trajectory with outliers  (b) Trajectory with outlier removed 
Figure 4.4: Filtering the outliers in trajectory data
where the weight is a Gaussian kernel function k(ti) and the window size is the kernel bandwidth
σ (Formula 4.1). To control the smoothing related information loss, we adopt a reasonably small
value for σ (e.g., 5×GPS sampling frequency) so that only nearby points can affect the smoothed
position. This is necessary as we want to calibrate the technique to not only handle the noise
but also to avoid over-fitting, which means the smoothing technique is over-performing and the
new data is too smoothed, i.e., loosing the initial data characteristics significantly.
x̂ =
∑
i k(ti)× xti∑
i k(ti)
ŷ =
∑
i k(ti)× yti∑
i k(ti)
where k(ti) = e
− (ti−t)
2
2σ2 (4.1)
Figure 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 show an example of our smoothing algorithm applied on a real dataset
taken from wild-life tracking data of a monkey movement on 15/03/2008. This trajectory con-
tains 52 GPS (x,y,t) records. Figure 4.5 shows the original longitude (actually the transformed
X value in cartesian coordinate) and the smoothed value, together with the Gaussian regres-
sion curve. Similarly, Figure 4.6 shows the original and the smoothed latitude (Y in cartesian
coordinate). Figure 4.7 plots the trajectory (the two dimensions together), including both the
original GPS feed before smoothing and the new one after smoothing. From Figure 4.7, we do
observe that the new trajectory sequence is much smoother than the original one.
4.3.3 Cleaning via Map Matching
The previous trajectory data smoothing techniques are designed for freely moving objects. How-
ever, in many trajectory scenarios, objects (people or vehicles) have to move along certain net-
work constrained paths (e.g., transportation network like bus routes or metro lines) [GdAD06].
To provide a concrete example, Figure 4.8 shows trajectory data points produced by moving
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Figure 4.5: Smooth GPS (x)
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Figure 4.6: Smooth GPS (y)
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Figure 4.7: Original sequence and smoothed new sequence
objects with network constraints, which is generated by a moving object data simulator by
Brinkhoff [Bri03]. We can observe such trajectory data needs to be consistent with the under-
lying road network. Therefore, regarding network-constrained trajectory data, map matching
can be applied for data cleaning, by integrating positioning data with spatial road network to
identify the correct link on which a vehicle is traveling and to estimate the correct location of a
vehicle on that matched link [QON07, BPSW05].
Before presenting the detailed procedure of data cleaning via map matching, we need to
provide the definition of network constraints, which determine the underlying network infras-
tructure that moving objects need to follow and keep inside. This network constraint can be
represented as a graph, including a set of points (i.e., road crossings) and the edges (i.e., road
segments) linking two connected points.
Definition 4.1 (Network Constraints). A network for constraining trajectories is a directed
graph G = (V,E), in which V is the set of vertex {v1, v2, . . . , vn} (i.e., road crossings), and E
is a set of road segments connecting vertex {e1, e2, . . . , em}. E can be represented as a n × n
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Figure 4.8: Network constrained trajectories
matrix of vertex, i.e., [eij ]n×n, in which eij can be 0, 1,∞ for representing direct-connection,
self-connection and no-connection, respectively.
In real-world network scenarios, the number of edges is usually significantly less than the
total number of any possible combinations between vertex, i.e., |E| << |V|2. Therefore, we may
simply use the road segment list instead of a matrix to represent E as it is not efficient to store
too many ∞ values in a sparse matrix.
Definition 4.2 (Network Constrained Trajectory). The trajectories under network constraints
can be defined as TN = {TS,G}, where TS is a set of trajectories, which might belong to one
moving object or many different moving objects TS = {T1,T2, . . . ,Tm}; G is the underlying con-
straining network G = (V,E). For the correct (cleaned) network-constrained trajectory datasets,
given any spatio-temporal data point 〈x, y, t〉 ∈ T, its location (x, y) should be in a road edge in
E (with a special case in the crossing point in V), but not outside the network G.
According to such network-constrained trajectory definition, we can clean the original datasets
via map matching: by using the underlying network constraints G (e.g., roadway centerlines),
the original location (xi, yi) in a trajectory data point needs to be map-matched into road seg-
ments ej ∈ G on which a vehicle is traveling, and to estimate a new location (x′i, y′i) on that
road segment ej . Therefore, a point (xi, yi, ti) that does not obey the constraint is replaced
by (x′i, y
′
i, ti) where (x
′
i, y
′
i) ∈ ej . This can be done by analyzing relevant spatial correlations
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between the (xi, yi, ti) point and the neighboring road segments. An intuitive idea is to find
the closest edge with the shortest distance from the given point, and perpendicular distance is
frequently applied. In geometry, the perpendicular distance from a point (x1, y1) to the line
ax+ by + c = 0 is given by d = |ax1+by1+c|√
a2+b2
(see the left side of Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: Perpendicular distance: between point and edge
For the road network, the line (road segment) is determined by two crossing points (u1, v1)
and (u2, v2) – see the right side of Figure 4.9, in terms of the formula (v2 − v1)x+ (u1 − u2)y +
(v1u2 − u1v2) = 0. Therefore, the perpendicular distance between Q1 and the line A1A2 is
defined in Formula 4.2,
d =
|(v2 − v1)x1 + (u1 − u2)y1 + (v1u2 − u1v2)|√
(v2 − v1)2 + (u2 − u1)2
(4.2)
The perpendicular distance can not be directly used for map matching, because in the
network constraint the road segment is only a subpart of a line. In Figure 4.10, for the distance
between point Q1 and the five neighboring road segments (i.e., A1A2, A2A3, A3A4, A4A5), only
A2A3 can accept the perpendicular distance, because the other projected points Q
′
A1A2
, Q′A3A4 ,
Q′A4A5 do not belong to the corresponding road segments (i.e., Q
′ /∈ AiAj).
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Figure 4.10: Distance between point and edge segment
Therefore, our minimum distance between a given GPS position Q(x, y) and a road segment
AiAj is calculated as follows,
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d(Q,AiAj) =
{
d(QQ′) if Q′ ∈ AiAj
min{d(QAi), d(QAj)} otherwise (4.3)
where Q′ is the projection of Q on AiAj , d(QQ′) is the perpendicular distance between Q
and the line segment determined by the two crossings Ai and Aj , and d(QA) is the euclidean
distance between the GPS point and the road crossing.
Instead of using only local point to infer the matched edge, many global map matching
algorithms have been proposed [BPSW05] [QON07], to further improve the matching accuracy
as the global methods consider the context of neighboring GPS points. For instance, in Figure
4.11, the two points Q2 and Q3 are matched to segments A2A5 and A2A4 respectively based on
the local point-edge distance. However, from a global viewpoint (e.g., forward or backward or
both), the correct matching of Q2 should be in segment A1A2 because its previous points Q0
and Q1 match segment A1A2; similarly, the correct matching of Q3 should be in segment A2A4
because its forthcoming points Q4 and Q5 match segment A2A4.
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Figure 4.11: A global map matching approach
Therefore, for achieving better map matching results, we need to design a global matching
algorithm, which determines the edge for each GPS point according to its 2N neighborhood
points (N before and N after). Hereby, we normalize the distance between GPS position and
road segment d(Q,AiAj), and get the normalized local distance localScore between them. The
localScore between a point Q and a segment AiAj is the basic measurement for mapping Q to
AiAj without consideration of its previous and forthcoming points (as the initial but wrong map
matching result in Figure 4.11 where Q2 matches A2A5 and Q3 matches A2A3).
localScore(Q,AiAj) =
{
dmin(Q)
d(Q,AiAj)
AiAj ∈ candidateSegs(Q)
0 otherwise
(4.4)
where dmin(Q) is the shortest distance from Q to all possible edges AiAj ; for better perfor-
mance, only the neighboring edges (neighbor, say in 20m or the top 6 closest edges) need to be
considered for each GPS point, not the complete edge set.
Hereinafter, we can compute the globalScore between a point Q and the segment AiAj to be
matched, in a global view as including the previous N points and the forthcoming N points.
The distance between those points and Q should be less than a given radius R (say 40 meters),
otherwise, it has no effects by setting zero weight.
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globalScore(Q,AiAj) =
∑N
k=−N wk · localScore(Qk, AiAj)∑N
k=−N wk
(4.5)
where Qk is the k
th neighbor point of Q (e.g., Q0 is Q itself, Q−1 is the previous point whilst
Q+1 is the next point); wk is the corresponding weight determined by a Kernel smooth function
using the aforementioned radius R as the Kernel bandwidth, which is
wk =
{
exp(−d(Q0Qk)2
2R2
) d(Q0Qk) < R
0 otherwise
(4.6)
The detailed computing procedure of map matching is shown in Algorithm 4.1, including
six main steps: (1) select candidate road segments, (2) calculate the point-segment distance,
(3) normalize the distance as localScore, (4) compute the weight and calculate globalScore, (5)
determine the map matching segment for each point based on globalScore, and finally (6) the
projected position (x′, y′) of that GPS point in e is computed.
In the algorithm, since each GPS point considers only the neighboring road segments as
a set of candidate segments to match (in terms of applying the R*-tree spatial data indexing
technique), the candidate set size is significantly smaller than the total size of road segments
in the network for real-life datasets. This makes the algorithm, besides having better matching
quality, also working efficient with linear complexity on the total size of the GPS points, i.e.,
O(n). In addition, the global map matching parameters (e.g., radius R and kernel width σ)
need to be tuned in the experiment.
4.3.4 Data Compression
This step calls for data compression and reduction algorithms in data preprocessing. As already
briefly discussed in Section 2.3.3 in the state-of-the-art chapter, trajectory data is usually gen-
erated continuously with a high sampling frequency; therefore the data will sooner or later go
beyond the holding capacity of trajectory application systems. Giving another example, in one
of the traffic scenarios we used as a test case, vehicle movement is tracked at one record per
second. For such data, the size of the raw NME files4 (the file format for recording GPS data)
for recording one car trajectory during one week is approximately 2.4 megabytes. This kind
of huge volume of trajectory data makes trajectory computing expensive, in terms of both the
space complexity and the time cost. Therefore, data compression is a prerequisite technique to
be applied for supporting the scalability of large trajectory applications.
Section 2.3.3 has already summarized a couple of existing data compression algorithms, espe-
cially the two representative solutions, i.e., the Douglas-Peucker extensions with the application
of SED (synchronized Euclidian distance) [MdB04] and STTrace with additional metrics that
are computed by using information like moving speed and direction [PPS06]. In this section,
we discuss the detailed techniques to apply such compression techniques for achieving oﬄine
trajectory data compression.
4http://www.gpss.force9.co.uk/nmefiles.htm
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Algorithm 4.1: Map-Matching for Data Cleaning
Goal: To map the GPS data {〈x, y, t〉} to the underlying road network. For each spatio-
temporal point compute its corresponding road segment and the nearest road crossing, and
if needed replace the point with a newly computed point on the road network.
Input: a GPS track, i.e., a sequence of spatio-temporal points {(x, y, t)}
the road network G = (V,E)
Output: a cleaned GPS sequence {(x′, y′, t, segmentId)} with the matched edge
segmentId and the corrected position (x′, y′)
begin
/* initialize: load GPS data and the road network */
ArrayList〈x, y, t〉 gpsList ← loadGPSList(gpsF ile);
Graph roadNetwork ← getNetwork(networkF ile);
gpsListNew ← new ArrayList〈x′, y′, t, segmentId〉;
/* main procedure of map matching */
forall the Qi = (x, y, t) ∈ Q do
// select candidate roads for Qi (R*-tree)
candidateSegs(Qi)← {r(i)1 , · · · , r(i)n }; // select only neighboring road segments
// calculate point-segment distance, normalize it as localScore
compute the distance between point Qi and ∀r(i)j ∈ candidateSegs(Qi);
choose the closest segment min{d(Qi, r(i)j )} (by Formula 4.3);
normalize distance localScore(Qi, r
(i)
j ) ∀r(i)j ∈ candidateSegs(Qi) by Formula 4.4;
// calculate globalScore: (point, segment)
choose global points (Q−N1 , · · · , Q+N2) in radius R;
compute their Kernel smoothing weights by Formula 4.6;
compute the globalScore(Qi, r
(i)
j ) for ∀r(i)j ∈ candidateSegs(Qi) by Formula 4.5;
// compute Q′ with road position
rank the computed globalScore(Qi, r)
choose the highest score to match segmentId for Qi;
compute the corrected position (x′, y′) if needed ;
create a new GPS point Q′i ← (x′, y′, t, segmentId);
gpsListNew.add(Q′i); //add the new point
return the cleaned version of GPS points gpsListNew;
By using the SED measurement, we apply the SED based Douglas-Peucker extension for
trajectory data compression. The main idea is recursively computing the SED distances for each
sequence’s in-between points, and compare it with a given threshold ε to judge whether the point
can be removed or not. As shown in Figure 4.12-(a), we compute the SED values of all the points
in the middle (i.e., sed(P1, Pi, P7) for all i ∈ [2, 6]), and find the most representative data point P4
as it has the largest SED values compared with other points (i.e., P2, P3, P5, P6); therefore, the
algorithm keeps P4 and recursively goes to the next loop for subsequence P1P4 and P4P7. Figure
4.12-(b) shows the later steps for computing the new SED values for in-between points in segment
P1P4 and P4P7, i.e., sed(P1, P2, P4), sed(P1, P3, P4) in P1P4 & sed(P4, P5, P7), sed(P4, P5, P6) in
P4P7, and discovers that all of these sed < ε, therefore, we remove all of these four in-between
points (P2, P3, P5, P6) and the new compressed trajectory is just P1 → P4 → P7. Thus, the final
compressed trajectory data has only three spatio-temporal points instead of the original one
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with seven points, achieving the compression ratio of 3/7, approximately 42.86%.
P1 
P2 P4 
P7 
P3 
P5 
P6 
ε 
(a) Loop 1
P1 
P2 P4 
P7 
P3 
P5 
P6 
(b) Loop 2
Figure 4.12: Data compression of DP extensions using SED
In addition, we adopt the idea of STTrace to build algorithms for compressing the trajectory
data. This method applies the safe area to judge whether the points can be removed or not. This
safe area is calculated by the moving object’s moving velocity and direction. For example, in
Figure 4.13-(a), based on the speedmin, speedmax and previous direction P1P2, we can compute
a sector area for future points P3, P4, we find the sector P3 ∈ S3 while P4 6∈ S4, therefore
P3 can be removed whilst P4 needs to be kept; similarly in Figure 4.13-(b), the algorithm
can remove P5 but need to keep P6. Finally, we achieve the compressed trajectory data as
P1 → P2 → P4 → P6 → P7, in terms of the compression ratio as 5/7, approximately 71.4%,
bigger than the previous SED based method.
P1 P2 P4 
P7 
P3 
P5 
P6 
ε 
S4 
S3 
(a) Determine P3, P4
P1 P2 P4 
P7 
P3 
P5 
P6 
ε 
S6 S5 
(b) Determine P5, P6, P7
Figure 4.13: Data compression using STTrace via direction & speed
The first SED based method is oﬄine that recursively calculates SEDs for effective data
compression; while the second STTrace based method is an online procedure where computing
safe sectors is more complex rather than calculating SED. For trajectory online computing in
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Chapter 6, we also design an online solution for SED based data compression, which further
considers the non-spatial features than only the spatio-temporal distances.
In addition to the above four tasks of trajectory data preprocessing (i.e., data transformation,
data cleaning, map matching, and data compression), there is an extra task of data interpolation
in some trajectory applications. Different from very high-frequency of GPS data sampling in
many applications where data needs to be compressed, the functionality of data interpolation
is to deal with uncertain data points with low sampling frequency, designing certain interpola-
tion techniques to approximate the missing tracking data. This thesis does not investigate the
uncertainty analysis of trajectory data.
4.4 Trajectory Identification Layer
This trajectory computing layer analyzes the preprocessed data and extracts relevant non-
overlapping spatio-temporal trajectories Tspa (corresponding to the data model in Figure 3.4)
from the cleaned long sequence of mobility data. The central issue here is to determine reason-
able identification policies, to identify dividing points (xi, yi, ti) that can split the continuous GPS
sequence and divide it into consecutive trajectories at appropriate positions. In other words, the
objective of trajectory identification is to identify the starting point p1 and the ending point pn
for each spatio-temporal trajectory. As shown in Figure 4.14, the input is the cleaned trajectory
data, whilst the output is a set of spatio-temporal trajectories (the figure shows only two Tspa).
one trajectory another trajectory 
Cleaned  
trajectory data 
Spatio-temporal 
trajectories 
Figure 4.14: Trajectory identification (from cleaned movement data to Tspa)
In this section, we present different types of trajectory identification policies that have been
implemented in various trajectory scenarios in our study: Raw GPS Gap, Predefined Time
Interval, Predefined Space Extent, and (semi-) automatic Correlation-based Identification.
4.4.1 Identification via Raw Gap
Policy 1 (Raw GPS Gap). Divide the (x,y,t) sequence into several spatio-temporal trajectories
Tspa according to the raw GPS gaps. There are two sub-conditions we can separately apply for
trajectory datasets: one is the temporal gap, while the other is both temporal and spatial gaps.
(1) Given a large time interval ∆duration−large, for any two consecutive GPS records pi(xi, yi, ti)
and pi+1(xi+1, yi+1, ti+1), if the temporal gap ti+1−ti > ∆duration−large, then pi is the ending
point of current trajectory whilst pi+1 is the staring point of the forthcoming trajectory.
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(2) Given both time interval ∆duration and spatial distance ∆distance, for any two consecutive
GPS records pi and pi+1, if the temporal gap ti+1 − ti > ∆duration and the spatial gap√
(xi+1 − xi)2 + (yi+1 − yi)2 > ∆distance, then pi is the ending point of current trajectory
whilst pi+1 is the staring point of the forthcoming trajectory.
This policy applies significant temporal (and spatial) gaps in GPS feed to logically separate
two consecutive and adjacent spatio-temporal trajectories. This is because GPS-alike tracking
devices are usually turned off (automatically or manually) when the object does not move for a
long while (e.g., to save power). The first sub-policy exploits large temporal gaps ∆duration−large
to extract spatio-temporal trajectories. This is typically relevant for vehicle movement scenarios.
For example, our dataset of 17,241 car GPS traces (2,075,213 GPS records) resulted in 83,134
spatio-temporal trajectories. The second sub-policy uses both temporal and spatial gaps, where
the two parameters are determined by statistical analysis of GPS feeds (e.g., gap distribution,
type of movement - vehicular, pedestrian etc).
4.4.2 Identification via Prior Knowledge
The second type of spatio-temporal trajectory identification policies are using some prior knowl-
edge that is meaningful to certain trajectory applications. Such prior knowledge can be prede-
fined time intervals or predefined spatial extents etc.
Policy 2 (Predefined Time Interval). Divide the stream of GPS feed into several subsequences
contained in given time intervals, e.g., hourly trajectory, daily trajectory, weekly trajectory,
monthly trajectory, and even seasonally or yearly trajectory.
This policy allows us to meaningfully divide a GPS feed into periods for analyzing mobility
behaviors. Short-term period is particularly relevant for human movements, e.g., analyzing the
daily trajectory to distinguish people’s daily movement behaviors between weekdays and week-
ends. Wild-life monitoring on the other hand usually requires longer-term trajectory behaviors
such as monthly or seasonal patterns, in particular in the bird migration scenario.
Policy 3 (Predefined Space Extent). Divide the stream of GPS feed into several subsequences
according to a spatial criteria, e.g., fixed distance, geo-fenced regions, movement between pre-
defined points in network constrained trajectories.
This policy allows us to divide a GPS feed in terms of somehow fixed spatial extents, such
as: (1) fixed distance (e.g., each trajectory has 500 meters), (2) in a specific domain zone (e.g.,
EPFL campus, Lausanne downtown), where trajectories ought to be created according to their
entering and leaving the zone, (3) between two given positions of crossings (e.g., finding all of
the home-office trajectories of John, a research assistant at EPFL), (4) predefined routes in the
networks (e.g., analyzing the congestions from all of the bus trips of Bus33).
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4.4.3 Correlation-based Identification
Different from the previous prior knowledge (according to the trajectory application scenarios)
driven policies for trajectory identification, we can also apply pure correlation-based methods to
identify the spatio-temporal trajectory. In such case, no prior knowledge like time interval or
spatial extent needs to be provided in advance. The division of the cleaned trajectory data feed
is purely depending on the correlations between the data points 〈x, y, t〉. For example, we can
apply conventional time series segmentation techniques for finding division points between two
consecutive spatio-temporal trajectories.
Policy 4 (Time Series Segmentation). Divide the stream of GPS feed into several subsequences
according to a (semi-) automatic algorithm for segmenting time series, based on spatial (or
temporal, or spatio-temporal) correlations.
Trajectory data can be considered as a special kind of time series, where the values are the
locations 〈x, y〉 as time continues. Therefore, conventional time series segmentation algorithms
can be applied for trajectory identification in this section as well as for trajectory structure in
Section 4.5. Keogh et al. [KCHP04] categorize time series segmentation methods into three
types, i.e., sliding windows, top-down, and bottom-up. The previous Policy 2 and Policy 3
can be roughly considered as the sliding window methods; while the top-down and bottom-up
methods can bring much over-fragment of trajectories, which means it might find too many
division points and generate a lot of small-length spatio-temporal trajectories. Therefore, such
method is not good for the trajectory identification step, but could be more meaningful in the
trajectory structure computing stage in Section 4.5.
Based on these designed policies for spatio-temporal trajectory identification, we can build an
algorithm to automatically process the cleaned mobility data and generate the spatio-temporal
trajectories, reaching the data model for computing and understanding mobility data. The
detailed procedure for this trajectory identification layer is shown in Algorithm 4.2.
4.5 Trajectory Structure Layer - Segmentation
After identifying the spatio-temporal trajectories, the next task is to compute Tspa’s internal
structures, for building structured trajectory Tstr that consists of meaningful episodes. As shown
in Figure 4.15, the input spatio-temporal trajectory is segmented into a structured trajectory
with seven episodes, among which, there are four stops and three moves. The core issue in
trajectory structure is to group continuous GPS points into an episode, where the spatio-temporal
points in each episode is in some sense homogeneous as sharing similar movement characteristics
to form a single movement activity/behavior. We have implemented velocity, density, orientation
and time series based algorithms for identifying episodes, which has been validated in many real
life GPS trajectory datasets.
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Algorithm 4.2: Spatio-temporal Trajectory Identification (Begin/End)
Goal: To divide the cleaned mobility data list newGPSList into several non-overlapping
sub-series, and each one is representing a spatio-temporal trajectory Tspa.
Input: a clean list newGPSList, a selected rule SegmentRule
Output: a list of spatio-temporal trajectories {Tspa}, i.e., spaTrajList
begin
/* STEP 1: Cut the input list newGPSList into a set of sub-series
subSeriesSet according to the selected rule. */
switch the value of SegmentRule do
case Policy1 Raw GPS Gap
cut newGPSList each time there is a big temporal gap with no record (e.g., 5
hours for a vehicle trajectory).
case Policy2 Predefined Time Interval
cut newGPSList into sub-series contained in given time intervals, e.g.,
morning trajectory, daily trajectory, weekly trajectory.
case Policy3 Predefined Space Extent
cut newGPSList according to a spatial criteria: e.g., fixed length, crossing the
borders of a partition of the space into regions, passing by predefined points
for network constrained trajectories.
case Policy4 Time Series Segmentation
cut newGPSList according to a (semi-) automatic algorithm for segmenting
time series, based on (spatial or temporal) correlations.
/* STEP 2: For each sub-serial, compute a new starting point begin and
new ending point end. */
forall the subSerial ∈ subSeriesSet do
begin← computeBegin(subSerial);
end← computeEnd (subSerial);
Tspa ← getRawTrajectory (subSerial, begin, end);
spaTrajList.add(Tspa);
return spaTrajList;
4.5.1 Trajectory Segmentation as Stop Discovery
Trajectory structure in essence is segmenting the sequence of spatio-temporal points in Tspa into
many episodes. In many trajectory applications, such segmentation tasks can be reformulated
as the problem of stop discovery. This is because most of the trajectory applications focus on
two kinds of meaningful episodes, i.e., stop and move [SPD+08]. As shown in Figure 4.15, the
structured trajectory has 4 stops and 3 moves.
(1) Benefits of Stop Discovery
In the hybrid spatio-semantic model discussed in Section 3.5, we have already clarified a
couple of advantages of using episodes, such as encapsulation of semantic trajectory concepts
like stop/move, automatic computation, enabling of data compression etc. Similarly, these are
the advantages of stop discovery in analyzing trajectory data. For achieving a better data
abstraction on the spatio-temporal trajectory data (i.e., the sequence of GPS points 〈x, y, t〉),
we need to divide it into a sequence of episodes, and pick up the important episodes – stops;
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Figure 4.15: Trajectory structure (from Tspa to Tstr)
once the stops are identified, we can easily identify the moves in between. There are several
remarkable features for the notation of stops in trajectory data abstraction:
• Easily understandable: A sequence of stops can provide a better abstracted view for un-
derstanding mobility trace, rather than the original sequence of 〈x, y, t〉 points. As shown
in Figure 4.15, only important places (e.g., S1 and S4 are at home, S2 at EPFL and S3 at
a shopping market Coop) need to be highlighted for this trajectory.
• Efficient data compression: Instead of keeping the whole mobile tracking points, mobility
data can be represented and restored in terms of a sequence of stops. As shown in Figure
4.15, tends and hundreds of GPS points can be compressed and displaced by four stops,
actually only three stop places as S1 and S4 are in the same place (e.g., home).
• Automatic stop computation: These important parts of trajectories (stop episodes) can be
computed automatically and efficiently, based on the relevant trajectory data discretiza-
tion/segmentation methods, which are the focus of trajectory computing.
The definition of “stop” is typically emphasized as “not moving”. However, real-life stops
are not purely depending on whether it is moving or not. For example, short time of stilling like
a congestion in the middle of a road is not a meaingful stop; shopping with wondering around
in a store can be considered as a stop even the user is moving. Therefore, we define stops as the
important places where a trajectory has passed and stayed for a reasonable time duration. Stops
can help people summarize trajectory and provide better understanding of mobility. Thus, many
studies do not distinguish among “stops”, “hotspots”, “important/meaningful/interesting parts”
of trajectories etc. The focus of this section is on designing robust segmentation algorithms to
automatically discover stops in heterogeneous trajectories of various moving objects.
In addition to the basic advantages, stop has some additional characteristics in several tra-
jectory applications, which require more robust and efficient stop discovery algorithm.
(2) Shared Stops vs. Personalized Stops
Shared stops are the common places where many trajectories of different moving objects pass
and stay for a while (e.g., a shopping mall like Coop), whilst personalized stops are individual
places where user stays for his/her own purpose (e.g., home). For example, there are three
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trajectories in Figure 4.16, where each one has four stops. In addition, there are three common
places including EPFL, Coop, and SportCenter being correlated by these three trajectories as
shared stops; whilst the other six stops are personalized stops that belong to each trajectory
separately, which could be their individual home for instance.
SportCenter 
 EPFL COOP 
Figure 4.16: Shared stops vs. personalized stops
Therefore, a robust discovery algorithm needs to consider both shared stops and personal-
ized stops, and identify the difference between them. For designing stop discovery algorithms,
personalized stops usually can be discovered from single trajectory, whist shared stops can be
extracted from a group of trajectories that belong to different moving objects.
(3) Hierarchical Stops (Generic Stops vs. Concrete Stops)
Another challenging problem in stop discovery is the granularity of the stops, i.e., determining
the suitable stop size. Stop discovery in trajectory might be meaningless when it produces too
many stops or too few stops. Each stop should have a suitable size, which means it should
consist of a reasonable set of GPS points with very high correlations. Some applications require
large stops whilst others may prefer smaller ones.
• Generic Stops: Taking a trajectory of recording students’ movement in EPFL for example,
a student came to Classroom1 for taking the Database course, and then went to the
Algorithm course in Classroom2. Precisely, there are two small stops in Classroom1 and
Classroom2. However, application might be more interested in the generic stop (i.e.,
EPFL) when analyzing student’s daily behavior, where the detailed locations of individual
classrooms are nonsignificant. To handle this problem, we can merge small and nearby
stops into a more generic one.
• Concrete Stops: In contrast, some applications care more about concrete stops rather than
the generic ones. For example, people visit a big commercial centre that inside has many
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interesting places such as restaurant, supermarket, cinema etc. For trajectory applications,
the commercial center is too generic. Applications want to know exactly which place people
visited, which can reflect the exact movement behaviors (e.g., stay in restaurant for dinner
in the first floor or do some exercise in a gym in the second floor, or something else).
Therefore, one large stop needs to be split into many concrete and meaningful ones in
some applications.
To identify both generic and concrete stops, and set up suitable stop size, a hierarchy-based
stop discovery approach is required. Thus, stops can be represented in different levels. The
stop in the lower level usually has small size with more detailed information; whilst stops in the
higher level are in a big area with more generic positioning. Consequently, trajectories can be
abstracted in terms of stop sequences at different levels. Figure 4.17 sketches the refinement of
discovered stops (left), in terms of a tree-based stop hierarchy established (right), by using a
split-merge approach, i.e., the big stop can be divided into small ones while the adjacent small
stops can be merged together as a big stop.
Level 2 
Level 1 
S1-1 S1-2 S1-3 
S2-1 S2-2 
S3 
S2-1 S2-2  
S1-1 S1-2  S1-3  
Figure 4.17: Building tree-based hierarchal stops
(4) Stop Discovery in Heterogeneous Trajectories
Existing works like [ABK+07, PBKA08, ZKS09] typically only focus on discovering stops on
homogeneous trajectories, which means there are a couple of common assumptions required for
such GPS datasets: (1) the moving object is identical like a taxi, a truck, or a ship, therefore the
speed/acceleration of trajectory is more or less stationary; (2) the GPS sampling frequency is
stationary, e.g., the time gap between the continuous GPS points is almost fixed (e.g., every one
second or several minutes). Therefore, these stop discovery algorithms can not work properly
for GPS data with big recording gaps. However, the real-life trajectories are far more heteroge-
neous. Taking people trajectories from smartphones for instance, GPS from such people-centric
tracking devices are much heterogeneous with ambiguity, e.g., (1) people can take many differ-
ent kinds of transportation modes, such as walking, cycling, driving, and public transports like
metro or bus, therefore, GPS of people trajectories are much more irregular compared with the
tracks of vehicles like taxi and truck. (2) due to GPS signal loss during people indoor activi-
ties5 and the limited power issue of smartphones, GPS sampling of people trajectories are very
sparse. Therefore, the objective of a robust stop discovery algorithm is to work properly for the
heterogeneous trajectory datasets as well.
5From Nokia report, people spent nearly 80% of their time indoor without GPS recordings.
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In the following subsections, we address the detailed trajectory structure (also called “stop
discovery”) algorithms proposed in this thesis, including the velocity-based, density-based, and
further advanced stop discovery algorithms for trajectory segmentation.
4.5.2 Velocity based Trajectory Structure
In this approach, we focus on two kinds of episodes (i.e., stops and moves). The idea is to
determine whether a GPS point p(x, y, t) belongs to a stop episode or a move episode by using
a speed threshold (∆speed). Hence, if the instant speed of p is lower than ∆speed, it is a part
of a stop, otherwise it belongs to a move. Figure 4.18 traces the speed evolution of a vehicle,
showing how stops can be determined by a given stop threshold ∆speed. Besides ∆speed, we also
use a second parameter – minimal stop time τ – in order to avoid false positives, i.e., short-term
congestions with low velocity should not be a stop episode as shown in the figure.
Speed!evolution during!
a trajectory!
stops
"speed
congestion
Figure 4.18: Velocity-based stop identification
Determining a suitable value for ∆speed is a challenging problem: if ∆speed is too high, many
stops appear; on the contrary, if ∆speed is too low, probably no stops are computed. Figure 4.18
simply shows a constant ∆speed applied all across the trajectory. This is not practical in real-
world scenarios, where the value of ∆speed should rather be flexible according to the context
of the moving object. For example, vehicles with different levels of performance (bicycles or
motor cars), different road networks (on a highway or a secondary road path), different weather
conditions (sunny or snowy days) call for diverse speed thresholds. However, it is not always
easy to get these contextual information for the mobility datasets. To overcome this problem,
we design a generic method for determining ∆speed, based on the class of moving objects being
monitored (which is available) and the real-time underlying movement area. This can be applied
to most real-life GPS feeds.
Definition 4.3 (Dynamic Velocity Threshold - ∆speed). For each GPS point Q(x, y, t) of a
given moving object (objid), the ∆speed is dynamically determined by the moving object (by
using objectAvgSpeed – the average speed of this moving object) and the underlying context
(by positionAvgSpeed – the average speed of most moving objects in this position 〈x, y〉); i.e.,
∆speed = min{δ1 × objectAvgSpeed, δ2 × positionAvgSpeed}, where δ1 and δ2 are coefficients.
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In this definition, objectAvgSpeed is easy to calculate as the average speed of the moving
object. Regarding positionAvgSpeed, we need to approximate it by using space division. We
divide the mobility space into regular cells (or directly using the available landuse data) and
calculate the average speed in each cell cellAvgSpeed as the contextual information. For the
application of network-constrained trajectory data, we can apply the speed condition on the un-
derlying network (e.g., the average passing speed of the nearest road crossing crossingAvgSpeed
and the average passing speed of the map matched road segment segmentAvgSpeed), instead
of the cellAvgSpeed. Algorithm 4.3 provides the pseudocode to determine ∆speed. We analyze
sensitivity of the coefficients δ1 and δ2 (e.g., 30%) through experiments.
Algorithm 4.3: getDynamic∆speed (gpsPoint, objid, δ)
input : gpsPoint p = (x, y, t), moving object objid
output: dynamic speed threshold ∆speed
get the average speed of this moving object objid: objectAvgSpeed;
if network-constrained trajectory then
get the average speed of the nearest road crossing to p: crossingAvgSpeed;
get the average speed of the map matched road segment of p: segmentAvgSpeed;
positionAvgSpeed← min{crossingAvgSpeed, segmentAvgSpeed}
else
get the average speed of the cell that (x,y) belongs to: cellAvgSpeed;
positionAvgSpeed← cellAvgSpeed
compute the dynamic speed threshold by Definition 4.3;
return ∆speed
In some scenarios, GPS tracking data have available instant speed (s) values that are cap-
tured by the positioning devices. We can use them directly for calculating ∆speed and identifying
stops; otherwise, s needs to be approximated by the average speed between the previous spatio-
temporal point (xi−1, yi−1, ti−1) and the next one (xi+1, yi+1, ti+1) (see Formula 4.7). This is
possible as GPS data is usually sampled frequently (e.g., a few minutes or even every second)
like the scenarios of vehicles in our case study.
si =
‖〈xi+1, yi+1〉 − 〈xi−1, yi−1〉‖22
ti+1 − ti−1 =
√
(xi+1 − xi)2 + (yi+1 − yi)2
ti+1 − ti−1 (4.7)
After the calculation of instant speeds (s) and speed threshold (∆speed), the velocity-based
algorithm for stop discovery can tag each GPS point 〈x, y, t〉 with ‘M’ or ‘S’ by the condition
whether the instant speed si is bigger than the velocity threshold ∆speedi or not. Stops and
moves are then computed based on contiguously located ‘M’/‘S’ tags, which means: a con-
tinuous sequence of 〈x, y, t〉 points having all ‘M’ tags is integrated into a single move, whilst,
a continuous sequence of 〈x, y, t〉 points, all with ‘S’ tags, is integrated into a single stop. In
addition to δ for computing ∆speed, we need another parameter τ (the minimum stop time) to
determine stop episode, i.e., only consecutive points holding low-speed with more than τ time
interval can be joined together as a stop. With τ , short term congestions (as “false negative”)
can be avoided when computing stops. Algorithm 4.4 provides the pseudocode for determining
velocity-based trajectory structure: firstly, we compute the instant speed if not available from
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GPS devices; secondly, we compute the dynamic ∆speed (using Algorithm 4.3) and annotate
the GPS point with ‘M’ or ‘S’ tag; finally, stops and moves are computed with the consecutive
same tags, using another precondition on minimal stop time τ (the candidate stop points with
duration less than τ are considered as congestion and changed to the move points).
Algorithm 4.4: Velocity-based trajectory structure
Input: a raw trajectory Traw = {p1, p2, · · · , pn}
Output: a structured trajectory Tstr = {e1, e2, . . . , em} where ei is a tagged trajectory
episode (stop S or move M)
begin
/* initialize: calculate GPS instant speed if needed */
ArrayList〈x, y, t, tag〉 gpsList← getGPSList(Tspa);
if no instant speed from GPS device then
compute GPS instant speed si for all pi = (x, y, t) ∈ gpsList;
/* episode annotation: tag each GPS point with ‘S’ or ‘M’ */
forall the pi = (x, y, t) ∈ gpsList do
// get dynamic ∆
(i)
speed by Algorithm 4.3
∆
(i)
speed ← getDynamic∆speed (p, objid, δ);
// tag GPS point as a stop point ‘S’ or a move point ‘M’
if instant speed si < ∆
(i)
speed then
tag current point pi(x, y, t) as a stop point ‘S’;
else
tag current point pi(x, y, t) as a move point ‘M’;
/* compute episodes: grouping consecutive same tags*/
forall the consecutive points with the same tag ‘S’ do
// compute stop episode
get the total time duration tinterval of these points;
if tinterval > τ the minimal possible stop time then
stop← (timefrom, timeto, center, boundingRectangle);
Tstr.(stop, ‘S’); // add the stop episode
else
change the ‘S’ tag to ‘M’ for all these points; // as “congestion”
forall the consecutive points with the same tag ‘M’ do
// compute move episode
move← (stopfrom, stopto, duration) // create a move episode
Tstr.(move, ‘M’); // add the move episode
return the structured trajectory Tstr;
Algorithm 4.4 has linear complexity on the size of GPS feed, together with the linear com-
plexity on the size of road segments in the underlying network. It currently performs two data
scans while tagging points and grouping consecutive points for the episodes. However, in our
experimental implementation, we combine the two scans together to reduce computing time for
better performance.
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4.5.3 Density based Trajectory Structure
Using only velocity for identifying stops is not enough for some scenarios. For example in bird
migration application, we want to discover stops of bird foraging. Some birds, like water-birds,
when they are looking for food, can fly at high speed, but keep inside a small area. Another
example is in traffic scenarios, the driver can drive the car very fast around a block area and
looks for a parking slot. These kinds of stops cannot be detected by the previous velocity-based
algorithm as the speed is always reasonably higher than the threshold. Therefore, we design an
alternative solution – density-based stop discovery, which considers not only the speed but also
the maximum diameter that the moving object has traveled during a given time duration. For
this algorithm, we need to define density areas for extracting stop or move episodes.
Figure 4.19: Density-based stop identification
Definition 4.4 (Adensity - Density Area). Given a cleaned GPS sequence {〈xi, yi, ti〉}, a max-
imum distance σ, and a time duration τ , a density area A is a sub-series of GPS points
{〈xi1, yi1, ti1〉, . . . , 〈xim, yim, tim〉} with two conditions:
1) For any two different tuples of the density area, if they are temporally distant by less than τ
then they are spatially distant by less than σ, i.e. ∀ 〈xia, yia, tia〉, 〈xib, yib, tib〉 ∈ A, ‖tib−tia‖ ≤
τ ⇒ ‖〈xia, yia〉 − 〈xib, yib〉‖ ≤ σ
2) For the last (first) tuple of GPS that is just before (after) the density area, say 〈xb, yb, tb〉
(〈xa, ya, ta〉), there exists a point inside the density area, which is temporally distant by
less than τ and spatially distant by more than σ, i.e., ∃〈x′, y′, t′〉 ∈ A ‖t′ − tb‖ ≤ τ and
‖〈x′, y′〉 − 〈xb, yb〉‖ > σ (‖ta − t′‖ ≤ τ and ‖〈xa, ya〉 − 〈x′, y′〉‖ > σ)
Thus, this thesis further proposes a robust clustering based stop discovery algorithm, based
on the extension of conventional DBSCAN – the well-cited spatial data clustering method, by
introducing an additional time duration constrain to discover clusters. We call this density-based
stop discovery algorithm “TrajDBSCAN”.
DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) is a well-cited spa-
tial clustering algorithm proposed by Ester et al. in 1996 [EKSX96], which looks for core points
in order to start a cluster and then expand the clusters by adding density-reachable points.
There are a couple of fundamental definitions about such “density-reachable” as follows (see
Figure 4.20 for the sketched reference):
• distance(pi, pj) – the spatial distance (usually the Euclidean distance) between point pi
and point pj
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• neighborε(p) – the neighborhood points that closed to p (within distance less than ε)
• core point p – a point p with at least minPts points within a radius ε, where minPts is
the minimum number of points required to form a cluster
• directly density-reachable – a point p is directly density-reachable from point q w.r.t. ε,
minPts if it holds two conditions: (1) p ∈ neighborε(q) and (2) |neighborε(q)| ≥ minPts
• density-connected – a point p is density-reachable from a point q w.r.t. ε, minPts if there
is a chain of points p1, · · · , pn, where p1 = q, pn = p such that pi+1 is directly density-
reachable from pi
• density-connected – a point p is density-connected to a point q w.r.t. ε, minPts if there is
a point pj such that both, p and q are density-reachable from pj w.r.t. ε, minPts
p 
pj 
q q 
p 
pj 
p 
(a) Core point (b) Density-reachable (c) Density-connected 
p 
q 
(b) Directly  
density-reachable 
Figure 4.20: The main notions in DBSCAN
Based on these density-based notions, a cluster in DBSCAN is defined as a maximal set of
density-connected points. DBSCAN can start with an arbitrary point p that has not been visited
and retrieves all points that are density-reachable from p w.r.t. ε and minPts. If p is a core
point then a cluster formed; otherwise, if no points are density-reachable from p DBSCAN visits
the next point in the database. Clusters can be expanded by the notion of density-reachable.
The main advantages of DBSCAN are: (1) no prior knowledge is required like the number of
clusters (e.g., the k-mean algorithm) needs to be given in advance, thus it is suitable for stop
discovery as we do not know the number of stops in advance; (2) it supports arbitrary cluster
shapes (“stop” in our case can be any shape; both big and small are acceptable according to the
trajectory scenarios); (3) it works efficiently on large spatial databases and is insensitive to the
visiting order of the data points in the database.
For extending DBSCAN to discover stops in trajectory data, we design TrajDBSCAN fol-
lowing the DBSCAN principles with certain modifications for trajectories. Since we want to find
stops in a single trajectory with respect to both space and time factors, the main concern is that
stop must be a continuous sub-sequence of a trajectory; hence, a stop should contain only time
consecutive points. We also need to overcome the problems like GPS point absence because of
signal loss or low sampling rate. The method looks for core points and then expands them by
aggregating other points in the neighborhood. The main distinguishing design principles are:
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• The neighborhood of a point p is determined not only by the spatial distance εspace, but
also the temporal information, i.e., it only considers the temporal linear neighborhood.
• In contrast to using the minimal number of points minPts for fostering clusters in DB-
SACN, TrajDBSCAN determines whether p is a core point or not by the minimum stop
duration minTime, not the minPts.
Given a trajectory Q, the maximum spatial distance threshold εspace and the minimum time
duration threshold εtime, the objective of TrajDBSCAN is to find the sub-trajectory (i.e., the
stops) such that any consecutive points in this sub-trajectory with spatial distance less than
εspace, the time duration of these points should be greater than εtime; the initial stops can be
expanded to generate bigger stops from overlapping small stops. Thus, in order to find stops, we
start with a certain point Qk in Q. After that, we find a sub-trajectory (an initial stop) that is
a set of consecutive points S = {Qm, Qm+1, · · · , Qk, · · · , Qn} and satisfies two spatio-temporal
constraints: (i) ∀i,m ≤ i ≤ n, tm ≤ tk ≤ tn : distance(Qk, Qi) < εspace, and (ii) |tn−tm| ≥ εtime.
Therefore, for each core point Qk in the set S, it has an esp neighbors that is denoted as
neighborε(Qk) = {Qa, Qa+1, · · · , Qk, · · · , Qb}; the spatial distance between Qk and any point in
neighborε(Qk) is less than the given spatial distance threshold εspace and the total time duration
tb − ta is larger than the time duration threshold εtime. Each core point may have a particular
neighborε(Qk) (considered as the directly reachable in DBSCAN) and these neighbors possibly
can overlap each other. Therefore, we can apply the expanding idea of DBSCAN (i.e., expanding
the reachability) to merge the overlap neighbors so as to create a big stop.
Algorithm 4.5 describes the detailed procedure of such density-based stop discovery method.
Firstly, we initialize an empty set of stop episodes as a structured trajectory needs to be com-
puted (line 1); then the method iterates through the trajectory and processes the data points
that have not yet been processed (from line 2). In line 5, the neighborε of the point is computed
and checked with the εtime constraint to examine if the point is a core-point (line 6). If a core-
point is found, a new cluster (stop) is created (line 7). Afterward, the method aggregate other
points in the neighborhood to expand the cluster (line 8) by the expandStop function, which
recursively checks the points in the cluster to find the possible neighborhood cluster to expand
the stop. Finally, the stop cluster is added to the output stop set (line 10).
4.5.4 Other Trajectory Structure Methods
In addition to the previous velocity and density based stop discovery methods, we can apply rel-
evant time-series analysis methods for computing trajectory structure. During this thesis work,
we designed a time series method for network-constrained trajectory data modeling [Yan10],
i.e., the Traj-ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) model. The initial objective
of Traj-ARIMA is to provide the functionality of velocity fitting and prediction. The original
procedure of ARIMA modeling provided by Box-Jenkins is an interactive three-stage process,
including model selection, parameter estimation, and model checking [BJR94]. For our case, we
do two more additional tasks, namely the first stage of data preparation and the final stage of
forecasting [MWH98]. We summarize these five steps in this section, and more details can be
found in [Yan10]; the important symbols used in the Traj-ARIMA model is listed and described
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Algorithm 4.5: Density-based stop discovery - TrajDBSCAN
input : Q = {Q1, · · · , Qn} //trajectory
εtime //the stop minimum time
εspace //the neighborhood distance for fostering a stop
output: Tstr structured trajectory as a set of stops w.r.t εtime and εspace
Tstr = ∅
foreach point Qi in Q do
if Qi is unprocessed then
mark Qi as processed;
N = neighborε(Qi, εspace);
if duration(N) > εtime then
S = new stop; // as next stop discovered
S = expandStop (Qi,N, S, εspace, εtime);
Tstr = Tstr ∪ S
return Tstr;
function expandStop (Qi,N, S, εspace, εtime)
S = N;
initialize the stop as the first N foreach point Qj in N do
if Qj is unprocessed then
mark Qj as processed;
N′ = neighborε(Qj , εspace);
if duration(N ′) > εtime then
S = S ∪N′
return S;
in Table 4.1. After these five steps of Traj-ARIMA analysis, we can further apply it for stop
discovery – if the forecasted speed is very different from the real speed, there might be a stop or
change happening; therefore the division point is found for trajectory structure.
1) Data Preparation – Data preparation focuses on transforming the raw GPS tracking data
〈x, y, t〉 into trajectory speed time series 〈speed, t〉. From the plot of the original trajectory
speed time series and its autocorrelation function (ACF), shown in Figure 4.21-(a) and (c),
we observe it has long lags and needs to be stationarized. The differencing operation (i.e.,
δ = xi+1 − xi) is a key solution to reduce the negative correlation for stationary. After one
order of differencing, we get a new time series data, shown in Figure 4.21-(b) and (d), where
the ACF lag is much shorter. Thus, we can observe that the new sequence (with 1 step of
differencing) is much more stationary than the initial one.
2) Model Identification – After a time series has been stationarized by differencing, the next
step is model selection that aims to determine the order of AR (p) and MA (q) in fitting
an ARIMA(p,d,q) model. From the partial autocorrelation (PACF) plot of the differenced
series in Figure 4.21-(f), we observe it “cuts off” at lag 2, which means the correlation is
significant at lag 2 and nonsignificant from any higher order lags (> 2), therefore, we can
tentatively identify the order of AR (p) is 2. From the differenced ACF plot, we identify the
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Symbol Description or Definition
〈x, y, t〉 raw mobility data, i.e., the spatio-temporal point
〈s, t〉 the speed time series, where s is calculated instant speed
ACF(τ) autocorrelation of a time series {xt}
ACF(τ) = E[(xt−µX)(xt+τ−µX)]
σ2X
, where xt is N(µX , σ
2
X)
PACF(τ) partial autocorrelation at lag τ is the autocorrelation between xt and xt+τ
that is not accounted for by lags 1 through τ -1.
PACF(τ) = corr(xt−P(xt|xt+1, . . . , xt+τ−1), xt+τ−P(xt+τ |xt+1, . . . , xt+τ−1)),
where P is the best linear projection by minimizing the mean squared error
AR(p) xt = φ1xt−1 + . . .+ φpxt−p + t =
∑p
i=1 φixt−i + t
MA(q) xt = t + θ1t−1 + . . .+ θqt−q = t +
∑q
j=1 θjt−j
ARMA(p,q) xt = φ1xt−1 + φ2xt−2 + . . .+ φpxt−p + t + θ1t−1 + θ2t−2 + . . .+ θqt−q
=
∑p
i=1 φixt−i + t +
∑q
j=1 θjt−j
N(µ1×n, σ2V (φ, θ)) the joint Gaussian distribution of X = 〈x1, · · · , xn〉, where
µ is the mean of x, σ2 is the variance of , and
σ2V (φ, θ)) is the variance of X as a function of the φ and θ parameters
ARIMA(p,d,q) (1 −∑pi=1 φiBi)(1 − B)d xt = t(1 + ∑qj=1 θjBj), where B is the backshift
operation B(xt) = xt−1, and d is the order of deferencing
Table 4.1: Symbol description and definition in TrajARIMA
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Figure 4.21: Speed time series ACF/PACF (original vs. differenced)
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order of MA (q) is 6 as it “tails off”after lag 6. Therefore, a reasonable ARIMA model for
the trajectory speed time series in Figure 4.21 is ARIMA(2,1,6).
3) Parameter Estimation – After determining the orders (i.e., the values of p, d, q) of ARIMA
model, the next step aims at analyzing the detailed sequential values and estimating the
model coefficients (i.e., φi and θj in the TrajARIMA definition in Table 4.1) that is able
to provide the best fit of the data. We apply the MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation)
method that is largely applied in parameter estimation in statistics, in particularly for achiev-
ing better estimation results in time series data. According to MLE definition, the problem is
reformulated as: given the time series {x1, . . . , xn}, estimate the best parameter values (i.e.,
the coefficients φ, θ in TrajARIMA, µ is the mean of x, σ2 is the variance of the white noise ).
According to the ARMA definition (i.e., xt = φ1xt−1+φ2xt−2+. . .+φpxt−p), X = 〈x1, · · · , xn〉
has a joint Gaussian distribution N(µ1×n, σ2V (φ, θ)) (see Table 4.1). Therefore, the MLE
problem for estimating parameters in TrajARIMA is shown in Formula 4.8.
`(φ, θ, µ, σ2;x1, . . . , xn) = log(fX(x1, · · · , xn)) (4.8)
= log(
1
(2pi)n/2|V (φ, θ)|1/2 × e
− 1
2σ2
(x−µ1×n)V (φ,θ)−1(x−µ1×n)T )
≡ −1
2
{nlogσ2 + log|V (φ, θ)|+ (x− µ1×n)V (φ, θ)
−1(x− µ1×n)T
σ2
}
Therefore, φ and θ are coefficients need to be estimated, together with µ and σ2, by using
the following optimization function,
{φˆ, θˆ, µˆ, σˆ} = argmax
φ,θ,µ,σ2
{`(φ, θ, µ, σ2;x1, . . . , xn)} (4.9)
By using the R package for Statistical Computing 6, the estimated result for the ARIMA(2,1,6)
model is as follows,
xt = φt−2xt−2 + φt−1xt−1 + t + θt−1t−1 + θt−2t−2 + θt−3t−3 + θt−4t−4 + θt−5t−5 + θt−6t−6
= 1.5838xt−2 − 0.7359xt−1 + t − 1.2966t−1 + 0.5590t−2
−0.0446t−3 − 0.0078t−4 + 0.1087t−5 − 0.0115t−6
where the standard deviations of those parameters are 0.0860, 0.0641, 0.0873, 0.0525, 0.0307,
0.0295, 0.0264, 0.0254, respectively; σ2 is estimated as 0.3029.
4) Diagnosis Checking – After specifying model and estimating its parameters, diagnose
checking is to analyze the goodness of the model, i.e., checking whether it fits well the real data
set. Residual analysis is a typical method for model diagnostics in statistics, i.e., analyzing the
{residual = actual− predicted}. We compute and plot the diagnostic results in Figure 4.22:
sub-figure (a) is the standard residuals, we can see it looks like a typical normal distribution;
(b) is the ACF (Autocorrelation of residuals) plot with clearly cut off at lag 1; (c) is the
Q-Q (quantile-quantile) plot which is an effective tool for assessing normality; and finally
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Figure 4.22: Diagnose checking plots of TrajARIMA
(d) shows the p-values that are very close to 1. Those plots validate the good fitness of the
model; and the only exception is the Q-Q plot of the residuals which is not so perfect.
5) Forecasting – One of the primary objectives of building a ARIMA model for time series is
to forecast the values at future time. The following Figure 4.23 shows the forecasting results
of the learned ARIMA(2,1,6) model. From the data prediction perspective, this result is not
very convincing. There are following possible reasons to explain: (1) up to now, for this data
set, it is still using one dimensional ARIMA model for trajectory data, which only focuses
on temporal correlations, and there is no consideration about spatial correlations, that is
why we need the spatial time series model for trajectory data; (2) building a ARIMA model
for a whole trajectory is not so rational, as the focus of trajectory structure is on cutting
trajectories into several episodes (stops and moves), therefore we can apply the TrajARIMA
model for the individual move parts, which can achieve better forecasting accuracy.
In [RTO+10], Rocha et al. have proposed a direction-based spatio-temporal clustering meth-
ods for stop discovery. It is quite similar to our TrajDBSCAN algorithm, but focuses on using
the parameter of direction variation to determine whether a cluster can be expanded or not. As
6http://www.r-project.org/
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Figure 4.23: Trajectory speed forecasting
only using the direction information, this method is only meaningful to certain applications, like
the shipping trajectory as shown in the paper.
Additionally, Buchin et al. present a theoretic framework that compute optimal segmentation
using different criteria (e.g., speed, direction, location disk) and some possible combinations
[BDKS10]. However, there is no experimental study to validate such segmentation framework.
All of these trajectory structure algorithms are oﬄine solutions. Relevant segmentation al-
gorithms need to tune many thresholds placed on movement features (like acceleration, direction
alteration, stop duration etc.) so as to find their most suitable parametric values, sometimes
in a per object fashion. Therefore, the trajectory structure result is sensitive to the parameter
values. In our online computation in Chapter 6, we will focus on designing robust segmentation
algorithms that do not rely on many predefined thresholds on certain movement features; the
online computation applies pattern alteration under movement similarity estimations, which
only allows a similarity threshold on movement patterns.
4.6 Experiment
4.6.1 Trajectory Datasets
We have validated our model and computing platform against different kinds of real-life GPS
datasets. During the discussion of modeling requirement in Section 3.2, we have summarized
three types of mobility data scenarios, i.e., vehicle trajectories, people trajectories, and biological
trajectories. Table 4.2 provides a short list of these datasets from various scenarios that we have
studied during our experimental analysis in trajectory computing. The first four datasets are
about vehicle trajectories (including car, bus, truck, and taxi); the latter two are for people
trajectory and biological trajectory, respectively.
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Table 4.2: Trajectory datasets - real-life GPS feeds
Dataset # objects # GPS records Traking time Sampling frequency
(1) car (Milan) 17,241 2,075,213 1 week avg. 40 seconds
(2) bus (Athens) 2 66,095 108 days 30 seconds
(3) truck (Athens) 50 112,203 33 days 30 seconds
(4) taxi (Lausanne) 2 3,347,036 5 months 1 second
(5) people track 185 7,306,044 1.5 years 10 seconds
(6) bird migration 19 1,890 8 years several days to a month
In particular for people trajectories, we additionally focus on studying a concrete subset,
i.e., the mobility data of six users that we know their underlying “movement behaviors” as the
ground truth data, which is significantly useful for validation. The details of the mobility data
of these six users are shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: People trajectory data from mobile phones
All dataset Details of a sub-dataset of 6 users
summary user-id from-date to-date #days-with-gps #GPS
185 smartphone users
23,188 daily trajectories
7,306,044 GPS records
from date: 2009-02-01
to date: 2010-08-16
1 2009-02-17 2010-04-27 191 50,274
2 2009-02-25 2010-05-16 330 200,418
3 2009-09-14 2010-05-16 166 62,272
4 2009-11-19 2010-05-16 161 66,304
5 2009-12-18 2010-05-16 140 69,467
6 2010-01-25 2010-05-16 89 45,137
4.6.2 Trajectories at Different Levels – Data Abstraction
The main outcome of trajectory computing is that we construct different levels of trajectory data
abstraction, i.e., from raw mobility data, to spatio-temporal trajectories (Tspa), to structured
trajectories (Tstr), and finally to the semantic trajectories (Tsem). We can achieve a significant
decrease in the data size as trajectories are computed and abstracted from the low-level feeds to
the higher level models. Therefore, the experiment can show the achievement of data abstraction
from trajectory computing.
In this thesis, we firstly design a notion of abstraction rate to measure the compression rate
at different data abstraction levels resulting from trajectory computing,
abstractionRate = log2(
#GPS
#dataComputed
) (4.10)
where #GPS is the number of the initial GPS records, and #dataComputed is the number
of computed model instances, i.e., the number of trajectories, episodes (stops and moves), and
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semantic episodes (e.g., with semantic annotation by geographic landuse cells)7. For example
in taxi dataset, the initial 3,347,036 GPS records are abstracted to 1,145 trajectories with
1,874 stops and 2,925 moves in structured trajectories, and finally only 816 semantic stops in
the semantic trajectories. Trajectory at the higher layer encapsulates multiple concepts from
trajectories at the underlying lower layer. Figure 4.24 shows the detailed abstraction results
for our four vehicle trajectory datasets. Another interesting (and reasonable) observation is
that the abstraction rate is proportional to the GPS sampling frequency. From left to right in
Figure 4.24, the GPS recording frequencies of these four datasets are one record per 40 seconds
(on average), 30 seconds, 30 seconds, and one second, respectively. We observe that the higher
recording frequency (like taxi data), the higher abstraction rate as data compression.
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Figure 4.24: Vehicle trajectory computing - data abstraction by log2(
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Regarding the people trajectory scenario, trajectory computing abstracts the 7.3M GPS
records to 46,958 moves and 52,497 stops in 23,188 daily trajectories. To better understand
this type of knowledge inference, Figure 4.25 shows the loglog plot of the length (i.e., the
number of GPS records) of extracted trajectories, stops and moves. It shows that most of
moves/trajectories have similar patterns, with a large number of GPS records (say more than
103), whilst the number of GPS records in stops largely stay between 102 and 500, decreases
from 102 to 101, and has few unusual cases in [500, 103]. In addition, Figure 4.26 shows the
details of stops and moves for the selected 1,077 daily trajectories of the six concrete users in
Table 4.3. Note that the number of GPS records for each user in Figure 4.26 is divided by 100,
for better representation purposes, and to bring out the storage compression achievement.
4.6.3 Trajectories at Different Levels – Visualization
In order to diagrammatically present trajectory computing results, we have implemented a
hybrid trajectory visualization tool using Java 2D API. Figure 4.27 provides a snapshot of
7The detailed techniques of computing such “semantic episodes” with geographic sources like landuse (for
achieving the “semantic trajectories” Tsem) will be discussed in the later Chapter 5 about trajectory semantic
annotation. In this section, we refer to semantic episodes or semantic trajectories only for showing the results
and visualization of the different levels of mobility data abstraction.
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the tool that presents four sub-figures corresponding to original GPS feeds, spatio-temporal
trajectory, structured trajectory, and semantic trajectory computed from the truck dataset. The
order of sub-figures (from left to right) follows the progressive procedure of computing different
levels of trajectories from the raw feed.
                 a) GPS Feeds  b) Spatio‐temporal Trajectory         c) Structured Trajectory        d) Semantic Trajectory 
 
   
 
 
112k, 313 trajectories,  
update athens_map_cell set withstop = 1 
where id in  
( 
SELECT distinct cc.id FROM athenstruck_stop SS, athens_map_cell CC 
  WHERE (SS.start_x+ ss.end_x)/2 <= cc.maxx and (SS.start_x+ ss.end_x)/2 > cc.minx  
    and (SS.start_y+ ss.end_y)/2 <= cc.maxy and (SS.start_y+ ss.end_y)/2 > cc.miny  
) 
Figure 4.27: Visualization - from GPS feed to semantic trajectories
• Sub-figure (a) visualizes the spatial locations of 112,203 raw GPS records, in terms of their
2D geometric coordinates (x, y), without any further meanings (as the output of the Data
Preprocessing Layer).
• Sub-figure (b) shows 310 spatio-temporal trajectories obtained from the (x, y, t) cleaned
sequence (as the output of the Trajectory Identification Layer). For better distinguishing,
the neighboring trajectories are shown in different colors.
• Sub-figure (c) displays the trajectory episodes (i.e., stops and moves) and visualizes struc-
tured trajectories (output of Trajectory Structure Layer). There are 1826 stops (visualized
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as points) and 1849 moves (as lines between points).
• Sub-figure (d) shows the final semantic trajectories from the Semantic Annotation in
Chapter 5. It displays the semantically enriched stop episodes, where 1826 stops are
mapped to 160 landuse grids (visualized as squares) in 5 different types. Landuse grids
from different types are drawn with distinct colors.
Similarly, Figure 4.28 shows the trajectory episodes that are computed in the Milano car
trajectories. In such trajectory visualization, there are four different kind of episodes (i.e., stop,
move, begin, end . The notions of begin, end are defined in [SPD+08], and correspond to the
starting and the ending points of an individual trajectory.
Figure 4.28: Episodes in Milano car trajectories
4.6.4 Sensitivity Analysis of Computing Parameters
As mentioned before, the coefficients for speed thresholds play a role in determining the number
of stop and move episodes; and as pointed out before, the speed threshold dynamically depends
on several factors (vehicle type, road type etc). Results presented in Figure 4.24 have used the
same coefficient of speed thresholds (δ1 = δ2 = δ = 0.3) and the same minimal stop duration
(τ = 15 mins) to provide a comparative picture of the abstraction. However, these parameters
influence the number of trajectory episodes and need to be calibrated accordingly.
We analyzed the sensitivity of δ and τ in identifying stop episodes. Figure 4.29 shows the
number of stops we get with different δ and τ for the Athens truck data. With higher τ (from five
minutes to one hour), the number of stops decreases from 2601 to about 633 when given δ = 0.15;
whilst with higher δ (from 0.015 to 0.9), the stop number goes up then saturates, because stops
computed with higher coefficient δ (i.e., higher ∆speed) usually have longer duration. Therefore
the number of stops decrease as some stops join together. Nevertheless, we observe that the total
percentage of time duration for stops always increases when the minimal stop time τ becomes
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smaller or the speed threshold δ increases (see Figure 4.30). We are investigating better solutions
when dynamically determine stop thresholds by calibrating these parameters.
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Figure 4.29: ∆speed w.r.t. total stop number
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Figure 4.30: ∆speed w.r.t. total stop time
Map-matching is applied for cleaning the network-constrained trajectory data. To measure
the efficiency of map matching, we perform a sensitivity analysis of the algorithm using a bench-
mark dataset – a GPS trace of 2-hour drive of a private car in Seattle with ground truth data
(i.e., the real path) provided by Krumm8 for testing map matching in the network-constrained
trajectory data cleaning. We tune the global view radius (R) and the kernel width (σ) for the
input data source. Figure 4.31 shows such trajectory with labeled road segments. Figure 4.32
shows the effect of different σ and R on the final matching accuracy. We observe that small
values of R (=2) and σ (=0.5R) produce very high matching accuracy, similar to the recent
results on this dataset [NK09], confirming the efficiency of the algorithm in fast computation.
Figure 4.31: Example of map matching data
with ground truth
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Figure 4.32: Sensitivity of map matching ac-
curacy w.r.t. R/σ
8http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/jckrumm/MapMatchingData/data.htm
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4.7 Summary
This chapter presented the second major contribution of this thesis, i.e., the oﬄine trajec-
tory computing. There are three main issues in oﬄine trajectory computing including (1) data
preprocessing with tasks of data cleaning, data compression, map matching etc., (2) trajectory
identification to find the trajectory’s starting point and ending point, and (3) trajectory structure
to segment a trajectory into several episodes. The initial result of the oﬄine trajectory comput-
ing platform is published in [YPSC10]. Regarding the time-series model for network-constrained
trajectory, the detailed result is published in [Yan10].
The trajectory data preprocessing layer is the inevitable preliminary steps in trajectory com-
puting. In such steps, we build dedicated algorithms for data format transformation, cleaning
via smoothing and filtering for freely-movement trajectory datasets, cleaning via map matching
for network-constrained trajectory scenarios, data compressing with the SED or STTrace met-
rics etc. With such layer, the raw trajectory data from GPS alike positioning sensors can be
cleaned for better fitting further trajectory computation tasks.
The trajectory identification layer has built relevant trajectory identifying policies that can
divide the long sequence of cleaned 〈x, y, t〉 sequence into several non-overlapping spatio-temporal
trajectories Tspa. The main policies are raw GPS gaps, prior knowledge like time interval or
space extent, correlation-based information like applying time series segmentation techniques
for automatic trajectory identification without a priori knowledge .
The trajectory structure layer is the core issue in computing trajectories, which segments
each single spatio-temporal trajectory Tspa into a sequence of trajectory episodes and produces
a structured trajectory Tstr. Dedicated algorithms include velocity-based, density-based, time-
series based segmentation and stop discovery methods. Most of these types of trajectory seg-
mentation algorithms have a common drawback: they are sensitive to the computing parameters
like speed threshold, minimal stop time, min spatial distance in density etc. In Chapter 6, we
will further discuss methods that can perform online and are less-sensitive to parameters.
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Chapter5
Trajectory Semantic Annotation
Annotation is the act or process
of furnishing critical
commentary or explanatory
notes.
American Heritage Dictionary
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we address the third main contribution of this thesis, i.e., trajectory seman-
tic annotation. Resulting from the trajectory oﬄine computing in Chapter 4, we have already
achieved the structured trajectories Tstr (as a sequence of trajectory episodes) from the raw GPS
alike tracking data. To further analyze the semantics of these trajectory episodes in Tstr and
better understand the mobility behaviors, this chapter focuses on designing a comprehensive
annotation framework to enrich trajectory semantics with additional third party semantic data
sources including “geographic” or “application domain” knowledge. According to the underly-
ing spatial extent, we divide these extra semantic data sources into three sub-categories, i.e.,
“semantic regions”, “semantic lines”, and “semantic points”. This chapter explains the details
of our annotation approach using heterogeneous third party semantic sources, in terms of three
dedicated annotation algorithms. To achieve an automatic and heterogeneous semantic anno-
tation, our design principle in semantic annotation is that the algorithms should exhibit good
performance over a wide range of trajectories with varying data quality.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 presents the annotation challenges and
our heterogeneous annotation approach; Section 5.3 addresses annotation algorithm by using
semantic regions (i.e., Regions of Interest); Section 5.4 addresses annotation algorithm with
semantic lines (i.e., Lines of Interest); Section 5.5 addresses annotation algorithm with semantic
points (i.e., Points of Interest); Section 5.6 shows some experimental studies; and finally Section
5.7 summarizes this chapter.
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5.2 Semantic Annotation Approach
Applications do benefit from semantic enrichment of trajectories. For example, when analyzing
people trajectories, rather than using the GPS data (or the episodes without meaningful anno-
tations), we can easily imagine that the application prefers to view a trajectory as the following
semantically encoded sequence of triples:
(home, ∼8am, -) → (road, 8am∼9am, on-bus) → (office, 9am∼6pm, work) →
(road, 6pm∼6:30pm, on-metro) → (market, 6:30pm∼7:30pm, shopping) →
(road, 7:30pm∼8pm, on-foot) → (home, 8pm∼, -),
as already shown in Figure 1.2 in Chapter 1, as well as in the top of Figure 5.1.
context episodes  
(stop, move) 
GPS Records 
Landuse Data 
(semantic region)  
Road Networks 
(semantic line)  
Points of Interest 
(semantic point)  
e1 e3 e5 e2 e6 e4 e7 
home  office market home 
residential 
area 
 business 
area 
market 
area 
residential 
area 
? ? ? ? 
road  
(bus) 
train  
(metro) 
path_way 
(walk) 
road 
(bus) 
train  
(metro) 
path_way 
(walk) 
Semantic Annotation Platform 
Figure 5.1: Logical view of trajectory annotation
Notice that the first and last triples denote the start (Begin) and ending (End) spatio-
temporal positions delimiting the trajectory, respectively. In all triples, (1) the first element, the
spatial (〈x, y〉) location, is encoded at the semantic level with labels such as “home”, “office”,
“road”, “market”, expressing the application’s interpretation of the location; (2) the second
element denotes the time period when the two other elements remain constant (i.e., at the
same location, sharing the same annotation); and (3) the third element in the triples conveys
additional semantic annotation, in this case related to the activity (e.g., work, shopping for the
stop episodes) or to the means of transportation (e.g., on bus, in metro, by foot, etc). Clearly,
abstracting trajectory data to such a semantic representation enables a better understanding of
the semantic movement behavior. Furthermore, analytics on such semantic trajectories enables
contextual and relevant information discovery, which can significantly empower a wide range of
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trajectory applications, e.g., finding similarity of movement, semantic pattern mining, mobility
analysis and statistical analysis etc.
5.2.1 Annotation Challenges
Designing a generic and efficient annotation framework is non-trivial as many different issues
have to be addressed.
(1) The framework should be application-independent while being able to support the specific
requirements of any potential applications (e.g., traffic monitoring, semantic location analy-
sis). For example, different levels of granularity are required to analyze movement, e.g., cars
move between cities or within a city, customers visit different shops in a commercial center,
and people can travel across countries. Car movement is constrained by the underlying
road network, while people walk follows unplanned paths through places such as parks and
buildings. Therefore, no application-specific data should be hard-coded into the framework.
Instead, the framework should have the capability of acquiring from third party information
whatever geographic or application-specific data sources are needed, and input such data
source into the annotation algorithms.
(2) While being generic, the annotation algorithms should exhibit a good performance what-
ever the characteristics and data qualities of trajectories are. Sampling rates and GPS signal
availability influence the quality of raw trajectory data. For example, while vehicles mostly
enjoy good GPS coverage, GPS signal may be lost during people’s indoor movement. Tra-
jectories might lack enough data to precisely locate which building the person entered. As
a result, mapping trajectories to location artifacts in complex nature environments such as
dense urban areas is a challenge. The algorithms should be able to handle variations in data
quality while annotating trajectory, i.e., supporting heterogeneous trajectories.
(3) Providing a holistic annotation framework usually calls for integration of several independent
information sources. As a priori assumption, the amount of candidate sources for annotation
data is high and spatially dense. The framework needs to be able to select the most relevant
sources and the most relevant kinds of annotation data for each trajectory segment. For
example, it does not make sense to annotate a moving car with the list of restaurants or other
location artifacts it quickly passes by, unless it stops around one for certain activity (e.g.,
having dinner in a restaurant). Overwhelming coverage of space is frequently a problem.
For example, a major difficulty in choosing the closest points of interest to annotate a given
trajectory is not in distance computation but in relevance evaluation. The location where a
person stops for shopping in a city center may be associated to many shops in the vicinity.
Therefore, some applications need to infer the exact shop the person stopped for.
(4) For computational efficiency, annotating each GPS point may result in information overload.
The trajectory semantic model must offer generic means of semantically aggregating corre-
lated records and provide their condensed representation at the semantic level. Therefore,
annotation on episodes in structured trajectory (Tstr) would be more efficient than directly
annotating on the data points in spatio-temporal trajectory (Tspa).
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To summarize, the challenges of a comprehensive trajectory annotation approach we need
to address can be stated as the following aspects:
(a) To provide a framework that covers the requirements of a wide range of applications. The
framework includes both the specification of a generic conceptual model, as well as the
specification and implementation of annotation algorithms that exhibit a good performance
over a wide range of requirements and data qualities.
(b) To enable determining which kinds of semantic annotation data should be extracted from
available sources and how to appropriately filter it to match the moving object at hand.
(c) To design computationally efficient annotation algorithms, since the available datasets are
large and quickly growing, and annotation data is even required in real-time.
5.2.2 Annotation Framework
Before presenting the detailed annotation framework proposed in this thesis, we provide relevant
definitions as well as the design principle to build a comprehensive annotation framework.
As already presented in previous chapters, the spatio-temporal trajectories and structured
trajectories are computed from the raw data stream (generated by GPS-alike mobile positioning
sensors) of a moving object. Such trajectory datasets are of varying size, depending on tracking
time and location update frequency. There may be gaps in the recording due to several reasons,
e.g., signal loss, battery outage, network disconnections, etc. In addition, moving objects or
users generating trajectories can use various transportation modes (e.g., walk, metro/bus, bike)
which can bring highly varying trajectory data characteristics (e.g., acceleration, velocity). We
call all of these diverse trajectories “heterogeneous trajectories”, as the main focus to deal with
in our semantic annotation task.
As a first step towards a semantic representation of trajectories, we introduce Semantic
Places (P) as the semantic counterpart to annotate the spatio-temporal positions. P is defined
in or inferred from third party semantic sources that contain data about the geographic objects
of interest or the application knowledge at hand. The semantic annotation does not make specific
difference between third party geographic information (e.g., map, points of interests) and the
application domain knowledges (e.g., domain databases like the employee database composing
home/office information). Therefore, we consider any general third party semantic source, divide
them according to their underlying spatial extents (i.e., region, line and point), and design three
dedicated annotation algorithms corresponding to the three extents.
Definition 5.1 (Semantic Places – P). A set of meaningful geographic/application objects
used for annotating trajectory data. Each semantic place spi has an extent and other attributes
describing the place. The set (P) is partitioned into three subsets that are defined according to
the geometric shape of their extent1, i.e., P = Pregion
⋃
Pline
⋃
Ppoint, where
• Pregion = {r1, r2, · · · , rn1} is a set of places whose extent is a region;
1Region (or area), line and point are standard spatial data types routinely used in GIS (Geographic
Information Systems). Their formal definition can be found in e.g., [GS95]. Pregion,Pline,Ppoint are also
denoted as Regions of Interest (ROI), Lines of Interest (LOI), and Points of Interest (POI).
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• Pline = {l1, l2, · · · , ln2} is a set of places whose extent is a line;
• Ppoint = {p1, p2, · · · , pn3} is a set of places whose extent is a point.
Due to the spatial extent associated with these third party geographic or application domain
objects it is possible to couple a spatio-temporal position in a trajectory with the semantic
places whose extent covers this position. Thus we can annotate each spatio-temporal position
of a trajectory with links to the semantic place objects that the moving object has (at least
we infer so) visited. This is a specific kind of annotation, the geographic reference annotations.
Another kind of annotations may also need to be inferred, additional value annotations, which
contain extra semantic values, e.g., “work”/“party”/“shopping” as the activities taken during
stops, “bus”/“cycling”/“walking” as the transportation modes used in moves.
Definition 5.2 (Semantic Annotation on Tspa – T
(spa)
sem ). A T
(spa)
sem is a semantically enriched
spatio-temporal trajectory Tspa where spatio-temporal positions are complemented with annota-
tions. i.e. T
(spa)
sem = {Q′1, Q′2, · · · , Q′m}, where Q′i = (x,y,t, A) is a tuple defining a spatio-temporal
point (x,y,t) and its possibly empty set of associated annotations A.
Instead of annotating semantics on individual spatio-temporal points in Tspa, another way
of enhancing the knowledge on a trajectory is through structured trajectory Tstr, which means:
firstly compute the specific trajectory segments that are semantically meaningful for the appli-
cation, namely the “episodes” via trajectory segmentation in Chapter 4; and then annotate the
semantics for each episode. Annotation on Tstr not directly on Tspa is the choice in our an-
notation framework, and the major reasons are (1) spatio-temporal points in a single episode
are more or less homogenous and share similar characteristics (e.g., similar velocity), therefore
it should share the same annotation A; (2) annotating episodes is much more efficient than
directly annotating spatio-temporal points, as the data has been significantly compressed from
the 〈x, y, t〉 points to the episodes. Therefore, our objective is to apply semantic annotation on
Tstr and achieve T
(str)
sem (see Definition 5.3), not annotation on spatio-temporal trajectory (see
Definition 5.2). The notion of T
(str)
sem , not T
(spa)
sem , is more consistent with the definition of Tsem
for semantic trajectory modeling in Chapter 3.
Definition 5.3 (Semantic Annotation on Tstr – T
(str)
sem ). A T
(str)
sem is the representation of a
semantic trajectory as a sequence of episodes defined by a set of predicates. T
(str)
sem = {ep1, ep2,
· · · , epm}, such that each episode corresponds to a subsequence of the original trajectory and
is represented as a tuple epi = (sp, timein, timeout,A) where sp is a link to a semantic place
(sp ∈ P), timein, timeout are the time the moving object enters and exits sp, and A is a set of
other annotations associated to the whole episode.
Figure 5.1 has already briefly sketched our annotation approach for achieving T
(str)
sem , in terms
of the logic view. This design is based on the following broad design principles:
1) Exploit Latent Motion Context: Motion context (e.g., whether the object is moving or
stationary) is exploited in various ways. First, it plays a guiding role in choosing relevant an-
notations (e.g., whether to map a trajectory segment to a road or to the nearest restaurant).
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Second, context persistence supports annotating trajectory episodes rather than annotat-
ing each individual GPS point. This obviously saves storage space. Such context can be
extracted directly from the raw data stream, based on trajectory segmentation using homo-
geneous (spatio-temporal) correlations (density, velocity, direction etc.) present in the oﬄine
trajectory computing.
2) Layered Approach: The annotation framework should follow a layered approach, carefully
designed to support efficient semantic annotation. The framework can progressively annotate
trajectory episodes with semantic places P – first provide a coarse-gained annotation with
Pregion; second provide a fine-gained annotation with Pline and Ppoint, enabling e.g., dedicated
stop or move annotation used for later decision making. The later sections (Section 5.3, 5.4,
and 5.5, respectively) will address the details of these three annotation layers.
3) Heterogeneity of Semantic Places: The annotation framework should provide algorithms
to map trajectory episodes to three categories of geographic or application domain objects:
ROIs (regions of interest) such as park, administrative region and landuse grids (residential,
industrial); LOIs (lines of interest) such as jogging path, highway and other roads; and POIs
(points of interest) such as bar, restaurant or even a big shopping mall.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the system architecture for semantic trajectory computing, showing
the various layers and the data flow between the layers. Our system has three main parts, i.e.,
Stop/Move Computation, Semantic Annotation and Application Interface. Semantic annota-
tion are the main layers for trajectory semantic annotation in this chapter; whilst Stop/Move
Computation is the oﬄine computing presented in Chapter 4.
1) Stop/Move Computation – The raw GPS records are first processed by the Trajectory
Computation Layer, which performs several data preprocessing operations: (1) remove GPS
outliers and smooth the random errors; (2) identify spatio-temporal trajectories from the
initial GPS data stream; (3) segment the spatio-temporal trajectory into trajectory episodes,
based on several computing policies of spatio-temporal co-relations like density, velocity,
direction etc.2 The output trajectory episodes express the motion context (e.g., stop/move).
This context can help trajectory annotation in choosing suitable geographic artifacts from
third party sources and applying suitable annotation algorithms. For example, the stop
episodes need to be annotated with meaningful landmarks (POIs) while the move episodes
are suitable to be integrated with road networks (LOIs).
2) Semantic Annotation – We design three annotation layers. The Semantic Region Annota-
tion Layer receives the stop/move trajectory and uses a state-of-the-art spatial join algorithm
to pick up regions that the trajectory has passed through, primarily to form a coarse-grained
view of the trajectory. The move episodes are further processed by the Semantic Line Anno-
tation Layer. We have developed a new line annotation algorithm that is designed to consider
heterogeneous trajectories and road networks. Apart from its basic operation of mapping
move segments to road networks, this algorithm also infers transportation modes exploiting
2Further details of the trajectory computation operations can be found in Chapter 4, though not essential for
understanding the semantic annotation algorithms.
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Figure 5.2: System architecture including annotation layers
geometric properties/context of the segment (e.g., velocity, acceleration) along with semantic
content (e.g., which type of road). The stop episodes are funneled to the Semantic Point An-
notation Layer that computes activity likelihoods and probabilistic estimates of the purpose
behind that stop. This is based on a hidden Markov model algorithm that we designed, con-
sidering varying spatial densities of possible POIs for heterogeneous (sparse as well as densely
populated) geographic objects. Overlapping ROIs and dense POIs have been traditionally ig-
nored in existing studies of semantic enrichment on trajectory data [ABK+07][XDZ09]. The
annotations from the three layers are combined to produce the annotated trajectory Tsem.
This “Semantic Annotation” part is the focus of this chapter.
3) Additional Parts with Application Interface – The computation and annotation result
is stored in the Semantic Trajectory Store. A Semantic Trajectory Analytics Layer encapsu-
lates methodologies that compute statistics about the trajectories (e.g., the distribution of
stops/moves, frequent stops, trajectory patterns) and stores them as aggregative information
in the store. This data can be accessed and used by applications. Therefore, we have built a
Web Interface [YSC+10] that enables user to friendly queries and visually observe all kinds
of computed trajectories, both at semantic and non-semantic levels.
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5.3 Annotation with Semantic Regions
This layer enables annotation of trajectories with meaningful geographic regions. It does so
by computing topological correlations of trajectories with third party data sources containing
semantic places of spatial regions (Pregion). There are two types of Pregion: one is free-style
regions which have non-restricted shapes, e.g., rectangle, circle, or any other irregular shapes in
the real-life geographic areas (e.g., EPFL campus); the other Pregion type is well divided grid
areas, e.g., the landuse data (e.g., composed of 100m× 100m cells) which has been significantly
analyzed in the geographic data analysis literatures.
5.3.1 Annotation with Free-Style Regions
In this subsection, we design an efficient annotation algorithm for enriching trajectory semantics
with free-style semantic regions Pregion. As mentioned, free-style regions are very typical in real-
life geographic data sources, without any well-defined restrictions on the shape of the underlying
regions. Taking the regions inside EPFL campus as a concrete example: we can extract these
different types of region data from Openstreetmap3 - which is a free editable map of the whole
world and has been already mentioned in the trajectory modeling chapter. As shown in Figure
5.3, the regions inside EPFL campus area have different shape styles, e.g., regular building
areas belonging to different schools, like BC&IN for computer science school, EL for electronic
engineering school, GC for civil engineering school; a complicated library building with irregular
shapes which is the famous facade at Lausanne, i.e., the Rolex learning center. We extract such
region data from the Openstreetmap, store in our trajectory databases for the later annotation
task; Figure 5.4 shows the extracted region data that visualized with our trajectory web interface
via Web Browser with the support of the Google Earth plugin [YSC+10].
Figure 5.3: EPFL area free-style regions
in Openstreetmap
Figure 5.4: EPFL area free-style regions
extracted and Google Earth visualization
For annotating trajectories with such free-style semantic regions, the topological correlation
is measured using spatial join between a trajectory T and semantic regions Pregion (i.e., T onθ
Pregion). Several forms of spatial predicates are used to compute θ, depending on the type of
data. These can be a combination of directional, distance, and topological spatial relations (e.g.,
intersection) [BKS93]. Taking the stop episodes for instance, we found spatial subsumption
3http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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(ObjectA is inside ObjectB) as the most frequently used predicate. For the spatial extent of
episodes, we can use either the spatial bounding rectangle of the episode (for move or stop) or
its center (for stop) to perform spatial join. After finding the appropriate regions (ri), this layer
annotates input trajectories with these regions and associated metadata.
Figure 5.5 shows a mobile user’s daily trajectory on Sunday, annotated with semantic places
of various kinds of free-style regions that are extracted from the Openstreetmap and an ap-
plication database (e.g., EPFL’s employee database). Therefore, the input trajectory (either
spatio-temporal trajectory or structured trajectory) can be enriched and represented as the se-
mantic trajectory: his home → EPFL campus (staying 4 hours) → a swimming pool (staying
1 hour) → his home. In this case, three semantic regions have spatial intersections with the
four stop episodes from the GPS trace. Figure 5.5 displays such annotation with a Google map
visualization; whilst Figure 5.6 displays it in terms of our multi-level trajectory visualization
interface in [YSC+10]. From such visualization, we can claim that the annotated semantic tra-
jectory is much more meaningful than the non-annotated ones, neither the spatio-temporal nor
the structured trajectory.
Residential 
area 
Recreation  
area 
EPFL campus 
Figure 5.5: A region annotation example
(visualized by Google Map)
A
B 
C 
Figure 5.6: A region annotation example
(visualized by trajectory Web interface)
Algorithm 5.1 shows the pseudocode of the annotation procedure with regions, which directly
annotates GPS records with regions. Note that, depending on requirements, the spatial join can
be used to compute only selected episodes. We apply R*-tree index on semantic regions Pregion
[BKSS90] to improve efficiency of the algorithm. The complexity of the annotation algorithm
with region is O(n ∗ log(m)), where n is the number of GPS records (or stop episodes) whilst m
is the size of Pregion. For well-divided grid data in the next subsection, the complexity of such
region annotation can be even less, namely O(n). This is because for the well-divided grid data,
we can directly locate the grids according to its id (or the geometry values) during the spatial
join operation, without the requirement of building the R*-tree indexing for Pregion.
5.3.2 Annotation with Well-Divided Grids
Apart from free-style regions (no restrictions on the shape or the size, e.g., region data from
Openstreemap), we can also apply well-shaped and grid-alike region data for trajectory semantic
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Algorithm 5.1: Trajectory annotation with ROIs
Input: (1) a trajectory T with its sequence of GPS points {Q1, · · · , Qn},
(2) a set of semantic regions Pregion = {region1, · · · , regionn1}
Output: semantic trajectory Tregion
begin
Tregion ← ∅; //initialize the trajectory
/* compute intersections between T and Pregion; */
do spatial join T onintersect Pregion;
/* process each intersection and compute trajectory tuple */
forall the intersected regions do
group continuous GPS point Qi ∈ T in the intersection;
approximate entering time tin and leaving time tout;
create a trajectory tuple← (regionj , tin, tout, regtype);
if current regtype = previous regtype then
merge the two tuples into a single tuple;
else
Tregion.add(tuple); //add the previous tuple to Tregion;
Tregion.add(tuple); //add the last tuple to Tregion;
return trajectory Tregion
region annotation. For example, in our experimental studies we have significantly applied the
Switzerland landuse provided by Swisstopo4, where the landuse data is well-divided geographic
grids that describe the usage details of land resource. Our Swiss landuse data contains 1,936,439
grids, and each grid is a 100m×100m square. Figure 5.7 shows an abstracted ontology of
such landuse data, which has 4 top-level concepts (L1 to L4, i.e., industrial, public buildings,
transportation, wooded areas) and 17 second-level concepts (from 1.1 to 4.17). The detailed and
complete terminology can be found in the original classification in Figure 5.8.
 L1   Settlement and urban areas 
 1.1   industrial and commercial area 
 1.2   building areas 
 1.3   transportation areas  
 1.4   special urban areas  
 1.5   recreational areas and cemeteries 
 L2   Agricultural areas 
 2.6   orchard, vineyard and horticulture areas  
 2.7   arable land  
 2.8   meadows, farm pastures  
 2.9   alpine agricultural areas  
 L3   Wooded areas 
 3.10  forest (except brush forest) 
 3.11  brush forest  
 3.12  woods  
 L4   Unproductive areas 
 4.13  lakes  
 4.14  rivers  
 4.15  unproductive vegetation 
 4.16  bare land  
 4.17  glaciers, perpetual snow 
Figure 5.7: Landuse ontology
Figure 5.9 visualizes a small part of such Swiss landuse data in the area of Lausanne down-
town by using our visualization implementation via Java 2D API; in this figure different colors
4http://www.swisstopo.admin.ch/
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5. TRAJECTORY SEMANTIC ANNOTATION
indicate different landuse categories. At the early stage of this thesis study on semantic region
annotation, when real landuse data is not available for some trajectory scenarios (e.g., Milan
trajectory data we used), we additionally simulate Gaussian distributed synthetic cells (i.e.,
the space is divided into uniform cells; each cell is randomly belonging to a certain landuse
category; and the number of cells belonging to different categories follow a Gaussian distribu-
tion). Figure 5.10 shows a sample trajectory with five stop episodes. S1 and S5 share the same
landuse cell; S3 and S4 belong to the same landuse category (drawn in the same color). In
this case, semantic trajectory Tsem is a sequence of four landuse cells with a temporal duration
(cellid, timein, timeout), where S3 and S4 share the same landuse category, and S1 and S5 are
exactly in the same landuse cell.
Figure 5.9: Real landuse in Lausanne
downtown area
Figure 5.10: Synthetic landuse with Gaussian
distribution
Regarding annotating trajectories with such well-divided landuse grids, there are two types
of technical solutions:
(1) We can consider each grid as a separate semantic region, and apply the annotation procedure
in Algorithm 5.1 directly on the grids. As the grid size in our landuse data is uniform (i.e.,
100m × 100m) and the grids are linking with each other neighborhoods; therefore, we can
efficiently identify whether a GPS point (x,y,t) is geographically inside a grid Gij or not. In
such case, without the needs of R*-tree indexing, the time complexity of Algorithm 5.1 can
be reduced to linear on the size of trajectory data points.
(2) We can merge the neighboring grids belonging to the same landuse category into a sin-
gle region, namely compute the regions from the grids; and then apply the region-based
annotation algorithm in Algorithm 5.1.
For the first solution, Figure 5.11 displays a trajectory that passed an area of landuse grids.
We can annotate the trajectory directly using these grids, as shown in Figure 5.12. For the second
solution, we apply the Grid2Region algorithm in advance to merge the grids into regions, and
then apply the region based semantic annotation algorithm. As shown in Figure 5.13, all of the
landuse grids (172 in total) are merged into 8 regions, from P1 to P8.
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Figure 5.11: A trajectory on landuse grids
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Figure 5.12: Annotation trajectory with grids
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Figure 5.13: Annotation trajectory with regions that merged by grids
5.4 Annotation with Semantic Lines
This layer annotates trajectories with semantic lines (LOIs) and considers variations present in
heterogeneous trajectories (e.g., vehicles run on road networks, human trajectories use a combi-
nation of transport networks and walk-ways etc). Given data sources of different form of road
networks, the purpose is to identify correct road segments as well as infer transportation modes
such as walking, cycling, public transportation like metro. Thus, the algorithms in this layer
supports two main functionalities: the first one is designing a global map matching algorithm
to identify the correct road segments for the move episodes of the trajectory T, and the second
one is inferring the transportation mode that the moving object used. For the first part, the
map matching algorithm should support both homogeneous and heterogeneous road networks.
5.4.1 Map Matching based Annotation
In the oﬄine trajectory computing, we have designed a global map matching algorithm for clean-
ing the network-constrained trajectory data in Section 4.3.3. Such map matching algorithm can
be significantly redesigned for semantic annotation on trajectories by using road network data
sources, i.e., the LOI data. Different from Algorithm 4.1 about data cleaning via map matching,
we do not need to estimate the new location (x′, y′) for the input spatio-temporal data point
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(x, y, t) in this section for the semantic line annotation. The objective is to annotate trajec-
tory (precisely speaking the move episodes) with road segments, i.e., replacing the sequence of
spatio-temporal points (x1, y1, t1), (x2, y2, t2), · · · , (xn, yn, tn) with a sequence of semantic lines
(l1, l2, · · · , lm), and achieve certain levels of semantic trajectory compression like using lines to
replace the data points in mobility data understanding. In [SRL09], the authors propose the
similar idea of applying map matching to achieve semantic trajectory annotation and compres-
sion. Figure 5.14 sketches such annotation procedure, from the raw positioning data to the
semantic trajectory that composed of meaningful lines.
3
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(1.7 1.4 15:45)
(1.6 1.9 16:43)
(1.7 2.1 17:45)
(1.7 2.3 19:02)
(1.7 2.5 20:48)
(1.7 2.8 21:12)
(1.6 3.1 22:53)
(1.6 3.3 23:29)
(1.7 3.5 24:32)
(1.6 3.8 25:12)
(1.7 4.1 36:07)
(1.8 4.3 37:32)
(1.9 4.5 38:43)
(2.0 4.6 39:26)
(2.1 4.9 41:16)
(2.2 5.1 42:00)
(2.5 5.3 43:11)
(2.7 5.6 45:28)
(2.4 5.9 47:19)
(2.7 6.1 49:36)
(3.0 6.3 52:52)
(2.4 6.5 53:58)
(1.3 6.7 55:21)
(1.1 7.1 57:33)
(0.8 7.3 58:51)
(0.4 7.6 59:40)
Fig. 1. Problem overview: (a) Raw positional data; (b) trajectory in two-dimensional
space, moving from origin to destination; (c) trajectory embedded in geographic con-
text, the semantically annotated map features a train line #6 with two stations; tram
lines #3 and #5 with several stops; major streets (Upper case) and minor streets (lower
case); (d) minimalist representation of the same trajectory, used for the semantic com-
pression: origin, street g, street B, tram line #3, straight, destination.
the movement. Significance depends on the application context, but is always
based on the spatial course and the determination of events (usually stops).
Having a look at the trajectory, it becomes obvious that its course can be
described by referring to elements of the network without loosing relevant in-
formation. The course can be expressed by the streets and tram tracks it moves
along (street g, street B, tram line #3, and straight along the streets D,G,H).
This is a minimalist representation of the movement (Figure 1d). Instead of using
a large number of point coordinates, the movement can be described with ele-
ments of the transportation network, annotated with the behaviorally significant
elements (in this case origin, stops, and destination).
Networks as a constraining basis for movement reduce the dimensionality
of space and, thus, allow efficient indexing structures for moving objects [1].
Most work focused on the geometry of the underlying networks. However, the
database community has acknowledged semantics—the meaningful annotation
of moves with labels from the embedding environment —as being paramount for
the interpretation and analysis of raw trajectory data [2, 3]. Whereas exploit-
ing semantics is a young branch in spatial database research, in spatial cognition
the semantics of movement has long been exploited for designing better wayfind-
ing instructions [4, 5]. Going a step beyond utilizing spatial infrastructure as a
suitable representation, a semantic representation of the trajectory can be imple-
mented that focuses on qualitative change in course and events without loosing
the conceptual information of the movement data.
Figure 5.14: Schmid’s semantic trajectory compression via map matching: (a) raw positioning
data; (b) a trajectory (actually spatio-temporal trajectory) in 2D space; (c) trajectory embedded
in geographic contexts (actually LOIs - Lines of interest), such as road network and metro lines
(#3,#5, #6); (4) the finial semantically compressed trajectory via LOIs. [SRL09]
For trajectory semantic line annotation with road networks, the semantic lines can have
two types: (1) homogeneous lines and (2) heterogeneous lines. Homogeneous lines are uniform
network infrastructures like high-way, metro-line that usually are taken during vehicle movement;
in such case, a single vehicle trajectory does not have irregular network change, e.g., from high-
way to a metro-line. However, in people trajectories, changing between different types of road
networks during movement is quite common. As shown in Figure 1.2 in the thesis introduction,
the trajectory can take different types of road networks, like bus on the planed road, metro on
the metro route, walk on the path-way. Therefore, we need additional annotation techniques for
using heterogeneous road networks to better understand the movement, which comes to inferring
transportation mode in the next subsection.
5.4.2 Inferring Transportation Mode
After the first step of the global map matching method (the main part of Algorithm 4.1), each
move episode is annotated in terms of a list of road segments, i.e., ep = {r1, r2, . . . , rl}. We
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need to further infer the annotation of transportation mode on each segment (or route), getting
the pairs of 〈ri,modei〉. In our study, we infer several different types of transportation modes,
such as walking. bicycle, bus and metro. Such annotation is determined by the characteristics,
in terms of the statistical features of the movement (e.g., average speed, direction of the move
episode) and the type of the matched road segments (e.g., high-way, path-way, metro line,
bus line etc.). Based on these road segments or network features, the state-of-the-art learning
methods (like Decision tree, LibSVM, Bayesian Network, AdaBoost etc.) can be applied to
build classifier on some selected training data and further test it for trajectory datasets with
unknown transportation modes of episodes. Figure 5.15 briefly shows the procedure for inferring
such transportation modes. This inference procedure includes feature calculations of different
types of episode features, and inference including both training and testing for the classifiers of
transportation modes of trajectory move episodes.
Feature Computation 
-  Episode GPS features 
    density, velocity, direction,  
    accelerations… 
-  Network features 
    roadType, roadLength… 
-  POI features  
    poiType, poiNum 
trajectory 
episodes 
Inference (Train & Test) 
-   Feature Selections 
    PCA, correlation… 
-   Classifiers 
    Decision Tree (J48) 
    LibSVM 
    Bayesian Network 
    AdaBoost 
transport 
tags 
Figure 5.15: The procedure for inferring transportation mode
Table 5.1 expresses the main features that calculated and applied for training and testing
a classifier to infer the possible transportation mode on the move episodes in trajectories. We
can use three different types of features: (1) GPS-based episode features, i.e., the basic statistic
information calculated by the GPS data points; (2) network-based features, i.e., the information
about road segment, like road type; and (3) POI-based features, i.e., the information related to
certain POIs/landmarks the episode has started or ended, passed and stayed, e.g., the number
of bus-stops/shops in this move episode.
Algorithm 5.2 shows the complete procedure of semantic line annotation: (1) apply the global
map matching algorithm that is previously designed for network-constrained trajectory data
cleaning (without the needs of the final step of 〈x′, y′〉 estimation); (2) compute the three types
of episode features; and (3) train and test the classifiers for the inference of the transportation
mode by using these episode features.
5.5 Annotation with Semantic Points
This layer annotates the stop episodes of a trajectory with information about suitable Points
of Interest (POIs). Examples of POI are restaurant, bar, shops, movie theater etc. For scarcely
populated landscapes, it is relatively trivial to identify the objective (in terms of POI) of a
stop (e.g., petrol pump on a high-way or user’s home in a residential area). However, densely
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Feature Type Feature Name Definition
episode
GPS-based
features
distance
n∑
i=1
|QiQi+1| =
n∑
i=1
√
(xi+1 − xi)2 + (yi+1 − yi)2
duration
n∑
i=1
|ti+1 − ti|
speedQi
√
(xi+1−xi−1)2+(yi+1−yi)2
ti+1−ti−1
accelerationQi
speedQi−speedQi−1
ti−ti−1
directionQi
directionQi−directionQi−1
ti−ti−1
directionChangeQi arctan(
yi+1−yi)
xi+1−xi )
speed mean mean(speedQi)
speed variance var(speedQi)
acceleration mean mean(accelerationQi)
acceleration variance var(accelerationQi)
direction mean mean(directionQi)
direction variance var(directionQi)
directionChange mean mean(directionChangeQi)
directionChange variance var(directionChangeQi)
Network-based
features
episdoeRoadType {highWay, busLine,metroLine, pathWay, · · · }
additionalRoadInfo totalLength, avgSpeed, · · ·
POI-based
features
episodeStartPOIType {busStop,metroStop, restaurant, home, · · · }
episodeEndPOIType {busStop,metroStop, restaurant, home, · · · }
Table 5.1: Features for inferring transportation mode
populated urban areas have several candidate POIs for a stop. Further, low GPS sampling rate
due to battery outage and signal losses makes the problem more intricate.
In this thesis, we design a HMM (Hidden Markov Model) based technique for semantic
annotation of stops. Unlike most other algorithms to identify POIs [ABK+07][XDZ09], an
unique novelty of our approach is that it works for densely populated area with many possible
POI candidates for annotation, thus catering to heterogeneous people and vehicle trajectories.
It also enables identifying the activity (behavior) behind the stop, thus semantically annotating
the trajectory with such information.
5.5.1 HMM-based Stop Sequence Modeling
HMM is a largely-used and classical statistical signal model in which the system being modeled
is assumed to be a Markov process with unobserved state [Rab90]. We consider the temporal
sequence of GPS stops: S = (S1, S2, · · · , Sn) as the observed values (actually the real observation
is the raw GPS point sequence, while the stop sequence is the observation we computed through
trajectory structure – see the tops of Figure 5.16). Dense urban areas can have several different
POIs. For example, the Milan dataset in our experiments has 39,772 POIs with largely varying
density. Such large number makes it probabilistically intractable to infer the exact POI from
imprecise location records. However, the number of types (or categories) of POIs usually is
tractable. The Milan POI dataset is divided into five top-categories, i.e., services, feedings, item
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Algorithm 5.2: Trajectory annotation with LOIs
Input: (1) a move episode of raw trajectory T of GPS points {Qi(xi, yi, ti)}
(2) a set of road segments Pline = {r1, r2, · · · , rm}
(3) some training data with tags 〈x, y, t, tag〉
Output: semantic trajectory as a sequence of episodes with tags
Tline = {ep1, ep2, · · · , epm}
begin
Tline ← ∅; //initialize the trajectory
preMode← null, preSeg ← null;
move← {ra, ra+1, · · · , rb}; // get the map matched road segments by Algorithm 4.1;
forall the ri ∈ move do
ri ← 〈f1, · · · , fk〉; //calculate the feature vector
if classifier not exist then
calculate features for episodes with known tags;
transportModeLeaner ← train the classifier;
currMode← transportModeLeaner(ri); // test classifier on ri;
if preMode 6= null and preMode = currMode then
preSeg ← preSeg⋃ ri; // merge the two segments;
else
Tline ← Tline
⋃ 〈preSeg, preMode〉; // add the previous segment
preMode← null, preSeg ← null; // renew a null episode
preMode← currMode;
return a semantic trajectory with move episode tags Tline
sale, person life, and unknown. POI categories add significant semantic content to the stop for
activity inference (e.g., Sally stopped for lunch), which becomes a tractable problem.
Figure 5.16 expresses the resultant HMM problem. The initial input is the raw trajectory
Q, i.e., the sequence of (x,y,t) points; a sequence of stops is computed and forms the HMM
observation (O); the exact POI data are the superficial hidden states, whilst the POI categories
are the real hidden states that we are interested in. Our goal is to identify the real hidden states
and use them to annotate the stops.
To learn the HMM model for such stop sequences in trajectory, this problem can be for-
malized as follows: Let there be m POI categories C1. . .Cm, we need to learn the three major
components of a HMM problem (λ), i.e., λ = (pi,A,B); pi is the probability of the initial states,
i.e., Pr(Ci), A is the state transition probability matrix ([Pr(Cj |Ci)]m×m), and B is the obser-
vation probability for each state Pr(o|Ci).
• Initial Probabilities (pi). Based on the sound category of our POI data, we approximate
the probability of initial states pi as the percentage of POI samples belonging to each
category from the information source. Therefore, for the Milan POI dataset, the initial
probability vector is shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: An example of initial probability vector
pi = { 4339
39772
, 7036
39772
, 12510
39772
, 15371
39772
, 516
39772
}
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Figure 5.16: HMM formalism for inferring POI category
• State Transition (A). State transition probability Pr(Cj |Ci) in our formulation rep-
resents the possible stop (activity) sequence of user; i.e., probability to perform activity
in places belonging to category Cj given his prior activity in places belonging to cate-
gory Ci. Wherever available, activity sequences (e.g., home→ work → shop or swim→
home) are obtained through other information sources (e.g., from region transitions). For
trajectories having insufficient history, we initialize the state transition matrix following
nomenclatures of the POI categories and object type (e.g., associate high probability for
meaningful state transitions and low probabilities for non-meaningful state transitions in
Table 5.3). Learning dynamic and personalized transition matrix A is interesting but also
challenging as a future study beyond the current result in this thesis.
Table 5.3: An example of state transition matrix
A=

0.8 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.05 0.8 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.05 0.05 0.8 0.05 0.05
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.8 0.05
0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.4

• Observation Probabilities (B). Pr(o|Ci) intuitively represents the probability of seeing
a stop o (as the observation) in T caused by user’s interest in places belonging to cate-
gory Ci. Pr(o|Ci) can be approximated by the center of the stop Pr(centerxy|Ci) or the
bounding rectangle Pr(boundRectangle|Ci).
Computing B for areas having high POI density is not easy. Our solution is based on the
intuition that influence of a POI category on a stop is proportional to the number of exact POIs of
that category in the stop area. We model the influence of a POI as a two-dimensional Gaussian
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distribution – the mean is the POI’s physical position (x, y) and the variance is [σ2c , 0; 0, σ
2
c ],
where σc is category specific. Figure 5.17 displays an example of 12 POIs’ Gaussian distributions
with the corresponding densities in Figure 5.18. By Bayesian rule, we deduce the lemma to
determine Pr(o|Ci) in B.
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Figure 5.17: POI examples Figure 5.18: POI densities
Lemma 1. Pr(o|Ci) is proportional to the sum of the probability of each POI that belongs to
this category Ci, namely Pr(o|Ci) ∝ ΣjPr(o|poi(Ci)j ).
Proof. of Lemma 1
Pr(o|Ci) = Pr(o, Ci)
Pr(Ci)
=
ΣjPr(o, poi
(Ci)
j )
ΣjPr(poi
(Ci)
j )
=
ΣjPr(o|poi(Ci)j )Pr(poi(Ci)j )
ΣjPr(poi
(Ci)
j )
∝ ΣjPr(o|poi(Ci)j )Pr(poi(Ci)j )
∝ ΣjPr(o|poi(Ci)j )
For the sake of the computing efficiency, we have two strategies to enhance the calculation
of Pr(o|Ci): discretization and neighboring. In our current case study, we choose the center
(x, y) as our stop position. Instead of directly computing the on-line Pr(〈x, y〉|Ci) values, we
discretize it in terms of dividing space into grids, and calculate the discretized value for each grid
Pr(gridjk|Ci) in advance. Therefore, we can approximate Pr(〈x, y〉|Ci) by the pre-computed
Pr(gridjk|Ci) when point 〈x, y〉 ∈ gridjk (see Figure 5.19). The second strategy is neighboring,
which means we do not consider the complete POI set but only the neighboring POI for a given
position gridjk, namely the black searching rectangle for the triangle position displayed shown
in Figure 5.19. With these two strategies, we can efficiently get the histogram table of B, which
is a conditional probability table with the probability element [j, k, i] = Pr(gridjk|Ci).
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Figure 5.19: POI discretization and neighboring
5.5.2 Inferring Stop Activities
Using the above defined complete form HMM λ = (pi,A,B), we infer their hidden states (the in-
trinsic purposes or behaviors behind the stops) HS = {pc1, pc2, · · · , pcn} from the stop sequence
OV = {stop1, stop2, · · · , stopn} (observed / pre-computed), available through the stop/move
computation; where pct is the POI category pct ∈ {C1, · · · , Cm}. This problem can be refor-
mulated as an optimization problem with an objective to maximize the likelihood L(HS|OV, λ)
(see Formula 5.1).
L(HS|OV, λ) where λ = (pi,A,B) (5.1)
OV = {Stop1, Stop2, · · · , Stopn}
HS = {pc1, pc2, · · · , pcn}, pci ∈ {C1, · · · , C5}
We redefine this problem as a dynamic programming problem, defining δt(i) as the highest
probability of the tth stop caused due to POI category Ci (see Formula 5.2). Afterward, Formula
5.3 gives the corresponding induced form of the highest probability at the (t + 1)th stop for
category Cj , considering the HMM state transition probabilities (Aij in A) and the observation
support (Bj(ot+1) in B). We record the previous state Ci that gives the highest probability to
current state Cj by ψt+1(j) (see Formula 5.4).
δt(i) = max
i
Pr(pc1, · · · , pct = Ci, o1, · · · , ot|λ) (5.2)
δt+1(j) = max
i
{δt(i)Aij} ×Bj(ot+1) (5.3)
ψt+1(j) = argmax
i
δt(i)Aij (5.4)
Finally, we employ the Viterbi algorithm [For73] to solve this dynamic programming problem
for inferring the hidden state (stop category) sequence. We first recursively compute δt(i), and
deduce the final stop state with the highest probability in the last stop, then backtrack to the
previous stop state by pc∗t−1 = ψt(pc∗t ). An example of such “forward computing” and “backward
tracking” is shown in Figure 5.20, where the stop is annotated with POI category. The details
of the algorithm for inferring hidden stop category sequence is described in Algorithm 5.3. The
output of this layer is a sequence of semantic episodes describing the stops.
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Algorithm 5.3: Trajectory annotation with POIs
Input: (1) an observation sequence of stops
O = {Stop1, Stop2, · · · , Stopn}; (2) points of interest
POIs = {〈p1, q1〉, · · · , 〈pk, qk〉} where qi ∈ {C1, · · · , C5}
Output: a hidden state sequence about stop behaviors (in terms of POI categories), i.e.,
S = {q1, q2, · · · , qn}, qi ∈ {C1, · · · , C5}
begin
/* learn the model from POIs */
λ = (pi,A,B)
/* initialization */
forall the POI category Ci do
δ1(i) = piiBi(o1), 1 ≤ i ≤ N ; ψ1(i) = 0
/* recursion */
forall the t: 2 to n do
forall the categories Cj do
δt(j) = max
i
[δt−1(i)Aij ]×Bj(ot)
ψt(j) = argmax
i
[δt−1(i)Aij ]
/* termination */
P ∗ = max
i
[δT (i)]; q
∗
n = argmax
i
[δT (i)]
/* state sequence backtracking */
forall the t: n to 2 do
q∗t−1 = ψt(q∗t )
/* get the semantic trajectory with POI tags */
S = {〈stop1, q1〉, · · · , 〈stopn, qn〉}
summarize Tpoint from extracted POI sequence (〈stop, tin, tout, tagList〉).
return semantic trajectory Tpoint
To put forward, given a variety of trajectories (e.g., mobility data belonging to different
people, tracked in different time duration), we want to simply classify the trajectory based on
the computed semantic stop sequence, where each stop is associated to a hidden POI category,
such as services, feedings, item sales, person life or unknown. The intuitional method is based
on the sum of the total stop time for each category, as the following unconstrained optimization
problem, namely the trajectory type is the POI category that has the maximum stop time.
traj type = argmax
Ci
∑
stop.POIType=Ci
(stop.timeout − stop.timein) (5.5)
To summarize, the complete procedure of annotating stop episodes is the following: (1) ini-
tialize the HMM problem, compute the three major components, namely pi, A, and B; (2) given a
mobility trace (a original trajectory), apply relevant stop identification algorithms (e.g., velocity
or density method) to discover stop sequence; (3) take the stop sequence as the observation, and
deduce the hidden POI category sequence by using the Viterbi algorithm on the transformed
form of the problem; and (4) finally assign a POI category for this trajectory, according to the
maximum total stop time defined in Formula 5.5.
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Figure 5.20: POI category annotation result
5.6 Experiment
To validate our semantic annotation approach, this thesis has implemented the annotation frame-
work and carried out extensive experiments to annotate large GPS trajectories of heterogeneous
moving objects with varying data qualities, from tracks of private cars, taxis, to GPS embedded
smartphones carried by people. In [YCP+11], we have published some initial results of tra-
jectory semantic annotation, where we built a system framework called “SeMiTri” (Semantic
Middleware for Trajectories, see Figure 5.2) including the dedicated annotation layers.
5.6.1 Implementation Setup
The SeMiTri system with annotation functionality is implemented and deployed on a Linux
operating system - Ubuntu 9.10, with the Intel(R) 2×3.00GHz CPU and 7.9GiB memory. The
context computation and semantic annotation algorithms are implemented in Java 6; Post-
greSQL 8.4 with spatial extension PostGIS 1.5.1 is used for implementing the different database
stores. The raw GPS records and geographic information from third party sources are loaded
into the databases in different tables and queried by different layers during execution time,
previously shown in Figure 5.2.
As the main output of SeMiTri, the annotated semantic trajectories are stored in the Seman-
tic Trajectory Store. Dedicated database storing tables are designed for GPS records, trajectories,
stops/moves, and annotations with geographic data, using some new datatypes we defined for
trajectories in PostGIS. This is expected to be queried by several trajectory applications. In our
experiments, since the datasets are huge, we highlight large-scale aggregated results through the
Semantic Trajectory Analytics Layer. This layer computes additional statistical information on
the trajectories at all of the different abstraction levels. In addition, we have developed a Web
Interface as a pilot application using Apache 2.2.12 Web Server and Tomcat 6.0.26 Application
Server. This provides trajectory querying and visualization services to end-users in trajectory
applications [YSC+10].
Our experiments focus on vehicle (taxi, private cars) and people trajectories. While trans-
portation mode of vehicles is trivial (depending on the vehicle type), people can take different
choices in several or even one trajectory. Note that trajectories might have varying semantic
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annotations due to varying amount of third party sources available. For some scenarios, SeMitri
produces partial annotations, while exploiting the available information sources maximally. Our
objective here is to bring out the individual performance of each layer, which results in the
collective annotation of the overall trajectory. To do this, we present annotation performance of
each layer with different third party sources tuned to test the layers individually and all together.
5.6.2 Semantic Place Data Sources
Recall the experimental study of oﬄine trajectory computing in Section 4.6.1, we have presented
the trajectory datasets that largely used in this thesis, including the homogeneous vehicle tra-
jectories as well as the heterogeneous people trajectories. Based on the previous trajectory
computing results in Chapter 4, this section focuses on semantically annotating such datasets
and the computed trajectories, with additional third party semantic data sources. It is worth
noting that different vehicle trajectory data might have varying third party information contents.
SeMitri would produce partial annotations, but exploit available information sources maximally.
For vehicle trajectories, we validate: (1) spatial join based Semantic Region Annotation on
Lausanne taxi data and the people trajectory data with the available of landuse sources; (2)
HMM based Semantic Point Annotation on Milan private cars data with the available of POIs;
(3) map matching based Semantic Line Annotation on a benchmark dataset about a 2-hour
drive in Seattle provided by Newson and Krumm5 from Microsoft, as this data set has the
ground truth path. The summary of such data of vehicle trajectories has already been shown
in the first part of Table 4.2. The Semantic Place Data Sources include: (1) the landuse data
of Switzerland on the taxi data, (2) a large POI dataset of Milan on the Milan private car data,
and (3) the benchmark dataset containing the road network of Seattle as well as the ground
truth path.
Type Name Details
annotation for
vehicle trajectories
(1) Lausanne (Switzerland) 1,936,439 grids
(2) Milan: points of interest 39,772 POIs
(3) Seattle network (Krumm’s benchmark) 158,167 road lines
annotation for
people trajectories
(1) Lausanne (Switzerland) 1,936,439 grids
(2) Swiss map from OSM
109,954 points,
344,975 lines,
233,896 regions
Table 5.4: Datasets of semantic places (third party sources for annotation)
People trajectories are far more non-homogeneous than vehicle trajectories: (1) Many phe-
nomena can result in GPS data loss, such as the limited power of smartphones, battery outage,
and indoor signal loss. (2) Non-stationary sampling rates due to on-chip power saving software
modules that monitor the sensor; (3) Compared with vehicles, users in people trajectory can
take complicated on-road/off-road routes, and choose diverse transportation modes (e.g., walk,
5http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/jckrumm/MapMatchingData/data.htm
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bicycle, bus, metro) during their daily movements. Therefore, capabilities of SeMiTri are well es-
tablished through systematic semantic enrichment of such trajectories. Our experiment validates
the people trajectory dataset provided by Nokia Research Center, Lausanne [KBD+10]. They
distributed smartphones (Nokia N95) to students/researchers in Lausanne, collecting several
people sensing data including GPS feeds. We analyzed 185 users, with 23,188 daily trajecto-
ries with 7.3M GPS records from this data. Previously, Table 4.3 also describes the details of
1,077 daily trajectories of 6 specific users we know. For Semantic Place Data Sources used in
annotating people trajectories, we use the swiss landuse data, and extract additional geographic
data (through OSM files) from Openstreetmap that includes regions, POIs, road networks of
several types, and load them into our PostGIS data store (using Osm2pgsql 6). The details of
these third party data sources for semantic annotation are listed in Table 5.4, including both
the sources for vehicle trajectories and people trajectories.
5.6.3 Trajectory Annotation with Landuse
As the result of oﬄine trajectory computing, we produce 172 daily trajectories with 1,824 moves
and 1,786 stops over the Lausanne taxi data. Based on this, the Semantic Region Annotation
Layer annotates the raw trajectories and the trajectory episodes (stops/moves) with the lan-
duse data. Figure 5.21 shows the detailed landuse category distribution over taxi trajectories.
Landuse has 4 large categories and 17 sub-categories (from 1.1 to 4.17, see Figure 5.7). We
observe that most of the taxi GPS records are in building areas (1.2) (46.6%) and transportation
areas (1.3) (36.1%), nearly 83% GPS points belonging to these two categories (see the trajectory
column in Figure 5.21). The move part covers 79.25% of the taxi landuse area, whilst the stop
part only covers 20.75%. Due to the high-level abstraction into region-based movements, the
resultant semantic trajectory Tregion representation achieves almost 99.7% storage compression
(e.g., 3M GPS records can be annotated with only 8,385 Landuse grids).
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Figure 5.21: Landuse distribution for annotating taxi data
Figure 5.22 displays these landuse grids within the Google earth plugin on the Web interface
layer of SeMiTri. This is done in terms of a dynamic KML file that generated using the query
6http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Osm2pgsql
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results from the database. The color (from total white to total black) of the grid indicates the
density of GPS records - the deeper color, the more GPS records inside.
Figure 5.22: Landuse distribution for taxi data on SeMiTri’s Web Interface
Similar to the semantic region annotation on the taxi trajectories with the Landuse data
shown in Figure 5.21, we observe similar results in general for the people trajectories: many of the
stops/moves/trajectories are staying in the building areas (1.2) (33.3%) and the transportation
areas (1.3) (28.6%). However, while 83% of stops/moves in taxi trajectories (Figure 5.21) are
in these two types of areas, only 61% of people trajectories fall in them. This is likely and
intuitive, showing people trajectories have much more variations in their movements and areas
covered, compared with the taxi trajectories. To discover further insights, Figure 5.23 shows the
precise distribution of the six people selected (with the list of top-5 categories for each user). We
observe, user3 has much higher percentage of location records in woods areas (3.12) because his
accommodation is in such a wood place close to the Geneva lake; user4’s higher percentage in
industrial and commercial area (1.1) because of her house in a commercial center; and user2’s
higher percentage in forest (3.10) because he does a lot of hiking and skiing, etc., automatically
identifying these kinds of specific and individual location information and behaviors that are
different from other users.
5.6.4 Trajectory Annotation with Road Networks
Regarding purely map matching for network-constrained trajectories, Section 4.6 has already
shown some results in the experiment of oﬄine trajectory computing, namely the network-
constrained trajectory data cleaning via map matching. Therefore, this section is more interested
in further annotating with heterogeneous road networks for people trajectories, in terms of the
inference of the underlying transportation modes that are used during moves.
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Figure 5.23: Landuse category distribution and top-5 categories in people trajectories
Apart from performing map-matching, people trajectories in Semantic Line Annotation are
enriched to determine the transportation mode (e.g., metro, bus, walk etc). Our Semantic Line
Annotation Layer considers the underlying network information along with the velocity/accel-
eration distribution for each road segment from the initial map-matching results to determine
the transportation mode. For example, Figure 5.24 shows a typical home-office trip of user4,
who walked a few blocks from home, then took the Metro line, and finally walked from the
Metro stop to his office: sub-figure (a) shows the original GPS points; (b) displays the initial
map-matched road segments for these GPS points; (c) further infers the corresponding different
transportation modes such as metro or walk; and finally (d) summarizes the trajectory in terms
of meaningful road sequences stored in the semantic trajectory store.
Besides taking the metro as shown in Figure 5.24, user4 has taken three other transportation
modes: bus, bike or walk. In Figure 5.25, the left subfigure (a) shows an example of using bike for
going home to office; whilst in subfigure (b) the user took the bus, with walking as well during
the beginning and ending parts of the home-office move, for getting on/off the buses.
From his 161 daily trajectories, we extracted 186 direct trips between home and office (in-
cluding both office→home and home→office), and inferred 66 bike-, 39 metro-, 49 bus-, and 32
walk- moves respectively, as shown in Figure 5.26.
5.6.5 Annotation with Points of Interest
We analyze the performance of the HMM-based Semantic Point Annotation algorithm using the
POI data in Milan. The 39,772 POIs are divided into 5 categories: 4,339 services, 7,036 feedings,
12,510 item sale, 15,371 person life and 516 unknown (Figure 5.27 - first column). The third
party sources have a high density of POIs in this area. Traditional one-to-one match methods
like [XDZ09] are not suitable here. Our Semantic Point Annotation layer enriches the stops
computed from the GPS tracks of the private cars and extracts the most probable POI category
for each stop. In Figure 5.27 (second column), we observe that most of the stops (about 56.3%)
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Figure 5.27: Semantic stops/trajectories
w.r.t. POIs by point annotation
belong to item sale (shopping, groceries etc.), with the next one being person life (e.g., sport)
(about 24.2%); this result makes intuitive sense for private car trajectories.
Through well-defined rules, SeMiTri is able to perform analytics over the extracted semantic
trajectories. For example, Figure 5.27 (third column) also shows the trajectory category, which
is defined as: the category of T is the category which has the maximum stop time (Formula
5.5). This can be considered as a semantic classification over the complete trajectories. Note
that the distribution of trajectory categories is statistically similar to the distribution of stop
categories (see Figure 5.27). This is because the dataset has only 1.7 stops per trajectory on
the average – 2M GPS records of 77,694 trajectories are computed into 133,556 stops, thereby
resulting in a similar distribution. This is co-incidental and depends largely on the trajectory
data in applications.
Our POI dataset of Lausanne area is sparse at the moment, and does not reflect the real-life
POI density of the area (compared with the much more complete POI data in the Milan city we
got). We will apply the semantic point annotation method when more POIs with well-defined
categories are available. We are currently building such dataset for EPFL campus.
5.6.6 Web Interface and Performance
The above experiments validate the semantic annotation part of SeMiTri, the capability of anno-
tating heterogeneous trajectories comprehensively and creating structured semantic trajectories,
by maximally exploiting available third party geographic information sources that contain vari-
ous types of semantic information to enrich trajectories.
Additionally, we develop a Web Interface for query and visualization of the annotation results
from SeMiTri. This enables users to easily query their raw GPS traces, episodes in structured
trajectories, as well as semantic trajectories through a web browser with Google Earth Plugins.
The visualization capabilities of such web interface can support several aspects of trajectories,
• Spatio-Semantic Trajectories - Demonstrates multiple levels of trajectory data abstrac-
tion, showing raw GPS tracks, spatio-temporal trajectories (exploiting space/time gaps),
structured trajectories (e.g., stops/moves), and semantic trajectories (e.g., the semantic
trajectory home→ office→ supermarket→ home in the thesis introduction).
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• Semantic Places - Demonstrates diverse third party semantic data resources (in particular
the geographic data) that are associated to trajectories - Landuse, Road network, and
Point of interest (POI) data.
• User Interactions - Provides a friendly Web interface to query and visualize trajectories
(e.g., daily tracks) at different abstraction levels.
• Analytics Results - Highlights statistical analytics results of semantic trajectories, e.g., the
average speed when user is moving, Landuse distribution where user has stopped, most
frequent transportation modes, etc.
Figure 5.28 shows SeMiTri’s Web interface with a schematic example of a daily trajectory
(at 30/3/2010) for a given phone user (id 205). The interface displays four parts: (a) the query
input, (b) the visualization with Google Earth plugin, (c) the checkboxes that allow user to
incrementally and selectively visualize different parts/levels of trajectories as well as semantic
places they traverse, and (d) the aggregated statistics associated with the trajectories from
different perspectives.
a 
b 
c 
d 
Figure 5.28: Web Interface of SeMiTri
Finally, we analyze the run-time performance of SeMiTri. Figure 5.29 summarizes the latency
distribution of SeMiTri for processing phone trajectories. We observe that computation and
annotation latencies are much lower (both map-matching and landuse) compared with the storing
time (i.e., write the results into databases – the semantic trajectory store). For all of the six
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users, the average time for computing episodes, storing episodes, map matching annotation,
storing matched results, landuse annotation for a daily trajectory are 0.008, 3.959, 0.162, 0.292,
and 0.088 seconds, respectively. Latency distributions for vehicle trajectories are also similar.
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Figure 5.29: Trajectory computing and annotation latency measurement
5.7 Summary
This chapter presented the third major contribution of this thesis, i.e., the trajectory semantic
annotation. The main outcome is a complete trajectory framework (“SeMiTri”) with dedicated
annotation layers to support semantically enriching heterogeneous trajectories (e.g., both vehi-
cle and people trajectories) with heterogeneous third party geographic or application domain
sources. We categorized such third party semantic data sources according to their underlying
spatial extents (i.e., region, line, and point), and designed three dedicated annotation algorithms.
The initial result of such heterogeneous annotation framework has already been published in
[YCP+11]. Additionally, this thesis has built a prototype with a Web interface for querying and
visualizing the annotated semantic trajectories as well as the collected raw mobility data, the
computed spatio-temporal and structured trajectories. This prototype has been published and
demonstrated in [YSC+10].
Regarding the heterogeneous annotation functionality, the objective is to maximally enrich
trajectory semantics with available third party semantic data sources, including both public
data like Openstreetmap and private data like Swiss Landuse resource. The three dedicated
annotation algorithms are: (1) annotation with semantic regions that can support well-divided
and grid-based regions like the landuse data, as well as the free-style and irregular regions; (2)
annotation with semantic lines that firstly applies a global map-matching algorithm and then
infers the transportation modes during trajectory’s move episodes; (3) annotation with semantic
points that significantly reformulates the problem as a HMM problem, infers the underlying
purposes or behaviors of the stops in a single trajectory, and additionally provides semantic
classification of the complete trajectories.
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Online Trajectory Computing
In online computation a
computer algorithm must decide
how to act on incoming items of
information without any
knowledge of future inputs.
Allan Borodin, Ran El-Yaniv,
1998
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we address the fourth main contribution of this thesis, i.e., online trajectory com-
puting. As in Chapter 4, we have discussed the oﬄine trajectory computing to constructing and
understanding mobility data from different levels of abstraction. However, location data gener-
ated from GPS equipped moving objects are typically collected as streams of spatio-temporal
(x,y,t) points that then put together form corresponding raw trajectory data. Therefore, the
oﬄine techniques in the current literature as well as our methods in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5,
are not sufficient for real-time trajectory applications that rely on timely delivery of computed
trajectories to serve real-time query answers. Filling this gap, this thesis additionally proposes
an online platform, namely “SeTraStream”, for real-time semantic trajectory construction. This
online framework is capable of providing real-time trajectory data cleaning, compression, seg-
mentation over streaming movement data. In addition, we explore tagging functionality to
evaluate the online computation and achieve fully semantic-aware trajectories.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 presents the challenges of real-time trajectory
applications and our online approach; Section 6.3 addresses preprocessing tasks of the streaming
movement data like online data cleaning, compression etc.; Section 6.4 addresses the online
segmentation algorithms to identify the trajectory episodes; Section 6.5 exploits online tagging
functionality to annotate relevant semantics; Section 6.6 shows some experimental studies; finally
Section 6.7 summarizes this chapter.
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6.2 Online Computing Approach
In real-time trajectory applications, the setting is even a distributed environment. At the low-
est level of the system architecture, location-aware objects continuously transmit their status
updates towards middle-layer sites-servers equipped with communication antennas. Sites cover
non-overlapping regions and are capable of communicating with their peers via wired infrastruc-
ture. The realm of a region Ri assigned to site Si is defined by the communication range of its
antenna and can be of arbitrary shape though we henceforth refer to rectangular areas for sim-
plicity. Objects’ status updates include tuples apart from movement attribute data values and
will be described in the upcoming subsection. At the upper-tier, a central coordinator receives
semantic-aware trajectory representations so as to utilize them during ad-hoc or continuous
query procedures. The whole architectural framework is depicted in Figure 6.1.
Sites 
Moving objects
Status updates
Raw Location Stream
Local Computation
• online filtering
• online compression
• online segmentation
Coordinator
Figure 6.1: Real-life distributed setting for online trajectory computing
6.2.1 Real-time Settings and Challenges
Real-time semantic trajectory construction can be useful in many traffic monitoring scenarios
where authorities are interested in identifying apart from recent (i.e., within a restricted time
window) objects’ trajectory representation, the behavior of the drivers by posing queries of the
form: “Report every τ secs the movement and driving behavior of the objects within area A during
the last T minutes”. In that, authorities are able to continuously diagnosing streets where the
density of vehicles whose drivers tend to have aggressive (speeding, tailgating, driving at the
edges of the lanes etc.) behavior has recently become high, thus enabling suitable placement
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and periodic rearrangement of traffic wardens and patrol cars. As another example, state-of-
the-art navigation services like Waze 1 provide the potential for combining traditional routing
functionality with social networking facilities. Online semantic trajectory construction allows
users to acquire a compact picture of the movement and the social activities of interconnected
friends around their moving area.
Different from the oﬄine setting in Chapter 4 where all of the mobility data is collected
in advance, the online and distributed setting has servers that continuously collect the status
updates of moving objects that move inside an area of interest, i.e. the monitoring area of moving
objects belonging to that site (or Antenna). Firstly, such updates involving an object Oi contain
spatio-temporal 〈x, y, t〉 points forming its “Raw Location Stream”, and are transmitted to the
closest site. Based on such setting, a couple of local online computing tasks for each site are
required, like online cleaning of GPS errors, online data compression, online segmentation, and
even online tagging. Afterward, the local results from each site need to be refined globally
according to the neighborhood sites. Such refinement could be like splitting the big trajectory
episodes cross two sites into small ones, or merge the small episodes into big one; or even change
the status between different trajectory episodes (e.g., from stop to move). In this thesis, the
current research focus is on the online computing part, not supporting the complete functionality
of the distributed context.
It is non-trivial to establish a real-time semantic trajectory computation platform, even only
focusing on the online case in a local site, without the consideration of many global sites in
the distributed context. Compared with the previous oﬄine solutions in Chapter 4, the online
computing has several new technical challenges, as follows:
• Efficient Computation – Large amounts of movement data are generated continuously,
therefore we need to come up with more efficient algorithms that can handle different
levels of trajectories in an acceptable time – including all data processing aspects like data
cleaning, compression, segmentation, and semantic tagging. Such kind of requirement on
efficient computing is an almost must-have condition for all of the streaming data systems
and applications.
• Suitable Trajectory Segmentation Decision Making – In oﬄine trajectory construction,
many existing algorithms need to tune a lot of thresholds placed on movement features
(like acceleration, direction alteration, stop duration etc.), so as to find their most suitable
values, sometimes in a per object fashion. However, in the real-time context the movement
attribute distribution may tremendously vary over time and continuous parameter tuning
is prohibitive for the online delivery of semantic trajectory outcomes. Thus, suitable
techniques should not rely on many predefined thresholds on certain movement features
but instead consider pattern alterations under movement pattern similarity estimations
throughout the online computation stages. This only allows a similarity threshold on
comparing movement patterns.
1http://world.waze.com/
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• Semantic Trajectory Tagging – After trajectory segmentation (i.e., identifying the suitable
episode division points), additional semantic tags need to be explored for episodes, e.g.,
characterization of the activity (shopping, work) of a stop episode, or transportation modes
(e.g., car, metro, bus) that are taken during a move episode. Figure 6.2 shows an exemplary
sketch of such a semantic-aware tagged trajectory, which is quite similar to the semantic
trajectory example in the previous chapters, but generated from the streaming movement
data in a real-time setting.
home office market home 
bus metro walk 
<x,y,t> streaming movement data 
Figure 6.2: From streaming movement data to semantic trajectory
6.2.2 Window Specifications for Online Computing
The window-based sequential data analysis is a fundamental concept in streaming data pro-
cessing [GHP+03]. Before providing the detailed window specification in our online computing
approach, we present some preliminary definitions that are intensively used in this online com-
puting chapter.
In our online setting, each local server continuously collects the status updates of moving
objects that move inside an area of interest, i.e., the monitoring area of moving objects. As the
initial input, such updates involving an object Oi contain spatio-temporal 〈x, y, t〉 points which
form the “Raw Location Stream”.
Definition 6.1 (Raw Location Stream). The continuous recording of spatio-temporal points
that update the status of a moving object Oi, i.e., 〈Q`s1 , Q`s2 , . . . , Q`sn 〉, where Q`si = 〈x, y, t〉 is
a tuple including moving object’s Oi, position 〈x, y〉 and timestamp t.
By means of the raw location streams, we can derive information of movement features such
as acceleration, speed, direction etc., which make up a “Location Stream Feature Vector” (Q`f ).
Moreover, depending on the application, updates include additional attributes such as heading,
steering wheel activity, lane position, distance to headaway vehicle (e.g to assess tailgating),
displacement and so on. These features formulate a “Complementary Feature Vector” (Qcf ).
Consequently, the two types of feature vectors combined together are forming the “Movement
Feature Vector” (Q = 〈Q`f , Qcf 〉) of d dimension describing d attributes of Oi movement at a
specific timestamp.
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Definition 6.2 (Movement Feature Vector). The movement attributes of object Oi at times-
tamp t can be described by a d-dimensional vector that is the concatenation of the location
stream feature vector and the complementary feature vector Q = 〈Q`f , Qcf 〉.
• Location Stream Feature Vector (Q`f ) – The movement features of object Oi that can be
derived from the raw location stream tuple Q`s.
• Complementary Feature Vector (Qcf ) – The movement features of an object that cannot
be derived from the location stream but are explicitly included in Oi’s status updates.
To provide better understanding and mobility data abstraction, we have already defined the
concept of “semantic trajectory” in Chapter 3, where the trajectory is thought of as a sequence
of meaningful episodes (e.g., stop, move, and other self-contained and self-correlated trajectory
portions). Similarly, we adopt this definition in the real-time setting, that needs to be computed
from streaming movement data.
Definition 6.3 (Semantic Movement). A semantic movement or trajectory consists of a se-
quence of meaningful trajectory units, called “episodes”, i.e., Tstr = {efirst, . . . , elast}
• An episode (e) groups a subsequence of the location streams (a number of consecutive
〈x, y, t〉 points) having similar movement features.
• From the semantic data compression point of view, an episode is a tuple that stores only the
subsequence’s temporal duration and spatial extent. ei = (timefrom, timeto, geometrybound, tag).
The geometrybound is the geometric abstraction of the episode, e.g., the bounding box of a
stop area or the shape trace of roads that the moving object has followed. The term tag in the
last part of the previous definition refers to the semantics of the episode, i.e., characterization
of the activity or means of movement that is taking place in an episode.
Based on these definitions, we design a sliding window paradigm to find episode “division
points” in trajectories according to the comparison between movement patterns in different
time intervals of trajectory’s lifespan. We apply a modified version of the logarithmic tilted
time window [GHP+03], for the detection of both short term and long term alterations in the
pattern of an Oi’s movement. Figure 6.3 briefly sketches the data flow: the initial input is the
“Raw location streams”; we compute their “Movement feature vectors” on the fly; based on the
“Fragmented time window”, we can additionally compute the movement patterns in windows,
and finally identify the episode division point for computing such “semantic-aware trajectory”.
The more detailed systematic procedure will be shown in a later section about system framework
and algorithms.
In our context, the time window size T expresses the most recent portion of semantic tra-
jectories the server needs to be informed about. An additional parameter τ specifies a time
interval in which client side devices, installed on moving objects, are required to collect and
report batches of their time ordered status updates [GHP+03]. Thus, Tτ batches are included
in the window. Obviously, posed prerequisites are: (1) τ  T and (2) T mod τ = 0. As the
window slides, for each monitored object Oi, the most aged batch expires and a newly received
one is appended in it. The size of τ may vary from a few seconds to minutes depending on the
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Figure 6.3: Data and semantic information model
application’s sampling frequency. Small τ values enable fine-tuned episode extend determination
with the make-weight of increased processing costs, while larger τ values reduce the processing
load by increasing the granules that are assigned to episodes.
6.2.3 SeTraStream Overview
Having present the primitive concepts, we design an online computing framework, called “Se-
TraStream” (Semantic-aware Trajectory Construction over Streaming Movement Data), as shown
in Figure 6.4. Upon the receipt of a batch containing the status updates including 〈Q`s, Qcf 〉
vectors at different timestamps in τ , a cleaning and smoothing technique is applied on it (see
Step 1 on the right part of the figure). Consequently, a novel compression method (Step 2) is
applied on the batch considering both Q`s and Qcf characteristics while performing the load
shedding. Finally, Step 3 extracts the cleaned and compressed 〈Q`s, Qcf 〉 feature vectors, a cor-
responding matrix is formed and the batch is buffered until it is processed at the SeTraStream’s
segmentation stage (see the left part of Figure 6.4). During the segmentation stage , a previously
buffered batch is dequeued and compared with other batches’ feature matrices in Oi’s window.
SeTraStream seeks both for short and long term changes in Oi’s movement pattern, and identi-
fies an episode whenever feature matrices are found to be dissimilar based on the RV-Coefficient
(to be defined later) and a specified division threshold σ.
Towards the objective of real-time semantic trajectory construction, the core contributions
of the SeTraStream framework are:
• Online Trajectory Preprocessing. As a priori step for constructing semantic trajectories,
we significantly redesign trajectory data preprocessing in the real-time context, includ-
ing online cleaning and online compression. Our cleaning includes an one-loop procedure
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Figure 6.4: Online trajectory computing framework
for removing outliers and alleviating errors based on a Kernel smoothing method. Se-
TraStream’s compression scheme uses a combination of the Synchronized Euclidean Dis-
tance (sed) and the novel definition of a Synchronized Correlation Coefficient (scc).
• Online Trajectory Segmentation. We design techniques for finding division points which
infer trajectory episodes during online trajectory segmentation. This is the tilted time
window based method in terms of the comparison on movement patterns between two
adjacent windows by using the RV-coefficients.
• Online semantic tagging – Based on the result of online trajectory computation, we can fur-
ther assign semantic tag to the episode, indicating the transportation mode that the moving
object has taken during the episode, e.g., “bike”, “walking”, “jogging”, “car”/“driving”,
“dwelling for shopping” etc.
• Implementation Platform & Evaluation. We implement SeTraStream’s multi-layer pro-
cedure for semantic trajectory construction and evaluate it, considering different real-life
vehicle and people positioning trajectory datasets. The results demonstrate the ability
of SeTraStream to accurately provide computed semantic-aware trajectories in real-time,
readily available for applications’ querying purposes.
6.3 Online Data Preparation
As already described, arriving batches involving monitored objects contain their raw location
stream, as well as complementary feature vectors. In this section we discuss the initial steps
of data preparation before proceeding to episode determination (i.e., trajectory segmentation).
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The task regards three steps depicted in the right part of Figure 6.4: (1) an online cleaning
step that deals with noisy tuples, (2) an online compression stage that manages to reduce both
the available memory usage and the processing cost in computing trajectory, and (3) extract-
ing movement feature vectors, including both the location stream features and complementary
features. Note beforehand that data filtering and compression take place on a par with one
another as soon as a data point in a newly received batch is examined. Table 6.1 summarizes
the symbology utilized in the current and the upcoming sections as well. Note beforehand that
data cleaning and compression take place on a par with one another as soon as a data point in
a newly received batch is examined.
Symbol Description
N Number of monitored objects
T , τ Window size and batch interval
d Number of movement features
Oi The i-th monitored object id
Bi The i-th batch from a candidate div. point
Q`s Tuple including 〈x, y, t〉 triplet of an objects’ raw location stream
Q`f Feature vector derived from the raw location stream at t
Qcf Complementary feature vector at timestamp t
δoutlier, δsmooth, σ Filtering, smoothing and segmentation thresholds respectively
res The residual between the smoothed and the true value
sed, scc Synchronous Euclidean Distance and Correlation Coefficient
W`,Wr A left and right workpiece respectively
ei The i-th episode in an objects window
Table 6.1: Notations of symbols in SeTraStream
6.3.1 Online Cleaning
Traditional spatio-temporal and trajectory databases hold a common assumption that the po-
sitioning of moving objects can be precisely provided. Most efficient trajectory querying and
indexing techniques are built upon this assumption. The real-life movement streams however,
are far more imprecise than expected, usually unreliable and incorrect, as already discussed in
Section 4.3. The reason lies on the limitations of positioning techniques (e.g., GPS measure-
ment and sampling errors, indoor signal loss, smartphone battery runs out) or privacy concerns
(e.g., people do not want to disclose their precise or private locations). Therefore, trajectory
cleaning cannot be overlooked when reconstructing meaningful (semantic) trajectories from the
raw locomotion data.
The main focus of trajectory data cleaning is to remove GPS errors. Jun et al. [JGO06]
summarize two types of GPS errors: systematic errors (i.e., the totally different GPS position-
ing from the actual location which is caused by low number of satellites in view, Horizontal
Dilution Of Position HDOP etc.) and random errors (i.e., the small errors up to ±15 meters
which can be caused by the satellite orbit, clock or receiver issues). These systematic errors
are also named “outliers”, where researchers usually design filtering methods to remove them;
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whilst random errors are small distortions from the true values and their influences can be de-
creased by smoothing methods. Many oﬄine GPS data cleaning works can be found such as
[JGO06][SA09b][YPSC10], as already discussed in Section 4.3
In the context of streaming data, online filtering and online smoothing of streaming tu-
ples has become a hot topic [DKV+09][GKD+10][KD08][KVD+07]. Different from the focus of
prior works on data accuracy and distribution estimation, our primary concern of cleaning such
streaming movement data is refining the data points that have substantial distortion of move-
ment features for computing semantic trajectories. In current study on online data cleaning, we
only apply the location features Q`f not the complementary movement features Qcf .
To gain an efficient data cleaning in real-time context, we need to combine online filtering
and online smoothing in a single loop. When a new batch B regarding object Oi arrives, we do
the following cleaning steps:
(1) Build a kernel based smoothing model, which is similar to the oﬄine cleaning:
(x̂, ŷ) =
∑
i k(ti)(xti , yti)∑
i k(ti)
(6.1)
where k(t) is a function with the property
∫ |B|
0 k(t)dt = 1. The kernel function describes the
weight distribution, with most of the weight in the area near the point. In our experiments,
similar to [SA09b], we apply the Gaussian kernel k(ti) = e
− (ti−t)
2
2ß2 , where ß refers to the
bandwidth of the kernel.
(2) Calculate the residual between the model prediction 〈x̂, ŷ〉 and the true value 〈x, y〉 of the
examined point Q`sp , i.e., res =
√
(x̂− x)2 + (ŷ − y)2.
(3) By using a speed limit vlimit and the speed vQ`sp−1
at the previous point Q`sp−1, respectively
compute the outlier bound δoutlier and the smooth bound δsmooth
2:
δoutlier = vlimit × (tQ`sp − tQ`sp−1) (6.2)
δsmooth = vQ`sp−1
× (tQ`sp − tQ`sp−1)× 120%
(4) Filter out the point if the residual is more than the outlier bound, i.e., res > δoutlier, or
replace the location of the point 〈x, y〉 with the smoothed value 〈x̂, ŷ〉 if the residual is
between the outlier bound and the smooth bound, i.e., δsmooth < res < δoutlier. Otherwise,
we keep the original 〈x, y〉 of the point.
This cleaning method has the advantages of the distance based outlier removal as well as the
local-weighted kernel smoothing method with linear memory requirements of O(|B|), where |B|
is the size of a batch.
2Here, we increase the smooth bound by using the 20% of the location prediction provided by the speed of
the previous point.
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6.3.2 Online Compression
A primary concern when operating in a streaming setting regards the load shedding with respect
to incoming tuples. In the context of semantic trajectory computation, this happens both for lim-
iting the available buffer usage as well as to reduce the processing cost [CMC06, KPT09, MdB04,
PPS06]. In our approach, as both Definition 6.2 and Definition 6.3 imply, the approximation
quality of the mere spatio-temporal trajectories is not our only concern. Semantic trajectories
will be extracted based on additional features other than those derived from spatio-temporal
〈x, y, t〉 points. On the other hand, if we ignore the spatio-temporal trajectory approximation
quality, the portion of the movement features that rely on the pure location stream will later
be uncontrollably distorted. To cope with the previous requirements, we propose a method and
define a significance score suitable to serve our purposes.
Assume that a batch regarding object Oi is processed (step. 2 at right part of Figure6.4) and
(Q`sp−1, Q`sp ) is the last examined pair of points in it. When a new point Q`sp+1 is inspected, we first
obtain the significance of Q`sp from a spatio-temporal viewpoint by fostering the Synchronous
Euclidean Distance (SED) that is applied in [MdB04][PPS06]. The calculation of such SED
metrics is as follows:
sed(Q`sp , Q
`s
p−1, Q
`s
p+1) =
√
(xQ′`sp − xQ`sp )2 + (yQ′`sp − yQ`sp )2 (6.3)
where, the projection xQ′`sp = xQ`sp−1
+ vx
Q`sp−1Q
`s
p+1
· (tQ`sp − tQ`sp−1)
yQ′`sp = yQ`sp−1
+ vy
Q`sp−1Q
`s
p+1
· (tQ`sp − tQ`sp−1)
where, the velocity vector : vx
Q`sp−1Q
`s
p+1
=
xQ`sp+1
− xQ`sp−1
tQ`sp+1
− tQ`sp−1
vy
Q`sp−1Q
`s
p+1
=
yQ`sp+1
− yQ`sp−1
tQ`sp+1
− tQ`sp−1
The above measure is also employed in the sampling based approach of [PPS06]. Never-
theless, sed constitutes an absolute number that lacks the ability to quantify the particular
significance of a point with respect to other spatio-temporal points within the current batch. In
order to appropriately derive the aforementioned significance quantification, in SeTraStream’s
compression scheme, we normalize the sed measurement and define the relative spatio-temporal
significance SigSP of a point as:
SigSP (Q`sp ) =
sed(Q`sp , Q
`s
p−1, Q`sp+1)
maxsed
(6.4)
with 0 ≤ SigSP (Q`sp ) ≤ 1. The denominator maxsed denotes the current maximum sed of
points in the batch. Obviously, increased SigSP (Q`sp ) estimations represent points of higher
spatio-temporal significance.
Carefully inspecting sed’s formula, we can conceive that the intuition behind its definition
is to measure the amount of distortion that can be caused by pruning the spatio-temporal point
Q`sp . That is, having omitted Q
`s
p we could virtually infer the respective data point at the
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timestamp tQ`sp using the proceeding and succeeding ones (Q
`s
p−1, Q`sp+1). And calculating Q′`sp ,
sed(Q`sp , Q
`s
p−1, Q`sp+1) measures the incorporated distortion.
Thus, as regards the complementary feature vectors of Oi we choose to base the measure of
their significance on the Correlation Coefficient (corr) metric. First, fostering an attitude similar
to that in sed’s calculation as explained in the previous paragraph, we estimate the value at the
i-th position of vector Q′cfp as:
[Q′cfp ]i = [Q
cf
p−1]i +
[Qcfp+1]i − [Qcfp−1]i
t
Qcfp+1
− t
Qcfp−1
(t
Qcfp
− t
Qcfp−1
) (6.5)
Then, based on corr in statistics we define the Synchronized Correlation Coefficient (scc) between
(Q′cfp , Qcfp ) of complementary feature vectors:
scc(Q′cfp , Q
cf
p ) =
E(Q′cfp Qcfp )− E(Q′cfp )E(Qcfp )√
(E((Q′cfp )2)− E2(Q′cfp ))(E((Qcfp )2)− E2(Qcfp ))
(6.6)
where E() refers to the mean and −1 ≤ scc(Q′cfp , Qcfp ) ≤ 1.
The choice of scc is motivated by the fact that its stem, corr, possesses the ability to indicate
the similarity of the trends that are profound in the examined vectors rather than relying on
their absolute values [DKV+09][GKD+10][KVD+07]. Hence, it provides an appropriate way to
identify (dis)similar patterns in the complementary vectors and can be generalized in order to
detect similar patterns between movement feature vectors in their entirety. Values of scc that
are close to -1 exhibit high dissimilarity between (Q′cfp , Qcfp ), indicating that omitting Qcfp results
in higher pattern distortion. Calculating “1− scc” enables higher measurements to account for
more dissimilar patterns and taking one step further, min-max normalization on 1− scc allows
(dis)similarity values lie within [0, 1]. Thus, we eventually compute the relative significance of
the complementary feature vector as:
SigC(Qcfp ) =
1− scc(Q′cfp , Qcfp )
2max{(1− scc)} (6.7)
In the context of our compression scheme, the more dissimilar (Q′cfp , Qcfp ) are, the higher the
probability to be included in the window should be. As a result, the overall significance Sig(Qp)
of Qp can be estimated by the combination of both the location stream feature Sig
SP (Q`sp )
and the complementary feature SigC(Qcfp ). The weight balance between them is application
dependent, though we choose to treat them equally important [LHW07]:
Sig(Qp) =
1
2
(SigSP (Q`sp ) + Sig
C(Qcfp )) (6.8)
Eventually, for a threshold 0 ≤ Sigthres ≤ 1, Qp remains in the batch when Sig(Qp) ≥
Sigthres, or it is removed for compression purposes otherwise.
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6.4 Online Trajectory Segmentation
Similar to the importance of trajectory segmentation in oﬄine computing, the online trajectory
segmentation is the fundamental stage in the online trajectory computing. This stage comes
right after the initial data preparation utilizing the resulted feature vectors that are chosen to
remain in a newly received batch after data cleaning and compression (see Figure 6.4).
6.4.1 Sliding Window Method
Upon deciding the data points of a batch that are to be included in the window as devised in
the previous subsection, SeTraStream proceeds by examining episode existence in T . To start
with, we assume the simple case of the current window consisting of a couple of τ -sized batches
(i.e., T = 2τ). We will henceforth refer to each part of the window composed of a number of
compressed batches as workpiece. Intuitively, distinguishing episodes is equivalent to finding a
division point, where the movement feature vectors on its left and right sides are uncorrelated
and thus correspond to different movement patterns. In our simple scenario, a candidate division
point is placed in the middle of the available workpieces.
Hence, we subsequently need to dictate a suitable measure in order to determine movement
pattern change existence. We already noted the particular utility of the correlation coefficient on
the discovery of trends [DKV+09][GKD+10][KVD+07], and thus (in our context) patterns in the
movement data. In this processing phase movement feature vectors composing each workpiece
essentially form a pair of matrices for which correlation computation needs to be conducted. As
a result, we will reside to the RV-coefficient which constitutes a generalization of the correlation
coefficient for matrix data. We organize left window features (W`) into a d×m matrix, where d is
the number of movement features and m represents a number of vectors (at different timestamps)
that are the columns of the matrix . Similarly, right window features (Wr) are organized in a
d× n matrix i.e., n columns exist. The RV-Coefficient between 〈W`,Wr〉 is defined as:
RV (W`,Wr) =
Tr(W`W
′
`WrW
′
r)√
Tr([W`W
′
`]
2)Tr([WrW ′r]2)
(6.9)
where W ′`,W
′
r refer to the transpose matrices, Tr() denotes the trace of a matrix and 0 ≤
RV ≤ 1. RV values closer to zero are indicative of uncorrelated movement patterns. Based on
a division point threshold σ workpieces W`,Wr can be assigned to a pair of different episodes
e` = (0, T − τ, geometrybound), er = (T − τ + 1, T, geometrybound) when:
RV (W`,Wr) ≤ σ (6.10)
or to a single episode e = (0, T, geometrybound) otherwise.
Now, consider the general case of T covering an arbitrary number of batches. It can easily
be conceived that in a larger time window an alteration in the movement pattern may happen:
• instantly as a sharp change, or
• in a more smooth manner as time passes
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As a result, upon the arrival of a new workpiece Wr, we initially check for short-term changes in
the patterns of movement. We thus place a candidate division point between the newly received
workpiece and the last of the existing ones. Then the correlation between the movement feature
vectors present in 〈W1`,Wr〉 is computed. Notice that W1` this time possesses an additional
subscript which denotes the step of the procedure, as will be shortly explained. Similarly to our
discussion in the previous paragraphs, when RV1(W1`,Wr) is lower than the specified division
threshold, a division point exists and signals the end of the previous episode e` and starts a new
one er.
No short-term change existence triggers our algorithm to proceed by seeking long-term dis-
correlations. For this purpose, we first examine RV2(W2`,Wr) doubling the time scale of the
left workpiece by going 2τ units back in the window from the candidate division point. In
case RV2 does not satisfy Inequality 6.10, this procedure continuous by exponentially expanding
the time scale of the left workpiece in a way such that at the i-th step of the algorithm the
size of Wi` is 2
(i−1)τ units and RVi(Wi`,Wr) is calculated. When Inequality 6.10 is satisfied
the candidate division point is a true division point which bounds the previous episode ei =
(timefrom, timeto, geometrybound) and constitutes the onset of a new. Otherwise, Wr is rendered
the current bound of the last episode by being appended to it. If no long-term change is detected,
the aforementioned expansion ceases when either the beginning of the last episode or the start of
T (in case all previous batches have been attributed to the same episode) is reached, i.e., no data
points of the penultimate episode are considered since its extend has already been determined.
The exponential workpiece expansion fostered here is inspired by the tilted time window def-
inition [GHP+03] as a general and rational way to seek movement pattern changes in different
time granularities. Other expansion choices can also be applied. All of these options are orthog-
onal to our approaches and do not affect the generic function of SeTraStream. Our approach
manages to effectively handle sliding windows as a slide of τ time units results in:
(1) the expiration of the initial batch of the first episode efirst of Oi which affects its (timefrom,
geometrybound) attributes;
(2) the appendage of a newly received batch that either extends the last episode elast (when no
division point is detected) or starts a new episode. The outcome of the online segmentation
consists of tuples TOi = {efirst, . . . , elast} representing objects semantic trajectories.
6.4.2 Time and Space Complexity
The introduced trajectory segmentation procedure, premises that a newly appended batch will be
compared with left workpieces that may be (depending on whether a division point is detected)
exponentially expanded until either the previous episode end or the start of the window is
reached. Based on this observation, the lemma below elaborates on the complexity of the checks
required during candidate division point examination.
Lemma 1. The time complexity of SeTraStream’s online segmentation procedure, for N moni-
tored objects, under exponential Wi` expansion is O(Nlog2(
T
τ )) per candidate division point.
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Proof. For a single monitored object, the current window is composed of Tτ −1 batches (excluding
the one belonging to Wr). The worst case scenario appears when no previous episode exists in
the window and the candidate division point is not proven to be an actual division point.
By considering the exponential workpiece expansion, comparisons (i.e., σ checks) may reach
a number of k = min{i ∈ N∗ :
T
τ
−1
2(i−1) ≥ 1} at most. Adopting logarithms on the previous
expression and summing for N objects completes the proof.
Now, recalling the definition of the RV-Coefficient measure, it can easily be observed that its
computation relies on the multiplication of the bipartite matrices with their transpose. Assume
that the number of d-dimensional movement feature vectors in a cleaned and compressed batch
are n. Based on the above observation we can see that instead of maintaining the original form
of the vectors which requires O(d · n) memory space, we can reduce the space requirements
during episode determination by computing the product of the d × n matrix of the batch with
its transpose. This reduces the space requirements to O(d2) per batch since in practice d n.
So, to check a short-term change in the movement patterns we do not need to store the full
matrices of W1`,Wr which in this case are composed of one batch each, but only the matrix
products as described above.
However, this point may not be of particular utility since left workpieces are expanded during
the long-term pattern alteration checks. A natural question that arises regards whether or not
the product Wi`W
′
i` can be expressed by means of the multiplication of single batch matrices,
with their transposes.
Lemma 2. Wi`W
′
i` is the sum of batch matrix products with their transposes: Wi`W
′
i` =∑2(i−1)
j=1 BjB
′
j , where Bj is used to notate the matrix formed by the vectors in the j-th batch
(from a candidate division point to the end of Wi`).
Proof. Let Wi` = [B1|B2| · · · |B2(i−1) ] the matrix of the (i-th) left workpiece during the current
division point check. Bjs are used to denote sub-matrices belonging to individual batches that
were appended to the workpiece. It is easy to see that the transpose matrix can be produced by
transposing these submatrices: W ′i` = [B
′
1|B′2| · · · |B′2(i−1) ]. And then Wi`W ′i` can be decomposed
into BjB
′
j products: Wi`W
′
i` = B1B
′
1 +B2B
′
2 + · · ·+B2(i−1)B′2(i−1) =
∑2(i−1)
j=1 BjB
′
j .
Thus, for each batch we only need to store a square d × d matrix3, which determines the
space complexity of online segmentation leading to Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. During the online episode determination stage of SeTraStream, the memory require-
ments per object Oi are O(d
2 T
τ ) and assuming N objects are being monitored the total space
utilization is O(d2N Tτ ).
3We also keep the geometry bound of the batch that is utilized in the final episode geometry bound determi-
nation as well as some additional aggregate statistics, of minor storage cost, for classification and tag assignment
in the next step.
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6.5 Trajectory Episode Tagging
After the step of online segmentation that divides the movement data into separate trajectory
episodes, we need to further identify the semantic tagging information for each episode to better
understand the real-time streaming movement data. Similar to the trajectory annotation in
Chapter 5 for achieving the complete semantic-aware trajectories, but in a real-time context.
Such real-time semantic tagging is a very challenging topic. In this thesis, we also address this
problem and provide an early study towards this direction.
Having detected an episode ei, SeTraStream manages to specify in an online fashion the
triplet (timefrom, timeto, geometrybound) describing its spatio-temporal extend. Based on such
information, the online tagging algorithm needs to infer the episode tag, as the final piece of
information associated with an episode in a complete semantic movement in Definition 6.3.
Given application’s context, possible tag instances form a set of movement pattern classes and
notice that the instances of the classes are predetermined for the applications we consider, e.g.,
the annotation of stops with activities like work in office, relax at home, the annotation of moves
with transportation modes like walking, cycling, jogging, on bus, as discussed in Chapter 5.
The problem of episode tag assignment can be formulated to a classification task, where the
classifier can be trained in advance based on the collected episodes and the detected episode ei
can be timely classified based on the trained model and the episode features. The procedure of
such online tagging can be briefly described as follows:
• Oﬄine training – Based on some tagged mobility data, we train a model oﬄine with
well-known techniques like decision trees, boosting, SVM, neural or Bayesian networks
[FPSSU96]. Firstly, the episode features are computed like segment distance, duration,
density, avg. speed, avg. acceleration, avg. heading etc. In the oﬄine annotation in
Section 5.4.2, we have discussed the three types of episode features, i.e. the GPS-based
features, network features and POI features. In online case, the algorithm relies on the
location features and complementary features.
• Online testing – After detecting an episode, we compute the features (similar to the oﬄine
feature calculation during the training stage), and test the features in the oﬄine trained
model to infer the possible tags.
6.6 Experiment
In this section, we present our experimental results and performance analysis in computing
semantic trajectories from streaming movement data.
6.6.1 Experimental Setup
We utilize two different datasets: Taxi Data - this dataset includes taxi trajectory data for 5
months with more than 3M GPS records, which do not have any complementary features. We
mainly use taxi data to validate compression. It is non-trivial to get real-life on-hand dataset
with both complementary features and the underlying segment ground-truth tags. Therefore, we
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collect our own trajectory data by developing Python S60 scripts deployed in a Nokia N95 smart-
phone, which can generate both GPS data and accelerometer data from the embedded sensors.
We calculate GPS features (e.g., transformed longitude, latitude, speed, direction) as the location
stream vectors (Q`f ) and accelerometer features (e.g., mean, variance, magnitude, covariance
of the 3 accelerometer axis) as the complementary feature vectors (Qcf ). We term the latter
dataset as Phone Data within which, we also provide our own real segment tags (e.g., standing,
jogging, walking) to validate the online segmentation accuracy. For Phone Data, we also work on
the GPS data from the data campaign organized by Nokia Research Center - Lausanne, which
has collected 185 users’ phone data with about 7M records in total [KBD+10][YCP+11].
6.6.2 Online Data Preparation
As described previously, our online data cleaning needs to consider two types of GPS data errors,
i.e., filtering outliers as systematic errors and smoothing the random errors. The experimental
cleaning results are shown in Figure 6.5: (a) sketches the original trajectory data; (b) identi-
fies the outliers during the online cleaning process; (c) and (d) present the original movement
sequences together with the final smoothed trajectories, where (c) includes the outliers in the
original sequences, whilst (d) removes them for better visualization.
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Figure 6.5: Online data cleaning (outlier removal and smoothing)
Technically, compression makes sense when dealing with large data sets, however both Taxi
Data and the big part of Phone Data have no complementary features (Qcfp ) available but only the
GPS features (Q`sp ). Thus, our current experiment validates the sensitivity of data compression
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rate with respect to the spatio-temporal significance SigSP (Q`sp ) on location streams, without
considering the significance of the complementary features SigC(Qcfp ). As shown in Figure 6.6,
we plot the compression rate sensitivity when applying different thresholds on SigSP (Q`sp ). The
results are proportional when using the Phone Data with respective Sig(Qp) thresholds.
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6.6.3 Online Segmentation
SeTraStream’s procedure in online trajectory segmentation relates to (1) initially computing
the RV-coefficient between two workpieces RV (W`,Wr) and (2) expanding W` if RV (W`,Wr) is
bigger than the given threshold σ (otherwise, we identify a division point between two episodes).
Results are shown in Figure 6.8, where for T = 60s we can discover two main division points
(with RV-coefficient< 0.6 and batch size τ < 16), which is consistent with the underlying ground-
truth tags. The stars in the figures are the real division points in the streaming data, which
indicate when user changes their movement behaviors e.g., from jogging to walking and finally
to standing.
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Figure 6.8: Episode identification varying
batch size, for σ = 0.6
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Figure 6.8 analyzes the sensitivity of using different batch sizes, where the best outcome (i.e
accurate episode extend determination) is τ = 8s; when τ = 16s, we actually identify three
division points, which is partially correct, since as we can see there are only two real division
points in the stream. Similarly, we also investigate the segmentation sensitivity regarding to
different division thresholds σ in Figure 6.9. The best segmentation result is achieved when
σ = 0.6.
Finally, we evaluate the time performance of SeTraStream’s trajectory segmentation module.
We measure the segmentation latency with 25 users in the Phone Data. In the experiments, we
used a laptop with 2.2 Ghz CPU and 4 Gb of memory. From Figure6.10 and Figure 6.11, we
can see the segmentation time is almost linear, in both situations with different batch sizes (τ)
and different division thresholds (σ), which is quite consistent with Lemma 1.
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Figure 6.10: Segmentation latency with
different τ sizes (σ=0.6)
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6.7 Summary
This chapter presented the fourth major contribution of this thesis, i.e., the online trajectory
computing. The main outcome is an online framework (called “SeTraStream”) that enables
semantic trajectory construction over streaming movement data. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first method proposed in the literature dealing with this problem in real-time streaming
environments. Moreover, we considered challenges occurring in real-world applications including
data cleaning (with filtering and smoothing methods) and load shedding procedures (with online
compression) before accurately identifying trajectory episodes in objects’ streaming movement
data. The initial result of such online computing framework is published in [YGK+11].
In SeTraStream, the online cleaning with combined filtering and smoothing in one loop is ca-
pable of efficiently preprocessing streaming movement data. The online segmentation applies the
tilted window based methods for identifying episode division points using the RV-coefficients. Se-
TraStream additionally exploits online tagging functionality to achieve complete semantic-aware
trajectories, in terms of oﬄine training and online testing. The future focus of this real-time
study is on further investigating different kinds of window techniques for online segmentation,
as well as on online (or incremental) training of semantic tagging.
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Chapter7
Semantic Trajectory from Multi-Sensors
A smartphone is a mobile phone
that offers more advanced
computing ability and
connectivity than a
contemporary feature phone.
Andrew Nusca, 2009
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, both online and oﬄine approaches of computing trajectories are dedi-
cated to GPS-alike mobility positioning data, focusing on data feed from one single GPS sensor.
As a complementary study, this chapter discusses the benefits and challenges of computing se-
mantic trajectories by using multiple sensory data streams from smartphones, which establishes
the fifth major contribution of this thesis, i.e., semantic trajectories from multiple sensors in
smartphones. In particular, the focus is on the combination of GPS and accelerometer sensors,
to extract meaningful semantics from this temporally co-related streams of two independent sen-
sors. For example, we want to infer the semantic indoor activities such as cooking & dining (at
home) and working & having lunch (at the workplace). Towards such goal, this thesis builds a
two-tier framework: the first tier is to identify the micro-activities (denoted as MA, e.g., sitting,
standing, walking) from accelerometer data; the second tier uses the GPS location data (e.g.,
home and office) together with the sequences of micro-activities to infer the high-level semantic
indoor activities (notated as HA, e.g., cooking at home, working in office).
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.2 presents the challenges of inferring semantic
activities via multiple sensors in smartphones and our two-tier approach; Section 7.3 addresses
the techniques for inferring the micro-activities as locomotion from accelerometer data; Section
7.4 applies the locations using GPS data and infers the high-level semantic activities; Section
7.5 shows some experimental studies; and finally Section 7.6 summarizes this chapter.
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7.2 Learning from Multi-Sensors
There is a lot of studies on mobility behavior analysis of moving objects, including this thesis
about oﬄine and online trajectory computing. Such research has traditionally focused on mov-
ing objects such as vehicles, ships etc. With the advent of smartphone techniques, the focus has
shifted to “people sensing”. People-sensing [CEL+08] is an active area of research today. The
primary objective is to use the sensors on the phone and sense different aspects of the environ-
ment, effectively bringing people in the sensing loop. Driven from the GPS-alike vehicle and
people trajectory study, this thesis further investigates semantic knowledge discovery of people
trajectories from multi-sensor data feeds coming from smartphones.
Phones are one of the most ubiquitous sensors worn by people today. People trajectories
created by phones are quite different in nature than vehicles, ships and other moving objects,
in terms of (1) interest - they do not enjoy long GPS exposure; (2) dynamic - people perform
several activities using their phones while carrying it around; (3) multiple - Phones contain mul-
tiple sensors and data (GPS, accelerometer, microphone, call records, gyroscope). Multi-sensor
(GPS + accelerometer, sound, nearby devices) feeds from phones contain rich information about
a trajectory (activity being performed, neighbors, acoustic characteristics of environment). This
increases richness of data inferred through such knowledge discovery and provides better under-
standing of people movement patterns. In this chapter, we consider GPS and accelerometers,
found in most high-end phones today. Other sensors (e.g., microphones) are not the focus of
this thesis work, but for future research directions.
7.2.1 Activities from GPS+Accelerometer
GPS and accelerometers individually capture a partially overlapping set of semantics. GPS
traces have been studied widely to capture object’s movements in areas, capture GIS resources
(roads, parks) where object passes. Analysis of GPS traces have focused on pattern min-
ing [GNPP07, HLGL08] and extraction of semantic knowledge [SPD+08, YPSC10, YCP+11,
YGK+11]. Accelerometers on the other hand have been used typically for detecting activities
(Activities of Daily Life ADLs [RDML05, BGC09] – walk, stand, sit, jump, run, cook etc.). GPS
traces have been used to infer outdoor movements like walking, jogging as well. However, GPS
alone is not enough to have a complete representation of a user’s movements and activities for
the whole day since a large part of people trajectories are in indoor environments. Moreover,
GPS alone does not have enough discriminatory capability, e.g., distinguishing between “cooking
at home” and “sitting at home” as GPS signal is missing at home. Accelerometers can provide
vital cue towards precise detection of the activity.
In our study, we record both GPS and accelerometer data of subjects continuously. There-
after, our goal is to analyze this data to extract meaningful semantics from this temporally co-
related stream of independent sensors. At the first stage, we focus on accelerometer streams. In
this regard, our goal is to characterize dominant motion patterns of accelerometer data streams
from mobile phones under completely naturalistic conditions. Related work that extracts ac-
tivities from accelerometers have largely focused in artificial or semi-naturalized settings, where
multiple accelerometer sensors are placed on different body parts (elbow, back etc.) and motion
patterns are classified based on training data. Real-life people trajectories cannot impose such
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restrictions on placement of the phone. This thesis additionally investigates activity recogni-
tion considering such completely naturalized settings. In the second stage, our goal is to infer
activities being performed by people, thereby building a richer, spatio-semantic model of user
activities over a span of a day. We do this using a mutual reinforcement learning strategy using
cues from GPS data. The complete process is unsupervised and requires no manual interven-
tion. This model helps us achieve a wider cover of a user’s activities, covering both indoor and
outdoor environments. Therefore, the objective is to infer the semantic people trajectory. To
better describe such semantic people trajectory, we define different levels of activities, by using
accelerometer, GPS or both of them, as shown in Figure 7.1.
• Micro Activity (MA): Low-level semantic activities such as jogging, walking, standing,
sitting, cycling, driving.
• Location Inference (GPS): different locations that can be inferred by GPS, e.g., home,
office, shopping-center, transportation.
• High-level semantic Activity (HA): High-level semantic activities such as home, office,
shopping, transportation, sport.
Micro Activity - MA 
(accelerometer) 
Location  
(GPS) 
High-level Semantic 
Activity - HA 
walk jog stand sit … 
Home Office Transport Shopping … 
House-work 
Home-relax 
active-shopping 
dwell-shopping 
By-foot 
On-metro 
Figure 7.1: Different levels of activities
7.2.2 Two-Tier Computing Framework
We explore the use of mobile phone-generated sensor feeds to determine the higher-level (i.e.,
at the semantic level), indoor, lifestyle activities of individuals. In particular, we investigate
whether human locomotive behavior, derived from phone-embedded accelerometer streams col-
lected under naturalistic settings, can be used to identify activities such as cooking & dining
(at home) and working & having lunch (at the workplace). We propose and evaluate a two-tier
activity extraction framework (called SAMMPLE1) where features of the low-level sensor data
are first used to identify individual locomotive micro-activities (e.g., sitting or standing), with
the micro-activity sequence subsequently being used to identify the discriminatory character-
istics of individual higher-level activities. At the first-tier, we use empirical data to establish
the set of features that provide most accurate classification under naturalistic conditions, when
the on-body position and orientation of the phone change unpredictably. At the second-tier, we
1Semantic Activity Mining via Mobile Phone-based Locomotive Estimation
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explore feature extraction techniques utilizing the duration and sequence of micro-activities of
an individual to identify higher-level activities.
Figure 7.2 illustrates the hierarchy of steps associated with our semantic activity extraction
approach; roughly speaking, the hierarchy enables the association of different natural timescales
with different ‘levels’ of activities.
Figure 7.2: Our Two-Tier Semantic Activity Inferencing Framework
At the lowest-level, we collect the “3-axis” accelerometer stream from the phone, and group
the continuous stream of accelerometer readings into a sequence of non-overlapping “frames”;
typically, each frame duration is relatively small (e.g., 30 seconds, 1 minute) and is used to iden-
tify a specific locomotive state of the individual. From each frame, we extract appropriate clas-
sification features associated with the frame, and then employ a classification algorithm to map
each frame into a corresponding micro-activity. This stream of micro-activities is then subjected
to a segmentation process, which transforms the stream of frame-based micro-activities into a
sequence of, potentially longer-duration (e.g., lasting a few minutes), micro-activity “episodes”.
This segmentation step is necessary for naturalized settings, and its primary goal is to filter
out the transient micro-activities captured in individual frames to establish a more meaningful
set of stable episodes. For example, an individual might take 5 minutes to walk from her desk
to the cafeteria. While this should constitute a single “walk” episode, a micro-scopic frame-
level examination of the accelerometer will reveal that the episode constituted of many ‘walk
frames’, plus perhaps a few ‘stand’ frames (e.g., when the individual slowed down to accom-
modate other pedestrian traffic) and even a few ‘unknown’ frames (e.g., when the individual
shifted the phone from her trouser to chest pocket). Given the essentially random nature of
such individual frames, the segmentation step helps eliminate statistical noise while preserving
the key or defining micro-activity associated with that time segment.
The second tier of our hierarchy then involves the transformation of the sequence of “micro-
activity segments” into even longer-duration semantic activities (e.g., having lunch at work). As
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explained previously, GPS observations are used to distinguish between the individual’s semantic
locations (i.e., in the office or at home), which in turn helps identifying the range of semantic
activities to which the sequence of micro-activity segments can be mapped (e.g., ‘cooking’ is a
valid activity at home, but not in the office). Given the obvious day-to-day fluctuations in the
micro-activities associated with a semantic activity, we will utilize a statistical pattern mining
framework to transform the sequence of micro-activity segments into semantic activities. Note
the key difference between the two transformations: the feature-based classification (of sensor
frames to individual micro-activities) at the lower layer is memoryless, whereas the pattern-based
classification at the upper layer is based on mapping a temporal sequence of micro-activities to
the most-likely semantic activity. Our central hypothesis thus is that each semantic activity can
be associated with a set of distinct sequences of micro-activity segments.
Two aspects of this framework are worth highlighting:
(1) Conceptually, the feature-based mapping of individual accelerometer frames to micro-activites
may be viewed as a form of scalar quantization, while the mapping of micro-activity se-
quences to a semantic activity is analogous to a process of vector quantization. We em-
phasize that our principal innovations lie in the micro-to-semantic activity transformation,
and (for the most part) use previously developed approaches for mapping accelerometer
feature-vectors to micro-activities. What is perhaps not so obvious is that the higher-layer
mapping process differs from classical coding theory in that the mapping does not work on
a fixed length of symbols, i.e., the duration of an individual semantic activity is not fixed.
Accordingly, our algorithmic approach must be capable of identifying (1) a semantic activity
that has statistical fluctuation in duration across different days, and (2) the time instants
where there is a change in semantic activities.
(2) The adoption of the two-step hierarchy has both foundational and computational benefits.
A reader may indeed ask: why can we not simply look for characteristic temporal patterns
of semantic activities over the frame-level accelerometer feature vectors? As explained pre-
viously, such an approach would fail to be robust, as microscopic frame-level fluctuations in
activities would make it much harder to find clear mappings from low-to-high level activities.
Additionally, the approach significantly reduces the computation burden. Imagine seman-
tic activities, lasting roughly about 1 hour, defined over sequences of 30-sec long frames,
with each frame associated with a 4-dimensional feature vector. A direct mapping process
effectively looks to find characteristic sequences in a (60mins30sec =) 120 dimensional vector, con-
sisting of 4-dimensional elements. By instead first resolving the low-level frames into, say, 5
minute-long micro-activity segments, we transform the problem into finding characteristic
sequences of (60mins5min =) 12 dimensional vectors, with 1-dimensional elements, as a much
easier computational problem.
7.2.3 Challenges and Contributions
There are several challenges in mining spatio-semantic trajectories by using multiple sensors in
smartphones. We first describe some challenges from the GPS sensory data in smartphones.
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• GPS Stream discontinuity: Mobility data (like GPS) has “gaps”, as people often
enter buildings (office, house) where signals are limited; sampling frequency also plays an
important role in how much context can be inferred.
• Several levels of inferencing: Most people are usually engaged in multiple and inter-
leaved activities (e.g., browsing the net on the phone while on home, talking while walking
etc). Activities can be at different levels: micro-scopic (sit, stand, walk, run, jump),
semantic level (e.g., going home, going to office, in a party, lunch at office, lunch with
friends on a weekend etc). How can we detect such diverse activities using only the mobile
phone as the sensors?
• Limited Ground truth data: Supervised learning strategies with training data are
often impractical for activity classification and contextual analysis of such spatio-temporal
feeds, due to large variation in the patterns. Classification accuracy is primarily guided
by how many of the “known” patterns are learnt in the training data.
In addition, a practically useful implementation of our framework must, however, address
several challenges that arise from the use of accelerometer-generated data streams under natu-
ralistic settings:
• Stream Discontinuity & Irrelevance: We must cope with the fact that the accelerom-
eter data will be both discontinuous (which will not be available when the phone is turned
off) and non-representative of the person’s true activity state (e.g., when the smartphone
is left behind on the office desk during lunch).
• Noise & Usage Variation in Naturalized Settings: Accelerometer data is known
to be noisy, and can generate different signatures under changing external environments
(e.g., an individual walking on a moving train vs. walking on a sidewalk). Moreover,
the readings will exhibit distinctive variations depending on the continual change in the
placement and orientation of the phone–e.g., an individual can place the phone in different
locations (e.g., in their trouser pocket, laptop bag or in their hand).
• Activity Concurrence: One of the biggest challenges arises from the fact that humans,
in their daily lives, often multi-task at both the micro-activity (e.g., walking while talking
on the phone) & the semantic-activity (e.g., cooking and watching TV) levels. Most current
algorithmic approaches are unable to distinguish between activity patterns that are not
temporally disjoint.
• Personalization: As users vary in both their micro-activity signatures (e.g., how they
walk) and in their semantic activity patterns (e.g., how long they take to cook), the infer-
encing framework must be personalized to the specific characteristics of each individual.
In this chapter, we will adopt a personalized data mining framework that addresses all of
the above challenges, except that of activity concurrence – i.e., our inferencing algorithms im-
plicitly assume that an individual will engage in only one semantic activity at any instant.
Our key research question is as follows: Does the accelerometer-based locomotive history of an
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individual contain enough predictability (to help establish the typical locomotive profile of a
specific activity) and discriminatory power (to help distinguish between multiple alternatives)
to allow us to deduce an individual’s higher-level lifestyle activities, such as cooking or watching
TV? If so, how do we develop a data analytics framework that uncovers such discriminatory
locomotion-based features, and what level of accuracy can such an analytics framework hope to
achieve? To address this question with relevant research and technical challenges, this chap-
ter uses real-life observational traces to make the following contributions to smartphone-based
activity inferencing:
(1) We present a two-step process of semantic activity inferencing that first uses raw accelerom-
eter streams to derive a sequence of an individual’s micro-activities, and then employs sta-
tistical feature extraction & mining on the micro-activities to establish the mapping from
such micro-activities to the likely semantic activity2. This two-step approach helps pro-
vide robustness against noise in the underlying sensor observations & accommodates daily
behavioral variations in semantic activities.
(2) We explicitly consider the problem of accelerometer-based micro-activity classification in a
naturalistic environment, where the individual goes about her daily life, and show that a
combination of orientation-independent & orientation-sensitive features provides the best
classification accuracy (up to 90% in our studies) for such naturalistic settings.
(3) We propose and evaluate two discriminatory feature extraction techniques (utilizing the
micro-activity stream) to identify specific semantic activities. The first approach uses fea-
tures based only on the total duration of underlying micro-activities (resulting in a classifi-
cation accuracy of ∼ 70%), while the second approach additionally considers the order (or
sequence) of these micro-activities (providing an additional ∼ 10% increase in classification
accuracy).
7.2.4 Preliminaries and Definitions
Before providing the detailed techniques in the two-tier framework, we first present the necessary
mathematical definitions needed to describe the steps in the rest of this chapter.
Definition 7.1 (Accelerometer Data Stream - A). Initially, a sequence of data points recording
acceleration along 3 axes, i.e., A = 〈A1, A2, . . . , An〉, where Ai = (xi, yi, zi, ti) is a tuple with
accelerations (xi, yi, zi) and timestamp ti.
Definition 7.2 (Micro-Activities-MA). A set ofM distinct micro-activitiesMA = {MA1, . . . ,MAM},
where each element of MA corresponds to a pre-defined locomotive state of the individual. For
this chapter, we consider a set of 7 (M = 7) micro-activities: {‘sit’, ‘sit relax’, ‘walk’, ‘slow
walk’, ‘bursty move’, ‘stand’, ‘using stairs’}. While most MA elements are self-descriptive, the
non-obvious ones are described in Table 7.1.
2“Semantic Activity” and “high-level activity” are used synonymously in this chapter
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Table 7.1: Descriptions of some non-obvious micro activity labels
Name of Exemplary Description of Activity
MA Label
sitRelax all types of relaxed sitting (e.g., shaking legs, stretching, ..)
slowWalk walk at a slow pace, walk inside office rooms
burstyMove jerky movements (e.g., get up from chair,
movements inside kitchen), varies across users
Definition 7.3 (High-Level Activities- HA). A set of H distinct semantic activities HA =
{HA1, . . . ,HAH}, where each element of HA corresponds to a pre-defined semantic activity
of the individual. For this chapter, we consider a semantic hierarchy of High-level activities
obtained from the users we survey. Details are in Figure 7.3.
Semantic Activity
(Office)
Semantic Activity
(Home)
Office_Work
Office_Break
Work_on_
computer
Work_
Meet Work_other
Break_
toilet
Break_
coffee
Break_
lunch
Home_
Work
Home_Rel
ax
Work_
on_
computer Work_Other
Home_
cook
Home
_clean
Home_
Eat
Home_
watch_
movie
Home_
browse_internet
Home_eat
_lunch
Home_eat_
dinner
Tag Cloud
office_break, office_work, office_work_desk, office_meet, office_meet, office_work_on_computer, 
office_work_talk_to_colleague, office_break_get_tea, office_break_toilet, office_break_other, office_break_short, 
office_break_coffee, office_break_coffee_stairs, office_work_class, office_work_teach, office_lunch, 
office_lunch_at_desk, office_lunch_break_toilet, office_meet_tea_break
home_cook, home_relax_browse, home_relax_coffee, home_work_on_computer, home_baby_routine, 
home_clean_wash_dishes, home_break_toilet, home_relax_watch_movie, home_work, home_relax_clean_dishes, 
home_cooking, home_freshup
Level 0
Level 1
Level 2
Figure 7.3: User tag cloud and hierarchy of HA activity classes
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7.3 Micro-Activity Inference from Accelerometer
Activity detection under completely naturalized settings naturally complicates the stream pro-
duced - due to presence of multiple interleaved activities, no restriction of placement, movement
etc. Our first goal is to understand how good supervised pattern learning and classification al-
gorithms perform when we look at such streams, considering a limited vocabulary of well-known
micro activities that have been tried and tested in semi-naturalized settings. We consider seven
micro activities defined in Table 7.1, focusing on people’s daily life, especially indoor activities.
This is the first part of our two-level activity inferencing approach that requires us to transform
the accelerometer data stream into a MicroActivity Stream (MS), defined as follows.
Problem 1 (MicroActivity Stream - MS). A transformation of A such that MS = 〈MS1,MS2,
. . . ,MSm〉, where MSi is a tuple (mi, tbi , tei ) such that mi ∈ M, and tbi & tei are timestamps
denoting the start and end times of MSi. Note that we implicitly assume a non-overlapping
MicroActivity Stream–i.e., tbi+1 ≥ tei , ∀i.
7.3.1 Frame based MA Inference
We now detail our approach of using frame-based classification to transform a raw accelerometer
data stream A into a resulting MicroActivity Stream (MS), under naturalistic conditions. We
start with an unlabeled accelerometer stream A as input and first split it into non-overlapping
equal-sized frames (see Figure 7.4 and Definition 7.4), denoted by F, of duration Tf , such that
F = 〈F1, F2, . . . Fn〉. We then use an appropriate vector of features (computed over the elements
of A belonging to the ith frame Fi) to classify each Fi, i.e., to associate a value mi ∈ MA
with each frame. This classification process results in a MicroActivity Stream such that the ith
element of the sequence, MSi, is defined by the micro-activity value mi and start & end times,
(tbi , t
e
i ) (with t
e
i − tbi = Tf ), associated with Fi.
Tf
Accelerometer 
Frames 
Micro  
Activities m1 m2 m3 mi mn
Raw 
 Accelerometer 
Stream 
Figure 7.4: Frame-based MA inference
Definition 7.4 (Accelerometer Frame - Fi). A group of continuous accelerometer records, i.e.,
Fi = {ai+1, . . . , ai+k} in time duration Tf , where aj = 〈x, y, z〉 is the three dimensional ac-
celerometer streaming data points.
Feature Calculation – Most prior work in using accelerometer-based features for micro-
activity classification (e.g., [RDML05, CBC+08]) implicitly assumes that the (phone-embedded)
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accelerometer is either placed on a unique on-body position (e.g., in a hip holster) and/or al-
ways maintains the same orientation (relative to the ground). Under naturalistic conditions, an
individual may, however, not only place the phone in different on-body positions at different
times, but its orientation might get modified (due to movements/jerks, varying pocket sizes,
usage style). Recent micro-activity recognition literature (e.g., [LYL+10]) studying different
types of naturalistic settings stresses the importance of making the right feature choices for such
settings. Accordingly, we investigate the important question: what features, or combination of
features, are better suited to activity identification under such naturalistic settings, and what
level of accuracy can the resulting classification techniques achieve?
Broadly speaking, the set of potential features used for accelerometer based micro-activity
detection can be grouped into two types:
• Orientation-Dependent Features: This set of features is computed independently and
distinctly for each of the three axes, x, y, z. For example, one may compute the mean
values, represented by x¯i, y¯i, z¯i of the accelerometer samples in frame Fi, independently
for each of the 3 accelerometer axes, thereby resulting in 3 independent features. In
general, we can expect orientation-dependent features to be useful when the orientation
of the phone (relative to the earth’s horizontal) remains constant.
• Orientation-Independent Features: This set of features is not associated indepen-
dently with a specific axis of the accelerometer. Instead, it is either an orientation-
independent combination of all 3 axes (e.g., the mean or variance of the acceleration
magnitude(
√
x2 + y2 + z2)) or specifically associated with acceleration values derived rel-
ative to a reference frame, e.g., the ground. In the latter case, we first need to figure out
the phone’s current orientation and transform the original xi, yi, zi values to corresponding
values along the reference frame (e.g, horizontal or vertical to the ground). In general,
orientation-independent features are expected to be more robust to random variation’s
in a phone’s orientation or on-body location, but may offer lesser resolution than their
orientation-dependent counterparts.
Most past work in this area has used either exclusively orientation dependent or orientation-
insensitive features (e.g., [LYL+10]) and looks to distinguish well-separable micro-activities
(e.g., sit, walk, jog, cycle). In contrast, we explored various combinations of these two feature
classes, and evaluated their ability to classify our set of locomotive activities, which have varying
degrees of similarity to one other (e.g., ‘walk’and ‘slowWalk’).
In particular, we consider a feature matrix, consisting of both time and frequency domain
features from: (1) the 3D axis of the phone (orientation dependent) (refered to as 3D-features),
(2) A projection of the readings on the gravity direction and plane perpendicular to gravity,
which makes it orientation-independent (refered to as 2D-features). The mean of accelerometer
readings along each axis over a long period of time can produce a good estimate of the gravity
direction [LYL+10] and we use this to project the signal to this “2D” reference frame. A total
of ∼ 50 features were used per frame (Fi); Table 7.2 lists the most-important features. For the
frequency domain, the features are computed by first transforming the (xi, yi, zi) segment into a
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250-point FFT vector [RDML05]. A state-of-the-art calibration technique tested on the Nokia
N95 [YLJ10] was used to calibrate the sensor readings before further processing.
Classification Algorithms – Orthogonal to the choice of the classifying features, we also
experimented with a wide variety of state-of-the-art clssifiers, including decision tree, Adap-
tive Boost (Adaboost), SVM, bayesian network and Naive Bayes. We should emphasize that
our principal goal is not to devise any new feature or classification algorithm, but empirically
investigate the performance of such features choices & classification algorithms in naturalized en-
vironments. We observed that, while the performance of different classifiers was largely similar,
the LibSVM 3 classifier provided the best accuracy overall (for both MA and HA classification);
accordingly, most of the performance graphs are plotted using the LibSVM classifier.
7.3.2 Description of the Empirical User Study
To empirically understand the utility of various features in classifying our M = 7 micro-activities
under naturalistic settings, we recruited a total of 5 university participants for our experimen-
tation and data collection purposes. Each subject was provided a Nokia N95 phone (4 used it
as their primary cellphone for the duration of our study), with embedded Python scripts that
sampled the accelerometer and GPS sensors periodically and uploaded the sampled traces back
to our centralized data collection server each day. The 3-axis accelerometer values were sampled
with a frequency of 30 Hz, while the GPS sensor sampling was guided by an internal state ma-
chine [KBD+10], that performs optimized sampling (e.g., sample only when moving and under
coverage) to reduce energy overhead.
As requiring each subject to continually record their micro-activity ‘ground truth’ (e.g.,
log every change from walk to sit or stand) for extended durations is unacceptably onerous,
we performed an in-depth experimental data collection with User1; for the other users, we
collected locomotion & postural data on only their preferred body positions (where they carried
their phone regularly). Each user was asked to perform each of the M = 7 MAs consecutively for
∼ 7−10 minutes each, resulting in an overall study duration of ∼ 50−60 minutes. In contrast to
most constrained-usage studies, User1 performed each MA while changing the on-body position
of the phone among three pre-defined positions: {Shirt Pocket, Pant Front Pocket, Pant Back
Pocket}, as well as randomly altering the phone’s orientation (for each on-body position).
Such a change in on-body location allows us to empirically study the accuracy of the feature-
based classification approach in naturalized environments, where the exact on-body position (&
orientation) of the phone will be unknown and subject to random changes.
We first study the MA classification accuracy achieved by different combinations of the
various accelerometer-based features for the representative MA data of User1. Results are
presented using a 10-fold cross validation approach, where 90% of the collected data was taken
as the training set, and the resulting classifier logic was applied to the remaining 10% test data;
the figures represent the average over 10-such training vs. test partitions of the data.
Figure 7.5 plots the classification accuracy achieved on User1 for the data collected with
the orientation of the phone (within each on-body position) fixed: the plotted data corresponds
3http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
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to a frame duration of Tf = 5 secs. Results are plotted (using the LibSVM classifier) for two
different cases:
(a) when the on-body position of the phone is assumed to be known a-priori : in this case, the
classification is performed, and the classification accuracy is evaluated, separately for each
of the three on-body positions;
(b) when the on-body position of the phone is an unknown–in this case, the classification is per-
formed, and the classification accuracy is evaluated, on the combined data of all 3 positions.
The plot shows various combinations of “3D” & “2D” features (see Table 7.2). 3Dall (or
2Dall) implies the use of all (time & frequency domain) 3D-features (or 2D-features); 2Dhp refers
to features computed on the projected orientation-independent frames – both gravity (~p) and
its plane perpendicular (~h) ; 2Dmag refers to features computed over magnitudes of ~h and ~p;
additionally, ‘correlation’, ‘PCA’ refer to the feature reduction techniques we used, respectively
for applying the correlation-based feature selection [SH97] or Principal Component Analysis
based feature extraction.
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Figure 7.5: MA Classification accuracy for
User1 with fixed (vertical) phone orienta-
tion (Tf = 5 secs).
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Figure 7.6: MA Classification accuracy for
User1 with naturalistic (varying) phone ori-
entations (Tf = 5 secs)
The figure illustrates three important points:
(a) the MA classification accuracy is higher for certain on-body positions of the smartphone-in
particular, the classification accuracy is higher when the phone is placed in the lower segment
of the body (an observation previously observed in wearable sensing [BI04, GWT+09]);
(b) the classification accuracy for the “Combined” case (which best corresponds to our target
naturalistic environment) case is approx. 85 ∼ 90%;
(c) most importantly, the highest classification accuracy is achieved when we use a combination
of both orientation-dependent (3D) and orientation-independent (2D) features
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These conclusions hold uniformly across analyses performed with other parameters–e.g.,
when Tf was varied to be {2, 5, 10, 20} secs, or when the other classifiers (such as Bayesian
Network, Naive Bayes, Decision Tree - J48, Adaboost) are used. We also observed that the best
MA classification accuracy was achieved by Tf choices of {5, 10} secs, and thus restrict future
experimental results to these two values.
To further understand the salient characteristics of feature-based classification, Figure 7.6
plots the MA classification accuracy for both specific on-body positions & for the “Combined”
case, but with the orientation of the phone varied, even for the same on-body position, during
each MA. Compared to Figure 7.5, it should be clear that the naturalistic phenomenon of
changes in orientation results in an observable drop in accuracy, with the classification accuracy
for the “Combined” case now reaching only ∼ 75− 80%. The figure also demonstrates that, for
naturalistic environments characterized by uncontrolled changes in on-body positions & phone
orientation, the use of a combination of orientation-dependent (3D) & orientation-insensitive
(2D) features provides higher classification accuracy than the independent use of each feature
type. Figure 7.7 plots the “confusion matrix” for the “Combined” case– the results show that
the SAMMPLE approach is quite successful in correctly labeling each MicroActivity sequence
MS. We believe that our study is the first to establish the need for combining 3D and 2D
features for improved MA inferencing accuracy under naturalistic conditions.
T=

bm sr s sw r t w
burstyMove(bm) 50 1 0 12 1 0 2
sitRelax(sr) 3 47 0 2 0 14 0
sit(s) 0 2 19 0 0 9 0
slowWalk(sw) 6 3 0 54 1 0 0
stairs(r) 3 0 0 0 54 0 6
stand(t) 1 1 0 0 0 64 0
walk(w) 3 0 0 8 2 0 53

Figure 7.7: Confusion matrix for MA classification of User1. An entry in the ith row & jth
column denotes the number of instances where the classifier labeled the activity as MAi, while
the ‘ground truth’ was MAj .
In our SAMMPLE framework, these MA inference models (learnt during the training phase)
are applied on each frame of the incoming accelerometer stream A, to give us a MicroActivity
Sequence MS, which forms the input to the subsequent HA-classification phase (that we shall
discuss next).
7.3.3 Segmentation based MA Inference
In addition to the frame-based micro-activity learning, we also design a segmentation approach
for learning accelerometer data stream. The raw accelerometer data stream is collected continu-
ously in naturalized setting. There are no signs when is a new activity start and the previous ac-
tivity stops; they are all collected together. Therefore, the initial task is to provide a correct data
segmentation strategy, which can divide the long sequence into several segments corresponding
to separate activity (e.g., 5 minutes dwelling after half hour sitting). However, the frame-based
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methods omit such preprocessing step, where the experiment setting has already manually di-
vided the accelerometer data into separate activity frames, and the task is only focusing on the
activity recognition on each accelerometer frame [BI04, RDML05, BGC09, KLLK10, KWM10].
We do not segment the raw accelerometer stream directly based on each record a of the raw
accelerometer sampling stream A (see Definition 7.1), but based on each group of accelerometer
records in a time window τ , where τ can be values like one second or one minute. There are two
advantages of using τ rather than each a directly: (1) Sensitive to outliers – The accelerometer
data is much sensitive to user monitions and outliers, e.g., changing phone positions, talking
with phone when walking; therefore, the neighboring record a can be varying a lot while the
user is continuing with the same activity. The group values of a can deduce such sensitivity.
(2) Efficient segmentation – The raw data stream typically is very huge, as accelerometer data
sampling usually has a very high frequency (e.g., 30 records per second in our experiment).
With such accelerometer grouping, we can obtain better segmentation performance.
In such segmentation-based MA inference method, we apply the same concept of Accelerom-
eter Frame as in the frame-based MA inference (see Definition 7.4). Based on the sequence
of accelerometer frames, we first segment the sequence of accelerometer frames Fi into several
continuing accelerometer episodes e(A), where the frames in each episode in some sense sharing
similar characteristics – corresponding to the same activity, as shown in Figure 7.8. Compared
with Figure 7.4, we can apply additional segmentation techniques to identify so call “accelerom-
eter episodes”.
τ
Raw Accel. 
Stream 
Accel. 
Frames 
Accel.  
Episodes e1 e2 e3 e4 e5
Activity 
Tags t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6
Figure 7.8: Segmentation of accelerometer stream
We extend the SWAB (Sliding Window And Bottom-up) online segmentation algorithm
[KCHP01, KCHP04], and build a multi-dimensional time series segmentation of accelerome-
ter frames. In our study, we focus on three dimensions and call this extended SWAB method
“surface-regression based segmentation”. The choice of SWAB is because of: (1) online seg-
mentation which can be applied in real-time systems; (2) efficient segmentation which can be
easily transplanted in the smartphone platform, as the time complexity is linear and much faster
compared with any polynomial or dynamic programming based sophisticated methods.
To validate the segmentation result and tune the segmentation error bound σ in finding
the dividing unit, we design the measurement by using real-life user tags. In our Nokia phone
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platform, user can provide activity tag in their daily life in real time via the phone. The micro
activity tag can be sitting, standing, jogging, walking, climbing etc. As shown in Figure 7.8,
there are six tags. Such ground truth tags can validate the segmentation results. We design the
measure based on the widely used metrics of precision and recall to measure the segmentation
accuracy, as shown in Formula 7.1. Based on this definition, the optical segmentation is when
the final result where each segment has one and only one tag inside, i.e., both precision and
recall are 100%.
precision =
#segments with tag
#EA
recall =
#segments with tag
#total tags
(7.1)
f−measure = 2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall
The accelerometer segmentation example in Figure 7.8 has five segmented episodes, where
four episodes have user tags inside (e1, e2, e3, e5) and two episodes have more than one tags.
According to Formula 7.1, the precision is 45 = 80%, recall is
4
6 = 66.7%, and f−measure is
2∗4/6∗4/5
4/6+4/5 = 72.7%.
In the measurement of Formula 7.1, all the segments are considered equally, similar as all the
tags. We can further define the weighted (w) precision and recall (see Formula 7.2), where the
length of segment and the tag interval distance are also measured to validate the segmentation
result.
precision(w) =
Σ{length of segment with tag}
Σ{length of ei}
recall(w) =
Σ{tag interval with division inside}
Σall tag intervals
(7.2)
f−measure(w) = 2 ∗ precision
(w) ∗ recall(w)
precision(w) + recall(w)
In such case, the weighted measurement of the segmentation accuracy in Figure 7.8 is:
precision(w) = |e1|+|e2|+|e4|+|e5|t∑
i=1
|ei|
, and recall(w) = |t1t2|+|t3t4|+|t4t5|5∑
i=1
|titi+1|
, where |titi+1| is the distance
interval between the two neighboring tags.
After segmentation, the sequence of accelerometer frames are divided into several non-
overlapping accelerometer episodes. We need to further calculate the features for episodes,
which will be applied in learning micro-activity. The MA classification is the same technique
applied in the frame-based MA inferring. The detailed useful features of accelerometer episode
EA has been defined previously in Table 7.2.
Definition 7.5 (Accelerometer Episodes - EA). A set of accelerometer episodes, i.e., EA =
{e1, . . . , am} . Episode features are calculated to describe its characteristics 〈f1, · · · , fn〉, where
the features are same as the definitions in Table 7.2.
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The procedure of segmentation-based MA inference can be summarized as follows: (1) divide
the accelerometer stream into frames, and calculate the basic features of each frame (e.g. three
mean values of of the three axes); (2) apply the surface-based segmentation on accelerometer
data with basic features, and validate it with real tags to find the best error bound; (3) based
on the best error bound, rerun the first two steps and apply them on other accelerometer data,
and extract their accelerometer episodes; (4) calculate the features of episodes that are used
for later activity learning; and finally (5) apply the classification methods that similar to the
frame-based MA inferring.
7.4 High-level Semantic Activity Inference
The second level of our activity inferencing framework approach requires us to transform the
MicroActivity Stream MS of an individual into a corresponding High-Level Activity Stream
(HS), defined as follows.
Problem 2 (High-Level Activity Stream - HS). A transformation of MS such that HS =
〈HS1, HS2, . . . , 〉, where HSi is a tuple (hi, tbi , tei ) such that hi ∈ HA and tbi & tei are timestamps
denoting the start and end times of HSi. Note that we implicity assume a non-overlapping
High-Level Activity Stream–i.e., tbi+1 ≥ tei , ∀i.
We now describe our empirical data-driven approach for identifying the discriminatory key
features of each MicroActivity Sequence MS associated with a corresponding high-level activity
HA, so as to enable accurate classification of unknown elements of HS. We describe and evaluate
two broad approaches towards HA classification:
(a) the Order-Oblivious (OO) approach simply uses the total duration of each distinct MA as
elements of the feature vector;
(b) the Sequence-Aware (SA) approach uses certain sub-sequences of MAs as additional discrim-
inatory features.
To elucidate each approach, we will utilize the illustrative example in Figure 7.9, where we
consider a sequence of MAs (e.g., ‘walk (w)’, ‘sit (s)’, ‘stand (t)’) associated with each HA
instance. We further assume that, for this example, Tf = 5secs. (For our actual empirical study,
recall that we have M = 7 different MAs, and Tf is varied among (2, 5, 10, 20) seconds).
7.4.1 Description of Empirical User Study
Our HA study involved the same 5 users involved in the limited-duration MA classification study.
Each of them was given a Nokia N95 smart phone (running our Python data collection scripts,
that collected the 3-axis accelerometer and GPS data streams); 4 subjects used this phone as
their primary communication device, while 1 used it solely to support our experimentation needs.
Each user was asked to carry the phone with them as they went about performing their regular
chores, and also maintained a separate diary of the HAs they performed at their respective
office and home locations. Some initial idea was provided on what constituted a high-level
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Table 7.3: Summary of HA data collection campaign for different users
User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5
Number of Days 27 17 15 23 19
activity ‘HA’ (e.g., work, break, lunch, dinner, cook). Although not mandatory, users often
provided additional context for each tag (e.g., break coffee, break toilet, office work at desk).
The lifestyle-generated data was gathered over a span of 6 weeks on working days, with obvious
gaps due to individual variations in lifestyle routines (see Table 7.3). In total, we obtained 101
days of data, with each day containing between ∼ 4 − 15 tags. As described in Figure 7.3, we
employed a manual process of normalization to hierarchically transform each user tag to 5 high-
level semantically-distinct HAs (some tags (e.g., baby routine) were discarded). We call these
HAs as “tier-1” HAs–our principal goal is to perform accurate disambiguation among these HAs
by utilizing the discriminatory patterns embedded in the underlying accelerometer data.
The raw accelerometer stream A generated was first run through the calibration routine
(described earlier for MA classification); subsequently, the (start,end) timestamps of each HA
instance was used to extract the accelerometer segment for that instance. The MA classification
model (learnt individually for each user) was then applied to generate the MS stream for each
HA instance (e.g., Figure 7.9); these streams were then used to learn the HA classification
models (using the two approaches described next). The accuracy of the resulting model was
then computed using an 8-fold cross validation approach (we used 80% of the HA instances for
training and 20% for testing).
7.4.2 The Order-Oblivious (OO) Approach
The order-oblivious approach associates a feature vector (with each instance of a specific HA),
defined purely by the total number of frames (or equivalently, duration, as Tf is a constant)
of each MA-type in the associated MS. In other words, we have an M dimensional feature,
where the ith element of the vector denotes the number of frames classified as MAi by the
MA-classification algorithm. Looking at the example of Figure 7.9, there are 3 instances of
the HA “home eat” (HE1, HE2 & HE3), associated with the corresponding feature-vectors
[4, 0, 7], [2, 0, 1] & [2, 2, 2], respectively. These feature vectors represent specific points in an
M -dimensional feature space; we then use well-known classification algorithms to compute HA
classification models from these underlying data.
7.4.3 The Sequence-Aware (SA) Approach
This approach supplements the OO approach by extracting & defining additional features that
consider the order (or sequence) in which the various MAs occur within a specific HA instance.
This approach should provide more discriminatory capability and thus improve the HA classifi-
cation accuracy, at the expense of higher dimensionality of the feature vector. We consider two
pattern mining-based techniques to learn such key discriminatory features from the underlying
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traces: SA-TD, a duration-preserving strategy and SA-TF, a transition-preserving strategy.
To explain them, we first define a few terms.
Let Mi = [MS
i
1, . . .MS
i
l ] be the set of MicroActivity sequences associated with the l different
instances of HAi (e.g., MS
1
1 =[t t t t t t w w w w t] Figure 7.9. Let S
i
j be the set of all sub-
sequences of MSij , i.e., a set of all possible MA-level sequences that occur in MS
i
j . Finally, subc
be a sub-sequence in Mi, i.e., subc ⊆ ∪j=1,...,lSij ; intuitively, subc is a MicroActivity subsequence
that occurs at least once in the combination of all l instances of HAi.
Definition 7.6 (Cover of subc ). Denoted as cov(subc,Mi), equals the number of instances in
Mi that contains at least one instance of subc .
Definition 7.7 (Support of subc ). Denoted as supp(subc,Mi), equals
cov(subc,Mi)
l .
The state-of-the-art has revealed that patterns with low support in individual classes or
with very high support globally across classes are typically not useful for classification, as such
patterns either occur very infrequently in any class instances or are a common occurrence in
multiple classes, respectively [CYHH07]. In our scenario, an individual MA symbol (e.g., ‘sit’)
is likely to be very common in all instances, while long MicroActivity sequences will have low
cover. As defining new pattern mining algorithms is not the focus of our work, we present
two intuitive strategies that aim to augment the OO-based feature vector with a few additional
features defined by sequences with high observed support.
Temporal Duration-preserving strategy (SA-TD) – Given a minimum support threshold
Θ0 and a maximum subsequence size Kmax, this strategy discovers the set of all sub-sequences
(of length [2, 3, . . . ,Kmax]) that supp(subc,Mi) ≥ Θ0. For example, the subsequences, of length
3, selected for Home eat in Figure 7.9 are [t t w, w w t, t w w]. The SA-TD algorithm finds
the union of all such sub-sequences across all the H different HAs; this set of sub-sequences
constitute the additional elements of the feature vector. For example, in Figure 7.9), this
approach results in the selection of the following 3-element sub-sequences: [t t w, w w t, t w w,
t t s, t s s, s s s].
The SA-TD algorithm then appends these features (to the OO feature vector) to create
a longer feature vector. For classification purposes, the value of a particular element in the
sequence-vector, defined for an instance HSi of the high-level activity stream, is the number
(or frequency) of occurrences of that element in the corresponding MicroActivity sequence. For
example, for the instance HE1 in Figure 7.9, the SA-TD approach results in a feature vector
[4, 0, 7, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0]), where the elements [1,1,0,0,0] come from the sub-sequence based features
(as the sequences ‘[ttw]’ & ‘[wwt]’ occur once each in HE1). Note that if subc is identified as a
feature, it follows that all sub-sequences of subc also meet the selection criteria and are considered
candidate features. As the resulting feature vector may have fairly high dimensionality, this step
of sequence-based feature identification is followed by a step of correlation-based reduction of
the feature size (an approach described in [SH97]).
Transition-preserving strategy (SA-TP) – In this approach, the step of feature identifica-
tion & selection is preceeded by a data transformation step, where we consider the MicroAc-
tivity sequence for a particular HA instance and only preserve the transitions between different
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MAs, by removing (or collapsing) the run-length of consecutive MA symbols occuring in a
particular instance of an HA. For example, in Figure 7.9, the sequence associated with HE1 is
transformed to [twt]. This transformation has the benefits of both potentially higher discrim-
inatory power and reduction of feature vector dimensionality. By focusing on the sequence of
transitions among consecutively occuring MAs, the SA-TP approach is robust to minor varia-
tions in the duration of individual MA. Consider for example, an activity defined as a ‘smoking
break’. It is highly likely that two instances of this HA might have a certain latent sequence
(e.g., defined by an order of walk → stand→ walk), while differently slightly in the duration of
each micro-activity (e.g., [w w w t t w] and [w w t t t w w]). The SA-TP approach will identify
both by the underlying common (or characteristic) transition [w t w], whereas SA-TD would
treat them as different sequences. Moreover, by creating 1 (instead of 2 separate) sub-sequence
from these observations, SA-TD reduces the dimensionality of the resulting feature vector. (For
our experimental data, SA-2 results in approx. 2-4 fold reduction in the size of the resulting
feature vector, compared to SA-TD).
In both SA-TD and SA-TP, the resulting set of higher dimensional feature vectors (containing
both the frequency of individual samples and the frequency of certain MA sequences) are then
provided to an appropriate classification algorithm to build a HA classification technique, which
is subsequently validated with a set of test instances.
7.4.4 Baseline approach
To compare our 2-tier approach towards semantic activity mining (HA classification), we consider
an alternative baseline algorithm typically used in traditional activity recognition literature
[vKNEK08, GWT+09]. In this traditional scheme, features are extracted directly from the
raw accelerometer data stream, after the initial step of calibration, associated with each HA
instance. Hence, for all training instances of HAi, we consider time frames (slices of duration
Tf ) of the sensor data stream, compute the (orientation-dependent and independent) features
(just as we did for micro-activity classification) for each frame and build a classifier model after
associating the corresponding HA (or semantic) label to each of these frames. Similarly, the
test data is also divided into frames of size Tf and classification accuracy is measured using the
Timeslice accuracy measure [vKNEK08], defined as the percentage of correctly classified frames,
or
∑N
1 [predicted(i)==real(i)
N , where predicted(i) is the predicted HSlabel and real(i) is the actual
HSlabel of the timeslice i, N=Total number of time slices (frames).
7.5 Experiment
In this section, we present some results related to accelerometer data segmentation, MA infer-
ence, and HA inference.
7.5.1 Accelerometer Segmentation
In the experiment of accelerometer data segmentation, we analyzed the sensitivity of different
error bounds σ and various time unit τ for the segmentation accuracy.
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From Figure 7.10, we observe (1) in general, the higher error threshold, the better precision;
the extreme case is when the error bound is too big and there is only one segment (precision
is 100%); (2) the optimal threshold σ in our experiment is 6.3, which can achieve 96% of the
f-measure.
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Figure 7.10: Segmentation sensitivity anal-
ysis of error bound
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Figure 7.11: Segmentation sensitivity anal-
ysis of accelerometer frame size
The result on the sensitivity analysis of different acceleration time unit size is shown in Figure
7.11, which implies the result does not not highly depend on the accelerometer unit size when
it is reasonable not too big (see 1 second, 10 second, 30 second in Figure 7.11). However, when
it grows too much (closing to the activity duration), then the accuracy decreased significantly
(see 3 minutes in Figure 7.11). Therefore, for the later experiment, we can adopt the suitable
window size for both low computing cost and high segmentation accuracy.
Figure 7.12 shows the best segmentation result we achieved for one sample accelerometer
data stream sequence, where (1) the x,y,z stream is using 30 seconds as the frame size, which is
much smoothed compared with 1 second in Figure 7.8; (2) the circle dots are the ground truth
user tags; (3) the dark lines are the division places that separate the two consecutive segments.
We can observe the division lines are very consistent with the tag dots.
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Figure 7.12: Segmentation results (division line) with the ground-truth tags)
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7.5.2 Mining Micro-Activity
In Section 7.3.2, we have already addressed some empirical studies on MA classification of one
user. The previous Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 did present the classification accuracy with the
vertical phone orientation and the normal orientation in naturalized settings, as well as using
different MA features. In addition, Figure 7.13 shows the sensitivity analysis on MA classification
accuracy when using different frame sizes. Based on such results, we can claim the best results
are achieved when using frame size as 5 seconds and 10 seconds, in particular for the combined
case of phone positions.
Regarding MA classification across different users, Figure 7.14 plots the classification ac-
curacy (various choices of 3D+2D feature vectors) for each of the remaining 4 test subjects,
with the phone located in each individual user’s most-preferred on-body position. The plot
shows that the classification accuracy is uniformly high across all users (dropping to no lower
than ∼ 90% in the worst-case) and that the combined set of 3Dall + 2Dall features provides the
overall best performance.
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7.5.3 Mining High-level Semantic Activity
Before presenting our two-tier approach’s performance on HA inference, we address the per-
formance of using baseline algorithm to infer the HAs. Figure 7.15 provides a comparison of
the accuracy of 3 versions of the baseline HA mining algorithm, achieved under 6 candidate
classifiers, for a specific user (User1). The figure shows that a traditional ‘single-tier’ approach
to HA classification results in only ∼ 50% accuracy values, indicating that the direct use of
accelerometer-based features is not powerful enough to provide high-fidelity identification of
higher-level semantic activities.
We then study the detailed result for User1, who was the most active participant in our
data collection. Figure 7.16 presents the overall HA-classification accuracy observed by the 3
feature extraction algorithms (OO, SA − TD and SA − TF ), as well as a 4th candidate that
combines the SA − TD & SA − TP -generated features framework, for two different choices
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Figure 7.15: Performance of baseline algo-
rithm using accelerometer-based features di-
rectly. The “Frame:HA Duration” condition
corresponds to the case where the entire length
of the HA instance is considered a single frame.
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Figure 7.16: HA-Classification ac-
curacy for different feature-extraction
approaches in SAMMPLE (User1).
Kmax = 4; Θ0 = 0.7 for the SA-based
approaches.
of MA frame-size (Tf = {5, 10} sec), with Kmax = 4 & Θ0 = 0.7. We can see that the
OO approach achieves ∼ 70 − 75% accuracy, whereas the addition of sequence-based features
increases the accuracy by another 5 − 10% (achieving a best case of ∼ 82%). Figure 7.17 also
provide additional details about the “confusion matrix”, generated by the classification of the
5 tier-1 HAs. Given the many possible sources of error in our data (e.g., user not carrying the
smartphone, user forgetting to label certain HAs, lack of time synchronization between user
logs of ‘ground truth’ and time-stamped accelerometer values), these results demonstrate that
our SAMMPLE framework provides a powerful technique for correctly classifying a very high
fraction of semantic activities.
T=

HE OB OW HW HR
home eat(HE) 10 0 0 4 2
office break(OB) 0 20 6 0 0
office work(OW ) 0 1 30 0 0
home work(HW ) 0 0 0 24 3
home relax(HR) 5 0 0 2 24

Figure 7.17: Confusion matrix for HA classification of User1.
In addition, we apply different strategies when inferring the MA list (e.g., stand → sit →
sitRelax) for each HA instance, and analyze its influences on the final HA classification accu-
racy. For example, Figure 7.18 shows five MA classifiers (maBayNet, maJ48, maLibSVM ,
maBoostJ48) we have applied for inferring HA’s MA list, as well as the four frame sizes (2sec,
4sec, 10sec, 20sec). We can observe the best final HA result is achieved by using frame size
as 5sec and the MA classifier as maBayNet. Similarly, Figure 7.18 shows the effects of the
combination of difference choices in choosing MA classifier and HA classifiers.
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Figure 7.18: HA accuracy via different
MA classifiers and MA frames
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Figure 7.19: HA accuracy via different MA clas-
sifiers and HA classifiers
Finally, we study the HA classification across different users. Figure 7.20 reports the HA
classification accuracy for each of the 4 other users, for a frame duration Tf = 5 secs. The figure
demonstrates that the individualized SIMMPLE framework results in ∼ 70− 80% classification
accuracy across users. The lower accuracy observed for User2 and User5 was due to the paucity
of training data (with User2 participating only for 3 weeks, the number of HA instances was
often less than 10).
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Figure 7.20: HA-classification accuracy for 5 subjects in SAMMPLE (Kmax = 4; Θ0 = 0.7).
7.6 Summary
This chapter presents the last major contribution of this thesis, i.e., mining semantic trajec-
tories from multi-sensors in smartphones, in particular the combination of two sensors, i.e,
GPS and accelerometer. In details, we have presented, and evaluated, a two-tier framework for
classification and mining of indoor semantic high-level activities (HA) based on smartphone-
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generated accelerometer data. Unlike a single-tier approach, where classification features are
directly computed from the raw accelerometer stream and associated with each HA instance, our
two-tier approach first performs feature-based classification (using both orientation-dependent
and orientation-dependent features) of individual frames to derive micro-activities (MAs) and
then uses MA-level feature vectors to derive the HA. Experimental studies with human sub-
jects show that our algorithms are able to achieve approximately 90% accuracy in identifying
MAs and about 70% accuracy in then classifying the semantic activities (HAs) based purely on
“MA duration”-dependent features and about 80% accuracy when the features are augmented
to include representative MA sequences. Our results provide strong evidence that high-level
activities can indeed be deduced from locomotion and posture-based MAs. The initial result of
such two-tier learning framework is presented in [YCM+].
In addition to the frame-based MA inference, this chapter also discussed methods of ac-
celerometer data segmentation. It is worth investigating how the two different strategies (frame-
based inference vs segmentation-based inference) can influence the final learning results, both
MA accuracy and HA accuracy. More interesting topics for future research directions could be
supporting the online MA/HA classification as well as adding extra smartphone sensors, e.g.,
microphone, WiFi, bluetooth.
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Chapter8
Conclusion and Outlook
People-centric sensing
applications can be thought of as
having a personal, social, or
public focus.
Andrew T. Campbell, 2008
8.1 Conclusion
In the last decades, the large availability of mobility data given by GPS-alike sensing devices
has fostered many research interests and challenges for analyzing trajectories. In addition,
smartphones with several embedded sensors (e.g., GPS, GSM, accelerometers, gyroscopes, WiFi,
bluetooth, etc.) open up a world of new opportunities for sensing almost the whole lifestyle of an
individual, including indoor activities (like shopping, eating at a restaurant, cooking at home or
watching TV, being in a party) and outdoor activities (e.g., sports like skiing and cycling, driving,
being in public transports). The smartphone can further record user’s societal interaction with
other people. Studies on analyzing smartphone-generated mobile sensing data, typically called
“people sensing” [CEL+08, LML+10] and “reality mining” [EP06] in the literature, constitute
one of the most exciting interdisciplinary research frontiers, like the computational social sciences
[LPA+09].
Existing studies on such mobility data are mainly limited to analyzing the raw trajecto-
ries generated by the motion sensors, without enough consideration of associated higher-level
semantics. This is the case for many sophisticated techniques for trajectory data ad-hoc stor-
age, indexing, querying and mining that have been proposed in the trajectory database and
data mining fields during the last decade. Recently, studies from the semantic web commu-
nity and the activity recognition domain have started to build some meaningful concepts for
representing mobility (e.g., stop and move). However, the gap between low-level sensing data
and high-level mobility concept is still unclear. The contribution of this thesis is towards fill-
ing this gap. Therefore, the starting point and the first results of this thesis are two rich
semantic models for mobility data representation discussed in Chapter 3, i.e., the trajectory
ontological framework [YMPS08a, YMPS08b] and the hybrid spatio-semantic trajectory model
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[Yan09, YPSC10]. The ontological framework provides knowledge of conjunctive queries and
reasoning support for high-level trajectory concepts; whilst the second model enables progres-
sively representing real-life mobility data at three different levels of data abstraction, i.e., from
the low-level spatio-temporal trajectories, to the intermediate-level structured trajectories, and
finally to the high-level semantic trajectories. This three-level hybrid model can provide a com-
prehensive view for understanding mobility data, bridging the gap between the spatio-temporal
view and the semantic view.
Based on the hybrid spatio-semantic model, the second main outcome of this thesis is a
computing platform that can progressively compute trajectories at different levels from the raw
data collected by positioning devices. This thesis proposed both oﬄine platform [YPSC10] and
online solution [YGK+11] for trajectory computing. The oﬄine computing procedure in Chap-
ter 4 deals with past trajectories and consists of data preprocessing (e.g., techniques for data
cleaning and compression), trajectory identification (i.e., identifying trajectory’s start and end-
ing points from the long sequence of tracking data, for generating spatio-temporal trajectories),
and trajectory segmentation (i.e., the velocity, density, and time series methods for dividing
a single spatio-temporal trajectory into a set of non-overlapping episodes, for achieving struc-
tured trajectory). Regarding online trajectory computing from streaming mobility data (dealing
with ongoing trajectories), this thesis additionally proposed a real-time framework (called “Se-
TraStream”) in Chapter 6, where the main focus is on online trajectory segmentation by using
both location features and complementary features.
For achieving semantic trajectories completely from the raw mobility data, additional third
party semantic knowledge is required, including both geographic knowledge (e.g., open-source
map like Openstreetmap) and application domain knowledge (e.g., database of customers). This
thesis defined a heterogeneous annotation framework for semantically enriching various trajec-
tories with heterogeneous third party semantic data sources [YCP+11]. We categorized the
third party semantic sources (comprising both geographic and application domain knowledge)
in terms of their underlying spatial extents, i.e., region, line and point. Chapter 5 discussed
the detailed annotation framework with three dedicated annotation algorithms, i.e., spatial
join based annotation with semantic regions, map matching extended annotation with semantic
lines, and hidden markov model based annotation with semantic points. Based on the com-
puting platform and the annotation framework, we built a prototype (called “SeMiTri”) with a
Web interface to query and visualize different levels of trajectories [YSC+10].
As the last outcome, this thesis presented a method for computing semantic trajectories
from multiple sensors embedded in smartphones, namely the study of combining GPS and
accelerometer [YCM+]. Integrating GPS with accelerometer data can provide further semantics
for better understanding mobility data, as it includes both the location (from GPS) and the
locomotion (from accelerometer). Chapter 7 presented the two-layer framework to compute
semantic indoor activities: firstly the framework identifies micro-activities (MA, e.g., walk, sit,
sit-Relax, stand, bursty-Move) from accelerometer data; secondly based on GPS context about
home and office, the framework infers high-level activities (HA, like office-work, home-cooking,
home-dinner etc.), by discovering the patterns of a group of MAs.
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The novel approaches of computing such “semantic trajectory” for better understanding mobility
data in this thesis open many opportunities for future research.
8.2.1 Efficient Real-time & Distributed Trajectory Computing
Real-time system is always an important and challenging topic in computer sciences. In this
thesis, we have already addressed relevant online trajectory computing algorithms for streaming
movement data. The real-time processing tasks (such as online data cleaning, online compres-
sion, online segmentation, online annotation) need to be done in an efficient way. These online
algorithms are built for processing data from one single node (e.g., GPS data from one Antenna).
However, data in real-time systems is usually coming from different sources in a decentralized
way, and cannot be preprocessed and merged together in advance. The real-life systems should
be able to perform online trajectory computing in a distributed setting that is often encountered
in large-scale application scenarios. Therefore, besides the intra-computing, we need to design
algorithms for merging or refining results from multiple nodes (e.g., GPS data from multiple
Antenna), which will be an inter-computing method. How to support trajectory computing in a
distributed mode is a challenging problem and can be one of the major research focuses in future.
Distributed and cloud computing techniques seem to be promising methodologies towards this
direction. In particular, we would study minimizing communication costs, both for trajectory
computing and results delivery in the real-time & distributed settings.
8.2.2 Collaborative & Personalized Semantic Trajectory Computing
Recently, there are emerging a lot of exciting geo-social networks, supporting collecting and
annotating trajectories, such as Google Latitude, Foursquare, Facebook Place, Gowalla. New
studies start to analyze such geo-social data for inferring trajectories and targeting better loca-
tion & activity predictions as people sensing. It is worth investigating how semantic trajectory
computing methods can contribute to the emerging research area of mobile-based people sensing.
There would be the following main research problems along this direction:
(1) Compute semantic trajectories with geo-social network data – As geo-social networks en-
able users to conveniently tag (e.g., “twitter”) their movement and social activities with
user defined tags, we can use these tagging information to annotate and generate semantic
trajectories, for extending the semantic annotation algorithms in Chapter 5.
(2) Personalized semantic trajectory computing – Semantics is not universal but meaningful
in certain context of specific users. For example, the semantics of a stop in a restaurant
is totally different between a customer having dinner and a waitress on duty. This thesis
discussed common stops and personalized stops in trajectory computing. In future, advanced
techniques are required for computing personalized semantic trajectories.
(3) Collaborative semantic trajectory computing and recommendation – Following the trend
of computing a huge amount of personalized trajectories, we can discover the common
behaviors, build individual user profiles, and further infer collaborative semantic trajectories,
which will be significantly useful for location predication and recommendation services.
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8.2.3 Online Activity Learning from Multiple Sensors
In Chapter 7, this thesis discussed the method of computing semantic trajectories with the
combination of GPS and accelerometer. This work would have three major extensions:
(1) Online HA/MA Classification – Current MA (Micro Activity) and HA (High-level Activ-
ity) classification is oﬄine, which assumes that there is an a-priori demarcation of the
(start,end) time of a specific HA instance. In practice, the algorithms will receive a contin-
uous accelerometer stream and thus have to perform an intermediate step of demarcating
the boundaries of individual HAs (which are variable with unknown duration), before com-
puting the features to build classifiers. Similar to online GPS-alike trajectory computing,
we need to design online algorithms for computing semantic trajectories from accelerometer
streaming data, as well as from the combination of GPS and accelerometer data.
(2) Multi-level HA Inference – The proposed solution deliberately focused on classifying HAs
at level-1 granularity (Figure 7.3). In future, we will study HA tags on more concrete level,
i.e., the level-0 tags. Additionally, different users provide different tags (i.e., the personalized
semantic trajectory mentioned previously). We need to build techniques (e.g., clustering)
to analyze these HA tags, and automatically build the tag hierarchy instead of a manually
setting up. In addition to technical innovations of multi-level tags, we must also conduct
larger-scale user studies to understand the precise HAs.
(3) Additional Sensor Streams – Besides GPS and accelerometer, we will explore extra sen-
sors like WiFi, sound, bluetooth, gyroscopes, for exploring unsupervised or semi-supervised
learning and classification techniques. A multi-sensory model supports more efficient com-
puting as sensors are complementary to each other, e.g., accelerometer contributes more to
indoor activities, GPS help inferring outdoor movement, and microphone samples can better
distinguish if a person is working at his desk or participating in a meeting. In turn, the
learning can rely less on ground-truth data, significantly reducing user tagging workload.
For multi-sensor data, we will have to both derive the sensor-specific features that provide
accurate classification under naturalistic conditions and adjust the classification logic to deal
with potentially conflicting learning results from different sensor streams.
8.2.4 Smartphone-based Trajectory & LBS Applications
The goal of semantic trajectory approaches is to help building more useful trajectory or LBS
(Location-based Services) applications, in particular on the smartphone platform. For real-life
mobile applications, two important issues cannot be ignored:
(1) Energy-efficient computing. Considering the power limitation of smartphones, we will an-
alyze the energy sensitivity issues regarding different kinds of activities, and provide more
dynamic sampling frequency and computing strategies to save the smartphone energy.
(2) Privacy and security aspect. With more mobile application deployed and more data col-
lected, the problem of privacy and security is bound to increase. This thesis did not cover
the issues of privacy-preserving semantic trajectory computing, but this definitely will be
an important research topic in future.
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